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Prologue 
 

 The history of the Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity chapter at Ball State University is 

rich and unique  In one facet it mirrors the history of the college/university in Muncie, 

Indiana, and in another facet demonstrates the cyclical nature of social fraternity life on 

college campuses during the 20
th

 Century.   For predating its affiliation with Lambda Chi 

Alpha Fraternity in 1951, this fraternity had a lengthy history as a local club/fraternity 

dating back to 1921.  They were called the Navajos, the first social club on the young 

state campus. 

 In examining the evolution of this local club into a chapter of one of the nation‘s 

largest and most respected fraternities, one needs to keep his/her examination in the 

context of the growth and evolution of Ball State University.  Recently, Professors 

Anthony O. Edmonds and E. Bruce Geelhoed of the BSU History Department authored 

the first definitive history of Ball State (published by the Indiana University Press).  This 

task began in 1993 when a sesquicentennial committee appointed by the president of Ball 

State was charged with planning the 75
th

 anniversary of the state institution The 

committee made as one of its chief priorities the research and publication of such a 

history that charted the school‘s start through the auspices of Provost Warren Vander 

Hill, a member of the committee. 

 Fortunately, the book is a very readable history as both Edmonds and Geelhoed 

desired to publish an ―interpretive history‖ rather than a litany of facts and figures on 

people, places and things. In their introduction, the authors point out that Ball State‘s 

history was not dissimilar to that of dozens of other institutions in neighboring states.  

Institutions such as Miami University (Ohio), Ohio University, Akron University, Kent 

State University, Bowling Green University, Northern Michigan University, Western 

Michigan University, Central Michigan University, Eastern Michigan University, 

Northern Illinois University, Illinois State University and Indiana State University.  In all 

cases these institutions were begun as ―normal‖ schools, a term applied to colleges 

created to train teachers for the growing public school system in America.   

 By the end of the 20
th

 Century, Indiana state government supported two major 

research oriented universities—Indiana University, the oldest, and Purdue University, a 

land grant college created in the 1860s.  Indiana State University (formerly Indiana 

Normal College) was created in the 1850s.  Vincennes University, while founded early in 

the 19
th

 Century, remained in private ownership until mid-twentieth century, when the 

State agreed to take over ownership.  Ball State joined the state system in 1918 as a gift 

from the Ball Brothers, and was originally made an appendage of Indiana Normal 

College (Eastern Division).   
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 The famous ―baby boom‖ in the post World War II period sent an avalanche of 

students into the nation‘s education system.  This tidal wave of humanity was due to hit 

the post-secondary educational level in the early 1960s.  Most states prepared by creating 

a system of community colleges or junior colleges, but Indiana‘s General Assembly 

opted for a different approach that had been pressed by the administrations of Indiana 

University and Purdue University.  This plan called for the creation of ―extension 

centers‖ around the state that could eventually offer four-year degree programs.  Ball 

State‘s leadership decided to avoid the creation of extension centers and offer an outreach 

program of courses rather than institutions.  Indiana State, however, did create one branch 

at Evansville, a decision that both President Herman Wells (IU) and President Fred 

Hovde (PU) were very unhappy about.  This extension center eventually was made an 

independent State university in the early 1980s and dubbed the University of Southern 

Indiana. 

 At the end of the 19
th

 Century there were approximately 8,200 students enrolled 

in eleven state colleges in Indiana (including normal schools in Valparaiso, Danville, 

Indianapolis, Angola, and Marion).  Most of these were private.  By the end of the 20
th

 

Century over a quarter of a million students would be enrolled in Indiana‘s bevy of 

private and state college campuses.  Approximately 80%, however, were enrolled in State 

supported institutions. 

 Ball State‘s history dates back to the late 19
th

 Century when civic leaders in 

Muncie wanted to build a proprietary college in their city to enhance its image, and to 

attract more people to Muncie.  Eventually, an area north and west of the city was chosen 

for the site of such a college.  It was to be called Normal City, independent of Muncie. 

Between 1899 and 1918 the college changed hands several times.  F.A.Z. Kumler, an 

educator from Missouri, was the first to try by building what is now the Administration 

Building, which was a self-contained college, including a private residence for the 

president and his family.  The institution was called Eastern Indiana Normal University 

but by 1901, without sufficient students or money, it folded, to be replaced by Palmer 

University, which lasted but two years.  The Indiana Normal School and College of 

Applied Science replaced Palmer between 1905 and 1907.  Finally, the Muncie Normal 

Institute took over the property in 1912 and ran a school until 1917. 

 World War I would certainly rob the local college and many more nationwide of 

prospective male students.  Sadly, again the Muncie college had to close its doors due to 

foreclosure.  During bankruptcy proceedings several local bidders came forth hoping to 

purchase the property at a fraction of its worth.  The Ball brothers, founders of Ball 

Brothers Company, later Ball Corporation (primarily Frank, the middle son and president 

of the company,) authorized a bid of $35,100, which eventually the courts accepted 
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because the Ball brothers were the only ones bidding who could fork over at least 50% of 

their bid in cash. 

 In 1917 the State legislature had passed a law allowing Indiana Normal School 

(ISU) to accept gifts of money, property, or securities.  Frank Ball approached the 

governor about donating the Muncie campus to the state.  The deal was sealed and Frank 

was named to the Indiana Normal School board of trustees.  That board would jointly 

manage both Indiana State and Ball State until 1958.  In 1957 the General Assembly 

passed a law authorizing the creation of a new board of trustees for Indiana State in 1958.  

The old board would continue to govern Ball State. Frank Ball would serve on the board 

of trustees until his death in 1943, then be replaced by the youngest of the five Ball 

brothers, George, who served until 1955.  He handpicked his successor, the son-in-law of 

Frank Ball, Alexander M. Bracken, and asked the governor to appoint him, which 

Governor George Craig was happy to do.  Mr. Bracken would serve for twenty-five 

years, most of them as president of the board.  His son, Frank, replaced his father on the 

board in 1981 and currently serves as the vice president of Ball State's Board of Trustees.   

 Initially, many of the faculty at Indiana State were not excited about the prospect 

of their new appendage across the state.  Few wanted to teach there, but gradually the 

new faculty grew and pushed for increased independence from their parent in Terre 

Haute.  In 1922 the name of the campus was changed to Ball Teachers College.  In 1929 

the name changed to Ball State Teachers College.  The final change occurred in 1965 

when the General Assembly of Indiana bestowed upon both Indiana State and Ball State 

the name ―university.‖ 

 In terms of the transition from Navajo Fraternity to Lambda Chi Alpha, one must 

remember that the major national fraternities had a bias against teacher training colleges 

and few located chapters on those campuses.  If necessity is the mother of invention, the 

creation of social clubs came about in a vacuum.  Absent national fraternities, a group of 

local men ranging in ages from 18 to 50 formed a club they called ―Navajo.‖  Later a 

second group, known as the ―Triangles‖, would emerge, and then the Delts. Within ten 

years there would be four local social clubs/fraternities on the Ball State campus. 

 In the meantime, Lambda Chi Alpha national fraternity, begun in 1909 at Boston 

College by John Mason, had grown and reached a point of merging with another national 

fraternity, not quite as large, called Theta Kappa Nu.  This merger occurred in 1939, and 

made Lambda Chi Alpha one of the major players in the national fraternity field.  Their 

national office was located in Indianapolis, Indiana.  Traditionally, the big three in Greek 

fraternity life were Sigma Chi, Phi Delta Theta and Beta Theta Pi, and all had their 

origins in nearby Miami University in Oxford, Ohio. 

 Most of these national fraternities were an outgrowth of the Masonic movement 

and their ―rituals‖ included many aspects found in Masonic orders.  Most contained 
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Christian identification.  The cross of Sigma Chi is an example of that tie.  The ―cross 

and crescent‖ of Lambda Chi, likewise reflects the fraternity‘s Christian orientation.  

However, the Navajo Fraternity‘s ritual did not reflect such an orientation and when the 

local fraternity decided to affiliate with Lambda Chi in the early 1950s, the national 

fraternity was decidedly against many of the traditions of the local chapter.  It would take 

years for the national fraternity to pressure the Iota Alpha Chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha 

to abandon the last of their Navajo ―traditions.‖ 

 Lambda Chi Alpha was not completely WASPish.  Roman Catholics were 

welcomed; however, Jews, Asian-Americans and African Americans were not welcomed.  

The ―blackball‖ system, whereby two members could keep any prospective member from 

affiliation, helped to guarantee this prejudice until the early 1960s. 

 ―Greek life‖ meant the use of the Greek alphabet, which most fraternity pledges 

would have to memorize.  Nearly all national social fraternities had Greek titles.  In part 

this was due to the fact that most early translations of the Bible from Hebrew were in 

Greek, and rituals often used Greek letters or words to denote aspects of their own ritual 

or fraternity.   

 In Lambda Chi Alpha‘s case, a local chapter was called a ―zeta.‖  The first 

chapter was called the Alpha zeta and as new chapters were added the Greek alphabet 

was used, to wit: Beta, Gamma, Delta, etc.  Butler University‘s chapter became Alpha 

Alpha Zeta in the 1940s, and when the Ball State chapter was colonized in 1951, it 

became known as Iota Alpha Zeta. 

 The officers of the fraternity chapter collectively were called the High Zeta and 

they took on Greek titles.   The president was High Alpha, the vice president was called 

High Beta, the secretary was called High Gamma and the treasurer was called High Tau.  

The High Delta was the rush chairman, the High Epsilon was the social chairman and the 

High Kappa was the pledge trainer.  At the national level officers were referred to as the 

Grand High Zeta, with the president of the fraternity called the Grand High Alpha. 

 Each new initiate was assigned a number preceded by his zeta‘s name.  IA 1 was 

Willus Preston, a former Navajo.  By 1960 the chapter had initiated over 300 men.  By 

the end of the century there were well over 1,600. 

 The following story traces the beginnings of Navajo to its transition to Lambda 

Chi Alpha after 30 years, and then the growth of Iota Alpha Zeta during the last half of 

the 20
th

 Century.  Unfortunately, this story ends in 1964 when the author was graduated 

from Ball State.  He no longer had access to the minutes and raw material from which he 

gleaned the information for this story.  Hopefully, a younger brother will finish this 

odyssey at a future date. 
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The Navajos 1918 - 1922 
 

In late1918 World War I ended.  Many veterans returned to colleges across the 

nation with government scholarships.  A handful of these veterans came to Muncie for 

their education, along with several recent high school graduates. 

In these early days going to college was somewhat more erratic than after World 

War II.  Students sifted in and out of school, intermingling academic quarters as they 

found the time and money to gain their education.  One might spend one quarter studying 

at the college, the next term might be spent working, and yet another might be spent 

teaching in a small country school someplace in the state.  As a result, in many cases it 

took several years to accumulate a full four years of college credit. 

In 1920 the college could claim just under a 400-student enrollment with probably 

one fifth of that being male students.  Most of the men found housing in private homes in 

and about the college campus.  Several could always find room in the old Normal City 

Bookstore located at the corner of McKinley and University streets.  This two-floor 

structure contained about four double rooms, which would rent for $8 to $10 weekly.  By 

late 192l a small clique of men residing here, along with several other fellows who liked 

to hang out at the bookstore, began to talk about joining together to form a club.  Most of 

these men were athletes at the college with average or above average grades, so naturally 

they shared many common characteristics and interests. 

Ralph Rigdon, one of these young men, had spent the summer of 1920 in the 

West and was fascinated with several of the Indian tribes in the southwest area of the 

country.  The Navajo tribe especially struck his fancy, and he suggested that name for the 

new club.  The other men were in agreement, and on January 15, 1921, seventeen young 

men met in the back room of the bookstore to hold their first meeting and to draw-up 

their constitution.  According to this document the main purpose of the organization was 

to: 

 …establish a self-amebiorative  (sic) association, provide a 

 suitable meeting place, promote good fellowship, and social 

 activity, and complement the ordinary life of the Normal 

 school student, founded this, the Navajo Club. 

 

At this first meeting in 1921 an election of officers was held.  One of the members 

happened to be an amateur linguist and enjoyed coining titles for offices; thus, James 

Pollock coined the title of Worthy Plenipotentiary for the president of the club, and 

Grand Custodian of Monies and Recorder of Transactions for the office of secretary-

treasurer.  Jim Pollock was then elected the first WP and Glendon Rightsell, a fifty year-

old farmer from west of Muncie, who had come back to school to better himself, was 
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elected first GC of M and RT.  The brief constitution was adopted and the original 17 

men affixed their signatures to the constitution.  These men were: 

 

 1. James P. Pollock  Woodsfield, Ohio 

 2. R. Nelson Snider  Desoto, Indiana 

 3. Roscoe Baker   Lima, Ohio 

 4. Charles Wisner  Union City, Indiana 

 5. Richard Hair  Noblesville, Indiana 

 6. Noel Ware   Liberty Corner, Indiana 

 7. Aria Smail   Ridgeville, Indiana 

 8. Hal Warren   Muncie, Indiana 

 9. Clyde Willinger  Muncie, Indiana 

 10. A. Verne Flint  Rome City, Indiana 

 11. Carl Letts   Muncie, Indiana 

 12. Nelson Listenfelt  Pennville, Indiana 

13. Glendon Rightsell  Greencastle, Indiana 

14. Arthur Campbell  French Lick, Indiana  

15. Ralph Rigdon  Gaston, Indiana 

16. Glen Chenoweth  Lynn, Indiana 

17. William Harding  Muncie, Indiana 

 

 

First Members of Navajo Social Club. (Courtesy Tom Kinghorn) 

 

On February 9, 1921 the second meeting was held and twelve new men were 

given the oath and initiated.  A need for sponsors was soon accommodated when three 
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members of the Normal faculty were made honorary members.  They were Professor 

James H. Baxter, Professor Thomas J. Breitwieser (Dean of the college), and Professor 

Frank V. Graham. 

The meeting in March saw the election of two new officers to serve during the 

spring term.  Arthur Campbell was elected WP and Charles Wisner was chosen GC of M 

and RT. (Campbell would later become director of the Indiana Department of Corrections 

in the 1960s.) The club began to progress in April when members voted to have their 

photographs and a write-up placed in the school annual for the first time. 

The young Navajos also began looking for an emblem at this time.  This task of 

finding a suitable adornment was given to Richard Flair, Noel Ware and Bill Harding.  

After several weeks of investigating, the committee was unable to offer any suitable 

suggestion, so it was decided to send to Washington D.C. for information regarding the 

Navajo Indians. 

 

  

Navajo Fraternity Pin and Sweetheart Necklace  

(Courtesy of Marshall Willis) 

 

The fine system found its beginning in early April.  Brave Rightsell was fined 

$1.00 for personal slander; Brave Smail was fined $1.00 for approving the Rightsell 

remarks; Brave Rigdon was fined $1.00 for shirking his duty, the WP was fined $1.00 for 

refusing to give an inaugural address, Braves Wisner and Listenfelt were fined 25 cents 

each for asking for a speech.  (The Navajos were truly organized now.) 

The club began to put its organization to better use and decided to investigate 

possible ways of lowering room rents at the bookstore.  A committee was established to 

check into the possibility of lowering the rents.  Two weeks later the committee 

composed of Rigdon, Snider and Pollock reported a reduction of $2.00 a week. 

The first social function of the Navajos was planned and consisted of a wiener 

roast in ―Jimmy‘s Woods‖ on May 10.  The trip to the woods was to be enjoyed on a hay 
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wagon.  Before the time came, however, the picnic was dropped because of 

complications.  But the social implications tied to the organization of the club had been 

seen. 

Up until May 12, 1921 new members were chosen based upon recommendations 

of club members and favorable club vote.  In May, however, the club decided there was a 

need for application forms, so the forms were ordered printed for future use. 

Ralph Rigdon was elected as third WP in June to serve for the summer term, and 

Charles Wisner was re-elected GC of M and RT.  In mid-July the need for a set of by-

laws was seen by the members to interpret the constitution.  A committee composed of 

Snider, Pollock and Rightsell was appointed to draw-up the set of rules. 

Like many fraternal organizations, it was decided there should be a ritual for 

initiation into the club.  Nothing is known about its origins, who wrote it and when it was 

begun.  Like all fraternal organizations, the ritual of the fraternity was one of its most 

ardent secrets.  Without disclosing the full outline of that ritual the following will 

demonstrate that the young braves of Navajo had performed adequate research into 

fraternal orders and that their unique ritual, though not based on Masonic codes, 

possessed the elements often found in such organizations. 

 

The Navajos assemble.  The tribe is called to order.   (The Great Spirit in the East 

(WP) cries and says, ―Fellow Braves, we are assembled before the campfire at the rise of 

another moon to bring some worthy palefaces into complete and full fellowship.  Let 

there be silence, so that these white children may not be disturbed while they are 

receiving the supreme lessons that are inherent with every true Navajo.  Is all 

earnestness and sincerity we admit these palefaces.  Officers, take your places.  Pilot, 

prepare the candidates.  (Hoodwinked, bathrobes, and house slippers.)  For as Moses 

did, so do the Indians, take off their shoes for they will tread along the holy path that 

leads to the sacred rights and fellowships of a Navajo.‖ 

 

Officers: 1. Great Spirit of the East (WP) 

  2. Sun of the South 

  3. Grand Shamon of the West 

  4. Worthy Bright Star of the North 

  5. Council-fire keeper (CFK) 

  6. Pilot 

 

Pilot knocks distinctly three times. 

C.F.K. (Open door) ―Who is there?‖ 

Pilot ―Worthy palefaces seeking admission to the degree of Fellow Brave.‖ 
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C.F.K. ―Wait with patience until the Worthy Plenipotentiary is informed 

 of your request and his answer returned.  (To G.S. of W.) Worthy  

 Palefaces seeking admission to the degree of Fellow Braves.‖ 

C.S.E. ―Let them be admitted as is the custom.‖ 

C.F.K (Returning to the door) ―Admit them.  (The Pilot conducts the braves 

Inside the door and causes them to halt.)  Worthy palefaces, we 

Admit you this second time into our Council Chamber on the four 

Points of fellowship, which are:  LOYALTY, HONESTY……..  

 

The Navajo colors were blue and gold. The Navajo song was ―Hail to Thee, 

Navajo.‖  A crest was designed that displayed the symbology of the fraternity capped by 

the lamp of knowledge. 

In July 1921 the club began its real social life.  ―The biggest affair ever held‖ –a 

dance—occurred on July 2 in the ISNS hall.  Each member contributed $13 for the affair.  

This dance was the first ever held for the college.  The hall was decorated with purple and 

gold streamers and banks of green branches, the new emblem of the Navajo Club.  ―The 

grand features of the dance were the Grand March led by the WP, and then later in the 

evening, the Moonlight Dance.‖ 

This ―big‖ dance was soon followed by the first annual banquet of the Navajo 

Club, which was held in the Hotel Roberts on Thursday evening, July 28. Thirty 

members and their guests were in attendance.  The program was chaired by a toastmaster, 

WP Ralph Rigdon.  The first toast, ―Retrospect‖, was offered by James Pollock, who 

explained the brief history of the club and the principles on which it was founded. 

The second toast, ―Prospect‖, was given by Arthur Campbell.  He set forth the 

aspirations and plans for a better and greater club.  Professor Baxter gave a toast to ―The 

Savages‖ and he related the history of the Navajo Indians and correlated their connection 

with the new Navajo Club. 

The toast, ―Bonds‖ was given by Professor Graham, who expounded on the 

various kinds of bonds and the greatest of all, the bond of brotherhood and good 

fellowship.  Professor Lynch bid farewell to the school and reiterated the prospects of the 

Club. 

Professor Breitwiser gave the toast ―Microscope and Telescope.‖  He set forth the 

views of the club from the beginning and expressed his belief that the Navajos would see 

through a telescope and not through the narrowness of a microscope. All the Navajos left 

with a feeling of good fellowship and determination to make the club a continued 

success. 

 R. Nelson Snider was elected to the office of WP for the fall term and Basil 

Swinford was elected Grand Custodian of Monies and Recorder of Transactions for the 
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fall term.  (Snider would in later life serve many years as principal of Ft. Wayne South 

High School and have a high school named after him in Ft. Wayne.  He also became a 

polished speaker, whose talk on ―humor‖ became famous throughout the northwestern 

part of Indiana.  Swinford would later become an associate professor of business at Ball 

State, have a residence hall named after him and receive ―The Order of Merit‖ from 

Lambda Chi Alpha national fraternity in the 1960s.) 

The first by-laws of the Navajo Club were submitted by the committee on 

October 6, 1921.  Each of the three by-laws submitted was voted upon separately and all 

passed with no dissenting votes.  The three sections dealt with voluntary withdrawal of 

membership for a temporary period of time, the deprivation of membership of any 

member delinquent in his dues and assessments, and the expulsion or suspension of 

members by the club for just cause. 

The Navajos began spreading their interests and talents in October.  Their interest 

in school spirit was demonstrated in June when the club voted that a remonstrance be 

made against ISNS being overlooked in the picture of the city which was being shown at 

the Columbia Theater.  In October, however, WP Snider, Campbell and Rightsell were 

appointed to consult with Mr. Breitwieser concerning a ―student council or other body to 

bring the students into a closer relation and create school spirit.‖ 

The fine system still charged forward in the winter months.  Fines of ten cents and 

twenty-five cents were imposed for tardiness to meetings.  In November, Mr. Campbell 

and Mr. Rigdon were each fined ten cents for being late without sufficient excuse, and 

later in the evening it was increased to 15 cents for making too much noise during voting 

on their excuses.  Even later in the evening the fines on Campbell and Rigdon were 

increased to 25 cents each ―in order that change may be made more easily.‖ 

In December the Navajos introduced their first ―Smoker‖ on the 9th at Gooden‘s 

Lunch Room.  Also, three new sponsors were elected honorary members of the club.  Mr. 

Paul B. Williams, school coach, Mark E. Studebaker, later to head the Ball State Business 

Department, and the President of Indiana Normal Schools, Mr. L.N. Hines, all accepted 

the honorary memberships.  The final act was the electing of William Harding as WP and 

Dysen Main as GC of M and RT for the winter term. 

As the year ended, the Navajo Club represented the fulfillment of a dream of the 

handful of men living in the bookstore to enjoy the comradeship and association of one 

another and to develop into a truly fraternal organization, complete with constitution, by-

laws, financial obligations, parties and problems.  By December 21, forty-nine men had 

been initiated into the club and six professors were made honorary members.  The first 

banquet and formal dance in Normal‘s history were held, and the first in a long line of 

smokers had passed by the wayside.  The club had another 29 years of identity before it 

would be absorbed in a national fraternity. 
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The Campus Grows 1922-1924 
 

The Navajos commenced 1922 as a social club and the only club of its kind on the 

campus of Normal School.  Before long, however, they would be having competition.  

The Triangles (who would in 1951 become Theta Chi) would be forming as a separate 

club for men, and the rivalry between the two would be propounded for many years. 

The winter term of 1922 was not nearly so exciting as the previous year.  The club 

was confined to routine business meetings, spending a majority of their time considering 

new members, and maintaining several traditions left from the first year. 

It would be worthwhile to examine the selection of new members as utilized by 

these early Navajos.  Each prospective member submitted an application to the club.  The 

application was then read at the next meeting.  A three-man investigating committee was 

appointed by the WP to investigate each man.  The committee would spend the next two 

weeks investigating the man and report to the club a favorable or unfavorable opinion.  

The club would then vote upon the man.  If elected the man would usually be initiated at 

the next regular meeting.   

Later in the year a deviation was made.  After being elected by the club 

membership, the prospective member was called in and was given an oath.  Following 

this ceremony, he was given an errand to do by the club which would range from 

gathering ―needed‖ data for the club from the cemetery, to counting the pickets in the 

iron fence surrounding the Kitselman estate on University Avenue.  Later in the evening 

the prospective member would return and give his report.  If the report were accepted, as 

was usually the case, he would then be given the initiation—hence, the beginning of 

pledgeship.  Later yet, each new initiate was required to give a brief talk on why he chose 

his academic major and how he would help the club.  Each man was then given the 

password, hailing sign, whistle and grip. 

The club began to become more socially minded in 1922, and they brought forth 

such ideas a minstrel show for the school (dropped in favor of a play) and arranging 

entertainment in honor of the Triangle Club (later dropped completely). 

Basil Swinford was elected WP for spring term and W.K. Pring was elected GC 

of M and RT.  The fine system continued on in 1922.  In addition to a monetary penalty, 

members were made to take an angle (boards).  All fines were put in the form of motions 

in meetings and had to be approved by a majority vote, which was usually the case.  Later 

the fines were increased to 50 cents and excuses had to be made in writing.  

By now the Navajos had a place to hold their meetings.  It was in a room above a 

restaurant, owned by a Mr. Pittenger.  Naturally the Navajos became interested in the 

décor of their chambers, and it soon became known as the ―cave of the winds.‖ 
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The annual dance this year was held on Friday, June 2nd and the banquet on June 

9.  After much discussion, it was decided to confine the banquet to just members and 

faculty. 

Three new offices were created by this time.  One was for Pi (spelled Pile-it in the 

minutes) who acted as a sort of sergeant-at-arms.  The need for an athletic manager was 

soon seen and Luther Myers was made first basketball coach.  Edward White was elected 

first baseball coach.  Clifford French was elected WP for the summer term and Roscoe 

Baker was chosen as GC of M and RT for the same period. 

June 28 was a rather historic moment for the Navajos; for it was on this date a 

special meeting was called to consider helping the girls‘ clubs in giving a circus.  After a 

lengthy and heated discussion, the club broke tradition and decided to help.  The 

members were then divided into five-man squads to work out stunts for the circus. 

In the election of officers for the fall term, Luther Myers was chosen to lead the 

bold warriors for another moon, and Aaron Belcher was named to ―inscribe the 

achievements of the club on the high and dangerous cliffs of the mountains.‖ 

Attendance in the fall term was proving a problem, so the following amendment 

to the constitution was adopted on October 5th. 

At the beginning of each term, the WP shall appoint an attendance 

committee of three whose duty shall be to decide excusable and 

inexcusable absences of members on regular meeting nights.  The GC of 

M shall hand after each meeting night the list of absence members to the 

Chairman of the said committee.  If absence members are found 

unexcuseable (sic) he shall be fined the sum of fifty cents.  Any active 

member who does not keep dues, assessments, or fines up in good 

standing shall be suspended from membership.  After failure to pay in 

four weeks.  He may be reinstated by the WP in conference with the 

attendance committee. 

 

The club felt a need for a revised ritual in 1922, and a committee of six members, 

who were not members of any lodge or other fraternal order, was formulated to draw up 

the ritual.  On the committee were Ed White, chairman, Herbert McAvoy, Ora Davis, 

Aris Shanks, Joe Boyd, and Arla Snail.  On October 12, 1922, the revision was submitted 

and accepted by the club. 

Unity was piercing the heart of the fraternity this year, and a desire for a special 

dress was held by many members, representative of their proud club.  Trousers were 

finally decided upon as the uniform dress; and matching trousers were purchased by each 

member.  After the decision was made, the GC of M and R T Belcher recorded, ―A 

motion for adjournment was made and all members left in high spirits over the thought of 
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the surprise which the Triangles would register when they see us decked out in our new 

trousers.‖ 

1922 ended with the club deciding upon a pin to wear, and the election of officers 

for winter term.  Myers was re-elected WP and Otis Shanks was elected GC of M. 

First item of business in 1923 was the assessment of not less than 25 cents per 

man to be donated to the Boosters Club.  If necessary this amount was to be increased in 

order to put the Navajos at the top of the ―donators‘ list.‖  Plans for a big dance, possibly 

a St. Patrick‘s Day affair, were discussed, but later after heated debate, were dropped. 

The Navajos remained school minded and contemplated having a parade through 

town to bring attention to Normal.  However, their own relations with the school were 

somewhat mixed.  After previously supporting a move to introduce a student council to 

the school, they debated in several meetings whether or not to support a council when it 

was offered.  The club finally dropped the matter rather than taking a stand. 

The spring term brought the election of two new officers.  They were White as 

WP and Long as GC of M.  The young club in 1923 began to notice the loss of several 

brothers due to marriage.  They decided that the club should present those fortunate 

newlyweds with a present, so special spoons were purchased for $2.10 a piece, each hand 

engraved.  These spoons were then presented to the married braves and their squaws. 

Ora Davis was elected WP for the summer term and Hugh Tate was elected GC of 

M and RT. 

Some interesting statistics are now available concerning the old Kitselman 

residence on University Avenue thanks to the hard work of a few prospective members of 

the Navajo Club.  The estate was 1,164 feet long and 930 feet wide, and contained 

24.851239 acres.  Some discrepancy remains about the number of pickets in the fence 

surrounding the estate.  Reports ranged for 9,324 to 9,937—close enough for a hand 

count.  One other interesting fact gathered was the number of bricks on the low rung of 

the Science Hall (now Burkhardt Hall), which numbered 1,511. 

The young braves desired a clubhouse, and several committees were appointed to 

investigate the matter.  By the end of 1923, the last committee reported that no houses 

were available at a price within the club‘s budget.  The closest prospect was the Gibson 

House, which could have been rented for $75 to $80 a month.  By August the club 

continued discussing its desire to plan for a new clubhouse.  Suggestions were made for a 

sinking fund, and pledges of money were made from members.  The books were audited, 

and it was decided to put all fine money in a special fund to be used for the decorating 

and furnishing of a clubhouse. 

The elections for the fall term found Tate elected as WP and Linville elected as 

GC of M and RT. 
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The club in November decided to establish a scholastic requirement for 

membership in the club.  This new innovation was put at the ―C‖ level.  The year ended 

with a dinner for the club‘s honorary members in the school cafeteria.  Homer Long 

served as toastmaster, and speeches were given by Dean Breitwiser, Professors Graham, 

Studebaker and Williams, and other braves not in school.  Following the dinner the 

braves retired to the ―cave of the winds‖ where they elected their new officers for winter 

term.  Homer Long was elected WP and Bruce Stout was elected GC of M and RT. 

The Navajos finished their third year of existence in excellent shape.  They had 

come a long way since January 15, 1921 and developed into a full-fledged fraternal order 

of college men. 

There are a few interesting sidelights covering the period of time.  Meetings were 

held usually in the ―Cave of the Winds‖ which was located above a restaurant owned by 

Mr. Pittenger.  However, on occasions meetings were held in private homes of club 

members.  No meeting was every complete without ―eats‖ which ranged from home 

made candy to a crate of apples, to a full meal below the cave. 

The club was very fond of committees.  Since meetings were held every two 

weeks, at a minimum, communications among the Navajos was usually quite 

undependable.  Several members lived out of town, which did not make matters any 

better.  Therefore, about all the work of the club had to be done in committee.  No 

meeting was passed by without one or more committees being formed.  Standing 

committees in social, attendance and eats were appointed every term.  In addition a three-

man committee had to be appointed to investigate any prospective member.  Investigating 

committees were profuse in those years, including committees to investigate the 

possibility of a clubhouse, to investigate the possibility of putting on a play for the 

school, a committee to investigate the student council proposal, and on and on.  

Committees were needed to compose special letters (like the letter of condolence to Dr. 

LaFollette over the death of his wife); committees to draw up a new ritual, to audit the 

books, and to select wearing apparel were appointed.  All in all, the young Navajos were 

well prepared for the ―committee-crazed‖ world they were to soon enter.  Considering the 

number of times the group was together, the system seemed to work well.  Very seldom 

did an assigned committee fail to report on its duty. 

The problems that arose during this period have been with the club and fraternity 

for 80 years, and will always offer a challenge to members.  The problem of fines, 

assessments, attendance, and personal responsibility were felt in 1922 and 1923 and in 

2001 and 2002. 

The beginning of a pre-initiation period for members was founded in this period.  

The initiation was preceded by a task to be performed by the future brave and the task 

always completed before he became a member.  Pledgeship was just around the corner. 
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The Depression Years 1929 - 1933 
 

It is with great regret that the years of 1924 to 1929 are not included in this 

history.  After searching through the files and archives of the fraternity, no trace of any 

records and minutes were found covering this period. 

It can safely be assumed, however, that the club continued to grow in its 

organization and maturity.  New members were added periodically and pledgeship had 

found a true beginning.  In this period, a stratification of membership was finally 

recognized.  An aspirant was recognized as a Worm, an active member was recognized as 

a Brave, and an alumnus was known as a Sagamore.  By 1939 the club had several 

Sagamores who visited the club regularly. 

As far as can be determined the club still lacked a house in early 1929, and held 

its meetings following a dinner every two weeks.  However, a desire for a house still 

prevailed, and a special committee comprised of Braves ―Jim Zedaker, K. Lantz, Castor 

and Lindzy‖ was appointed to investigate possibilities of purchasing a house.   

As mentioned before, pledgeship had found its 

beginning in the roaring 20s. A prolonged period of time 

had been established for worms to prove themselves 

worthy of becoming braves.  Various duties had to be 

performed periodically.  Recorded in the minutes are such 

feats as ―Worm J. Smiths performed the marvelous feat of 

securing Eskimo pies without paying for or charging 

them.‖  Another was ―the worms came in masked and as 

each came in he was asked to sing the Navajo and school 

song.  Few could do this and as a result the lowly worms 

were given one angle for each song he did not sing.‖ 

Hell week had found its beginning by 1929, and great detail was incorporated into 

the ordeal.  The following demonstrate instructions given to two sets of worms at the start 

of hell week. 

Hell Week starts Monday morning, October 24, and lasts until Sunday morning, 

October 30.  This week is a trial period.  Will you, or will you not make a good 

Navajo?  This week will test you out.  It is up to you to show your stuff. 

 

1. Complete your regular duties. 

2. Wear Kotex and Brassiere in regular style at all times. 

3. Shave every morning before going to first class. 

 

Navajo Pledge Pin  

(Courtesy Bill Waechter) 
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4. Do not use a mirror at any time during ―Hell Week.‖ 

5. No dates. 

6. Cold bath every morning under supervision of a brave. 

7. You must stay in the house all week except when in a class or working 

or have permission of one of the ―Hell Week‖ committee (Myers, 

Murray, or Ford). 

8. Have all the windows in the house thoroughly clean by Saturday 

evening at 6:00 P.M. 

9. Eat only with a knife during hell week. 

10. Be available to do the will of any brave at all times. 

11. Upon meeting any Navajo greet him as Mr. ____________. 

12. Be prepared to elucidate upon any subject suggested by a Navajo. 

13. Sing the Navajo song twice each day to an audience of not fewer than 

five braves. 

 

Individual (worm) duties 

 

Bybee 

 Each evening at 8:30 o’clock, go to the center of McKinley Street 

 and sing the following songs so they can be heard in the bathroom 

 of the second floor:  Sweet Adeline, Way Down Upon the Sewanee 

 River, and Old Black Joe. 

 

 Hough 

 Get up every morning at 6:30 and proceed to the middle of McKinley 

 Street.  Jump up and down and flap your arms, and give lusty crows 

 until recognized by a brave. 

 

 Walsh 

 Each day at 12:30 o’clock at noon, stand on a chair in the center of 

 McKinley St. and deliver the ―Gettysburg Address‖ as you think it was  

 given by Lincoln so it can be heard by the fellows inside the house. 

 If you feel capable of doing the above mentioned duties, sign below. 

 

A second hell week contract was as follows: 
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NOTICE HELL WEEK WORMS 

 

 Hell week starts Monday morning April 17 and lasts until Sunday, April 24. 

 During the week you will have your final trial before becoming a Navajo. IT  

 IS UP TO You! 

 

 Complete your regular duties. 

 You are required to stay at the house this week. 

You must be in the house at all times possible.  Permission to leave will be given 

by members of the Hell Week Committee. 

You must do the will of any brave at any time (unless their will infringes upon the 

authority of the Hell Week Committee. 

 Greet all professors as ―Professor _____________,‖ 

 Greet all braves as ―Mr. ______________. 

 Greet all worms as ―Fellow Worm ______________.‖ 

Make a courtesy bow when greeting any of the above mentioned. (excluding 

Worms) 

 Do not speak to any women except Professors. 

 When within one block of the house walk backwards. 

 Do not wear shoes in the house. 

 Walk on hands and knees when in the house. 

Take a cold bath every morning at 7:00 with at least two braves as witnesses. 

 Keep a good personal appearance at all times and do not use a mirror. 

 Make your own instruments to eat with and use them total meals. 

 These duties are subject to change at any time. 

 

 I do hereby promise to do the above mentioned duties to the utmost degree.   

Signed. 

 

 

Following Hell Week the worms were brought before the club members and 

recited the Pledge Oath.  If they failed they were given an angle and another chance.  

Following the oath worms were voted upon for membership.  Initiation followed a week 

later.  ―Rough Initiation‖, which was to be held on a Friday, was discussed by braves in 

meeting.  The initiation was to be held at Marhoefers‘ Slaughter House (―a good place to 

slaughter the worms‖). This type of initiation lasted for years and was a large reason for 

the strong bond held within the Navajo Club, according to Sagamores and Braves of the 

day. 
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The paddle and its use (the angle) had found a home with the Navajos in the 

1920s.  Used as a deterrent for poor attendance in 1922, it had by 1929 become a 

powerful disciplining force to be used against both worms and misguided braves.  In fact 

the angle had almost supplanted the fine system.  The use of the paddle had found 

acceptance nationally among fraternities and was popular until well after World War II. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By October 1929, the Navajos found a home in a house owned by the Ball family.  

The Navajos were careful to replace any broken item even a vase, to the satisfaction of 

Mrs. Ball, and the ―fine attitude‖ of Mr. and Mrs. Ball was always stressed. 

At the final meeting in 1929, the Navajos found another sponsor and made Mr. 

Coar an honorary member.  Wise was elected WP and Melvin Glendening as secretary-

treasurer for the winter term. 

An interfraternity council had been formed in the 1920s as there were at least four 

fraternities on the campus by then, and the Navajo Club was a strong voice within the 

council.  The IFC was likewise a strong voice in campus affairs.   In other IFC activities, 

a banquet was held annually (a forerunner to Greek Week).  At the banquet each 

fraternity gave a 25-minute program.  The Navajos usually had their choice of time, as a 

result of their seniority on campus. 

By 1930 the braves had become strong enough to have two fraternity dances a 

year.  In this year an informal dance was held at the Delaware Hotel on February 22, and 

the Navajo Spring Formal was held on April 18. 

Activities had become the byword by 1930.  The club, in addition to its dances, 

sponsored a Mothers Day program, a Fathers Day program, gave a chapel program, 

entertained at a YMCA program at Hagerstown, and usually provided some type of 

convocation for the school. 

Familiar problems became clear to the early Navajos early in 1930, many of them 

directly connected with a house.  There were numerous entries in the minutes of warnings 

issued by the WP and other braves against poor attendance at meetings, and failure to pay 

dues and assessments.  ―Various irregularities of conduct of braves are told by the WP.  

Going into rooms and taking things from dresser drawers without permission must be 

stopped.‖ 

 
Navajo Paddle (Courtesy Richard Whitton) 
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Several references are made to ―candy box money shortages.‖  Attempts to move 

the box from one room to another to third floor were made in order to stop the shortages, 

but to no avail. 

―The basketball captain Leaky, asked that basketball men quit crabbing, leave the 

managing to the manager, and get down to work and develop a good team.‖ 

 Oh, the strains of discontent and abuse had infested the brotherhood, and for years 

the same problems and strains would continue to plague the posterity of the Navajos. 

 One should remember that the fraternity was a decade old and the veterans from 

World War I were no longer enrolled.  The name of the college had already been changed 

to Ball State Teachers College and had its own identity.  Surely, the brotherhood 

consisted more and more of post adolescents with a less mature nature than older men. 

 In late January 1930, a suggestion was made by WP Wise that the club attempt to 

become nationalized.  ―The opinion was unanimous that this would be a fine thing.‖  Two 

weeks later a committee of Heller, Mook, and Hubbard was appointed to check the 

possibilities of nationalizing.  By February 26, the petition for entrance into the Phi Delta 

Theta national fraternity was received favorably, and progress was being made on the 

nationalizing item.  By March 11, the committee reported progress, but the difficulty to 

nationalize was recognized as long as the school remained just a teachers college. The 

faculty seemed favorable for nationalization, and President Pittenger, as a dinner guest of 

the Navajos, spoke in favor of the idea. 

 More officers were added to the fraternity in 1930.  In addition to the WP, a house 

president was elected whose duties would later be transferred to the house manager.  It 

was his duty to make house rules (subject to the approval of the chapter), and be in 

charge of the house‘s upkeep.  The house president was to have two assistants to maintain 

order on each floor.  In the election of March 11, 1931 Jim Zedekar was elected WP, 

Melvin was re-elected GC of M and RT., Carl Humphrey was elected corresponding 

secretary.  Luke Renner was made house president, and his first two assistants were Ken 

Lentz and Huntzinger. 

 The pledge committee gained unprecedented prestige and power in 1930.  The 

committee became known as the ―Shamen‖ and each member on it, after being elected by 

the club, could hold the post as long as he was in school.  The Shamen‘s duties ranged 

from gathering pledges, to instructing them, to disciplining them and initiating them. 

 Housing became the main goal of the 1930 Navajos.  A teepee fund was begun 

years earlier under the direction of Sagamore Basil Swinford.  By late summer, 1930 over 

$670 lay in the fund.  In order to achieve more funds, the braves passed a ruling that all 

Sagamores must contribute a minimum of $50 to the Teepee Fund within two years 

following graduation.  The club even sent delegations to Indianapolis and Ft. Wayne to 

talk to Sagamores in those areas concerning contributions. 
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 On December 4, the following resolution was passed by the braves to establish a 

trusteeship for the Teepee Fund. 

 

Resolved that the Navajo Fraternity elect a board whose duty shall be 

to act as trustee for the Teepee Fund.  The board shall consist of four 

Sagamores, two Faculty members, and two braves. Announcement of 

election of trustees shall be made at a business meeting and the election 

held at the next regular business meeting. A majority vote of the active 

members present shall be sufficient to select any member of this board. 

Faculty and Sagamore members shall hold office permanently, 

vacancies to be filled by the regular election procedure except in that of 

Sagamores which shall be filled by their own procedures. Braves 

elected to the board shall hold office while in school. 

 

 It was at this same meeting that two new sponsors were made honorary members.  

They were Mr. Cushman and Dr. LaFollette. 

 The Navajos held two initiations for entrance to the club.  The ―rough initiation‖ 

was usually held in some private building at which time the infamous Navajo games were 

conducted.  If a worm survived the encounter, he was put through formal ritual at a later 

date, usually held in a large private room (many times at the YMCA). 

 The new house presented one noteworthy controversy—that of smoking.  The 

consensus was that there should be no smoking in the house.  WP Zedekar was 

enthusiastically against smoking in any part of the house.  Other moderates favored 

smoking in the basement and offered that this would be less unsightly.  Later in the year a 

motion was finally carried that allowed smoking in the house excepting in the parlor and 

any sleeping room that any members there may oppose.  A motion was finally carried 

that allowed card playing in the house on Sunday up to 10:00 P.M. as well as Friday and 

Saturday evenings. 

 Politics found its way into campus life and the Navajos were not about to be left 

out.   A deal was made in April to support the Delts‘ candidate for president of Boosters 

Club in exchange for their support of Brave Renner for president of YMCA.  The deal 

proved successful.  Brave John Lantz was elected editor of the 1931 Orient, thus 

continuing the tradition that no person other than a Navajo had ever been editor of the 

campus yearbook. 

 Officers for summer term were elected with Mills getting WP and Marshall T. 

Huntzinger elected GC of M, and they seemingly had an easy time of it.  The big event of 

the summer was a steak fry held on Friday evening, August 23. 
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 The fall term found McClurg as WP and E. Marsh as GC of M.  The winter term 

found Brady as WP and Jacob Smuts as GC of M.  ―Brave Hubbard rallied forth to his 

first responsible position in the club as janitor.‖ 

 Apparently the ―rough initiation‖ was beginning to get out of hand by late 1930, 

and on January 22, 1931 after some very heated discussion the following motion carried. 

 

….that the rough initiation and long trip, given as a pledge duty to pledges 

to perform, be abolished; that ―hell week‖, without these trips, be retained 

as a means of becoming better acquainted with the prospective members; 

that a committee be appointed by the WP to propose constructive duties, 

such as active membership in other organizations of the school, as 

requirements for membership in place of the road trips and rough 

initiation; and that a committee be appointed by the WP to suggest ways 

and means of making our formal initiation more impressive. 

 

 Clarence Lindzy was elected WP for the spring term, and Carl Humphrey was 

elected GC of M.  Renner served as WP during the summer of 1931 and Ralph Cross 

served as GC of M.  In the fall Melvin Glendening served as WP and GC Barnthouse 

held the post of GC of M.  In the winter term Ray Himelick took over as WP and John 

Simpson as GC of M.  The spring term brought Brentlinger to the post of WP and Carl 

Kantner as GC of M. 

 On March 24, 1932, the House President, Glendening, presented a revised list of 

house rules.  One section drew some rebuttal.  The controversial section decreed that 

there shall be no profanity in the house.  A motion to strike this clause out lost out from 

lack of support, and the rules were carried.  GC Kanter records, ―We have rules—by hell 

we shall have no swearing.‖ 

 Joe Adair was elected WP for the summer term in 1932 and John Simpson was 

elected to the other post, however, the first summer meeting brought a change in the 

constitution, and it was amended to separate the offices of Grand Custodian of Monies 

from Recorder of Transactions.  By now the club had become too big for one man to 

carry out both offices fully.  Simpson continued as GC of M, and Roscoe Hall became the 

first plain RT. 

 In the fall Ralph Cross became WP, Clem Dunbar was elected GC of M, and 

Vincent Murray became RT.  The high point of the fall term was the RT‘s minutes—as 

humorous as anything Ogden Nash could ever have hoped to create.  Examples of his 

humor include the following. 
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September 29, 1932:  ―Murry and Smuts traded angles, parlaying  about 

Dunbar’s and then my dear listeners the Crooners four were brought 

before us with three men down and the bases loaded in the last frame, 

Creagmile ups and breaks the bat over Crooner Harader’s tokos, 

showing the world what we all think of crooners—and we closed the 

session by crooning the Navajo Song. 

 

 If this is the same Navajo Song still being sung well into Lambda Chi years, the 

lyrics were set to the music of the University of Wisconsin fight song: 

 

 Navajo, we pledge to you 

 Our loyal hearts and true 

 Faith and heart we’ll stand together 

 Life’s great work to do. 

 In fraternity united 

 Onward shall we go 

 Hail, hail, oh hail to thee O’ Navajo. 

 

 By the end of June 1933, less attention was being given to the summer term, so 

for the first time in history the Navajos elected both their summer officers and fall term 

officers at the same time.  For the summer Don Reasoner was elected WP and Dunbar 

was maintained ass GC of M.  Joe Adair was elected the new RT.  For the fall term Dick 

Creagmile ―the boy who never cracks a smile‖ was elected WP. Glen Burget ―that little 

noise-maker from Greenwood‖ got the GC‘s job.  Dale Spurgeon was elected RT after 

the invincible Mike Murray ―did some tall talking to throw the tide of votes to 

Spurgeon‘s favor.‖ 

 An interesting meeting took place on August 2, 1933, when the first meeting of 

the officers and Shamen met in a private meeting.  Out of this meeting came three 

resolutions, which read as follows: 

 

1. We emphasize a more clean and exact knowledge of and adherence to 

the constitution and by-laws of the Navajo Fraternity. 

2. We resolve that any member who allows his fines to exceed $3.00 during 

any one school year shall be withdrawn from membership of the 

fraternity. 

3. The constitution and by-laws shall be brought up more to date. 
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Resolution Number Two was passed by the club at the following meeting.  

Officers for winter term remained the same except of WP, which was turned over to 

Turner. 

The end of 1933 is probably as good a place as any to stop this chapter.  By 1933 

the Navajos were 12 years old and they were feeling their oats. 

The biggest problem of the early 1930s seemed to be collection of debts—fines, 

assessments, dues, etc. incurred by members.  Many attempts were made to collect from 

delinquent Sagamores, but most of them failed.  The GC of M was constantly pleading 

for payments at every meeting.  This was a period of economic depression across the 

county, and for many, money was hard to come by.  In 1933 there was not one car owned 

by a Navajo at the school.  Most fineable functions were handled with the issuance of a 

few angles rather than monetary penalties. 

However, the fraternity was still solvent enough to have a dance and banquet each 

year.  The Teepee Fund was still growing slowly but surely, and the great dream of most 

of the braves at the time was for a new house. 

Since 1921 pledgeship had fluctuated in waves of mixed feelings.  There was no 

pledgeship in 1921; by 1930 pledging to a fraternity was accompanied by work duties, 

mental exercise, and frequent submission to angles.  A ―rough initiation‖ was a pride of 

the Navajos, but because of faculty pressure and internal discontent, many of the more 

useless games were thrown out (only to return in later years).  The first hint of 

constructive pledgeship was offered, but it had a long way to go. 
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The Second Decade 1934-1937 

 

As 1934 began the Navajos were continuing to feel discontentment in their 

present teepee on McKinley Street near University.  The general feeling was that a house 

further away from campus would be more advisable.  (The house occupied by the 

Navajos was within a block of the school‘s two main buildings and the president‘s 

home.)  The reason for wanting the distant house was obvious from the minutes.  RT 

Dale Spurgeon records, ―Awake, ye drunkers (sic) of wine, and weep, and howl, all ye 

drunkards for it is still cut off from your mouths.  Note, we still have no house away from 

the campus.‖ 

Mr. Friendly was brought in as a speaker at a special meeting.  He elaborated 

upon the advisability of renting and buying.  The hopes of the braves soared after this 

January 18 meeting.  However, a dull note was sounded when they found that the Teepee 

Fund was tied up in Building and Loan certificates of deposits. 

The election of officers in March for the spring term brought a popular man back 

into office—Mike Murray as RT.  In addition, Kanter was elected WP, Burgett GC of M, 

and the new office of Business Manager (assistant to GC of M, went to Dunbar.  Again 

RT Murray expounded. 

 

April 10, 1934:  At 23 past 9:00, all necessary business, but the matter of 

guilty conscience had been taken care of until someone began eulogizing 

about a fraternity meeting where members sang the club song with such 

fervor that it completely overshadowed the efforts of our own songsters.  

The words caused Spurgeon to be filled with such reverence  that he 

suggested we sing the Alma Mater—boos….hisses …catcalls. 

 

March 27, 1934: The case of the new furniture which graces the frat house 

was discussed.  The ever present and ominous question of smoking then was 

fetched forth; discussion waxed eloquently around the subject, finally 

Creagmile  made a motion that newer, bigger, and better ash containers be 

provided and that smoking be allowed.  Stout  came back with the word that 

smoking should be left as a matter of honor and respect if the fellows wish to 

smoke.  Turner then came up with the old motion of Creagmile’s  that we  

have new ash trays for the room, but the motion  was lost. 

 

 Brave Murray then left office for the last time in June when the summer elections 

brought Joe Adair to the WP‘s chair, Glen Burgett as GC of M, and Ben Stout as RT.  
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Harry Turner was elected house president and Karl Kantner was chosen club manager.  

Noel Myers got the job of janitor. 

 The first summer session brought a new discussion of a new house.  Clem Dunbar 

brought up the possibility of a house located at North and Tally Streets, which the club 

could get for $25 a month.  He favored moving in and leasing it and if they liked it, 

purchasing it.  A committee was finally appointed to check into the possibilities.  The 

committee acted and several braves moved into the house at 400 North Tally for the 

summer. 

 By July attention had turned toward renting the top two floors of Davidson‘s 

home, but nothing was done with this proposal.  It was recognized, however, that 

something had to be done before fall term.  By the next meeting in July, Turner stated 

that the owner of the house next to Rowlette‘s offered to try to arrange suitable terms. 

 By the August 6
th

 meeting, Hensier reported that the house next to Rowlette‘s 

could be purchased for $6,500, $500 down and $60.00 per month.  It was brought out that 

faculty seemed to favor the transaction.  Hensier further suggested that the club call a 

meeting to appoint a Navajo Board composed of Navajo members and Sagamores, to go 

ahead with plans for incorporating and acquiring the property. 

 An all-important meeting was called on Wednesday, August 15 to discuss house 

plans.  Sagamore Swinford, who had been investigating the matter made the following 

report. 

He has sent out letters to all the Sagamores who have paid on their pledges 

to the Teepee Fund and has received answers to 14 of these questionnaires.  

Of these three voted ―no‖ on buying the house, two voted against 

incorporation, and 13 gave the committee free hand in handling the funds.  

He suggests waiting until the Teepee Fund Committee can meet before 

doing anything definite. 

 

Brave Park then moved ―that the club should proceed to incorporate if the money 

and authority can be secured.‖, which was carried.  Turner then moved ―that a board of 

directors be formed for the Navajo Fraternity, Inc. to consist of two faculty members, two 

alumni and the ex-officio WP of the club.‖  Turner further moved that the WP appoint the 

four other members to the board, and the fraternity would vote on their acceptance. 

After this motion was carried WP Hensier appointed Harry Howick, and Professor 

Graham as the faculty members, and Basil Swinford and Dugan Whybrew as alumni 

members.  All four men were accepted by the fraternity. 

The final motion of the evening was made by Brave Worl, who moved that the 

fraternity incorporate under the name Navajo Fraternity, Incorporated.  This was passed. 

Thus, in one meeting the stage was set for the incorporation of the fraternity, for the 
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selection of board members and for the name of the corporation, all of which were to last 

for another fifty years or more.  On August 21, 1934 the fraternity became officially a 

corporation. 

The first act of business by the Navajo Board was the purchase of a fraternity 

house at 623 North Dill Street.  The house was to be bought on contract.  In the fall Clem 

Dunbar was elected WP, Glen Burgett GC of M and Ben Stout as RT. 

The first meeting brought on discussion of house rules, a possible open house, and 

the need for better alumni relations.  Therefore, WP Dunbar appointed a committee for 

these three areas.  The alumni committee was appointed to gather mailing addresses so 

the Sagamores could be invited back to the homecoming to see the new house.  This 

committee was unable to get together, however, the letter was never sent. 

On September 1, the club made a big step in remedying the poor financial 

condition of the fraternity.  A motion was made ―that we go on record as favoring the 

plan of letting the Board of Directors handle our finances.‖  This motion marked one of 

the first acts of losing much of their own autonomy. 

In the last two months of the year a ―pow wow‖ (an expression used to denote a 

party—many times on the wild side) was called over Thanksgiving for the braves.  A 

Christmas party was also planned for December.  The election of officers for winter term 

ended the year, and Lewis Henry was elected WP, Hillard Park RT and Glen Burgett 

again as GC of M. 

1934 then came to an end.  Undoubtedly the high point of the year was the 

fraternity‘s incorporation.  For many years to come the fraternity‘s financial affairs were 

to be left in the capable hands of the Board of Directors and more specifically in the 

hands of Basil Swinford. 

The winter quarter of 1934 was mostly concerned with development of the 

intramural athletic teams (including ping pong) and planning for the May 4
th

 dance and 

banquet.  Concerning sports, when softball season rolled around, a motion was proposed  

that a collection be made to buy the man with the highest batting average a box of candy, 

and that every time a man strikes out, he receive an angle.  The beginning of the practice 

of reward and punishment learning had begun. 

In June, Hillard Park was elected WP for the summer term.  Fred Shearer got the 

job of RT and Glenn Burgett was back as GC of M.  Glenzier was made house president. 

The summer term brought on the beginning of a possible new tradition.  It was 

quite evident that the house needed cleaning at spring‘s end.  A general house cleaning by 

the braves was scheduled for Saturday morning.  One brave, Davis Parke, was absent 

from the cleaning and was made to clean it by himself the following Saturday.  Thus, 

work sessions came into being. 
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In October a new system of pledge training was adopted.  There had been much 

concern over the grades of pledges and the way certain actives behaved around them.  It 

was pointed out that seven actives were too easy on pledges and set wrong examples in 

disobeying house rules.  As a possible solution to the problem, the big brother system 

was adopted.  Big Brothers were to be made up of juniors and seniors and last all through 

the freshman year. 

A study of fraternity chapters nationwide would probably show a cyclical change 

in the character of the chapters as new generations enter the bonds of brotherhood, and 

feel they must make their own mark on their time in the fraternity.  The wheel is 

constantly being reinvented.  Reforms of one generation become the bane of another.  In 

many ways this is one of the great advantages offered by Greek life; a chance for young 

men (and women) to seek solutions to problems they perceive at a given point in time, 

and not be hamstrung by the actions and views of predecessors.   

 Old-timers, alumni, or Sagamores, will always remember the ―good ole days‖ 

because for them they were.  These men had been in the flower of their youth.  But times 

change, new people breed new ideas.  Culture changes.  The older one gets the less he is 

happy to see change. 

 Certainly in the mid 1930s there was a change in the character of the Navajos.  

The minutes are filled with reports of lack of respect for fellow braves of hell raising 

activities of the club.  Poor relations were reported between Navajo worms and pledges 

of other fraternities.  Rivalries were developing, and complaints of wearing other braves‘ 

clothes without asking were common, lack of respect for Sagamores, negligence in 

paying bills—all of these traits are reported.  Many of these problems would persist from 

generation to generation, and there would be intervals of calm when problems would be 

solved for a while.  No fraternity ever stays static in its development. 

 A change in the set up of the fraternity was made in the final months of 1935.  

The creation of the position of house manager was seen as needed, to help keep the house 

in order.  Thus, the HM supervised the upkeep of the house, the janitor did minor duties 

in keeping the house clean, and the HP (house president) was in charge of order and 

discipline in the house. 

 Officers for winter term were Himelick as WP, Deam as G of M, and Ival 

Newhard as RT.  Very little happened in the first term except for the steady exchange of 

insults between Deam and Newhard, who apparently were good friends.  Deam 

constantly complained of the minutes, and Newhard continually lambasted Deam through 

the records, of which the record of the last meeting stated: 

March 2, 1935:  ―In the regular meeting the roll was called and the typed 

minutes read.  Jim Deam made an ass out of himself by griping even though 

the minutes were typed.  He sounded as if he may be the father of the tribe. 
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 In the election for spring term, Maurice Miller was made WP, Stouffer GC of M 

and Dinsmore RT, but at the next meeting a new RT had to be selected and job went to 

L.K. Snider. 

 Attention in the spring was turned to the formal dance.  Much discussion was held 

as to a location for the dance since the Roberts Hotel demanded such a high fee.  Finally 

a $7.00 assessment was made and three bids given to each man to be sold at $1.50 a 

piece, and the banquet was held at the Delaware Hotel and the dance at the Roberts. 

 ―Rip‖ sessions had become a frequent event by 1935, and used to let off steam.  A 

rip session was a meeting of braves in which individual gripes and criticisms were 

voiced.  The sessions had been in common use for five years, but came within one vote of 

being ended in April 1936. 

 Summer came and again the braves found trouble with their operations, and It was 

decided to follow the constitution more closely as well as the traditions of the fraternity.  

Thereupon, the WP appointed members to an ―excuse‖ committee, which was to be 

revived.  In the last meeting of the summer it was decided to revert back to monetary 

penalties, and absent members were again fined 50 cents and tardy braves 10 cents. 

 In the fall the job of WP went to Harader, GC of M went to Pitman, and RT to 

Charles Billiard.  By fall term the club had returned to some of its former traditions.  

Speakers were again brought in to address the worms and braves.  President Pittenger re-

inaugurated the practice of telling the Navajos at a dinner meeting, ―that leadership born 

with the Fraternity for the college should be the greatest service rendered by a fraternity.‖  

 In the Spring, gambling in the house seemed to present a problem to the braves.  

This was against both school regulations and state law.  Therefore, a motion was made 

―that we put a stiff fine of $1.50 on gamblers who gamble in the club rooms. 

 Election of officers for summer saw James Deam get WP, Dwight Shady RT, and 

Earl Richardson GC of M. 

 Apparently the fine made on gambling was forgotten and a similar motion was 

passed in July.  Braves must have been afraid to fine one another.  By midsummer the 

fraternity was established on sound financial footing.  The Financial Report of July 12 

shows: 

Financial Report 

For the period from May 10 to July 21, 1937 

 Balance on Hand May 10, 1937……………  ……..$204.13 

 Receipts from May 10 to July 13, 1937…………   .$326.65 

 Balance on hand July 13, 1937 Total receipts……...$530.76 

 Payments from May10 to July 13, 1937……………$395.35 

 Balance as of July 13, 1937………………….……. $135.43 
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 In September, Clarence Pitman became WP and Thorval Mattox RT.  In their first 

meeting the Housing Corporation presented its by-laws for ratification.  The fraternity 

gave quick affirmative vote to the following by-laws, which became official. 

 

NAVAJO BYLAWS 

 

ARTICLE I 

Section I:  The Navajo Fraternity, Incorporated, is a Corporation organized under the 

State of Indiana for the following purposes. 

1. To establish a self-emelicrative (sic) association, prove a suitable meeting 

place, promote good-fellowship and social attitude and complement the 

ordinary life of college men. 

2. To establish and carry on a college fraternity. 

3. To promote the moral, fraternal, social, literary and educational interests of its 

members, and to do any and all things necessary to aid the promotion of 

these objects. 

4. The specific enumeration of objects set out in 1,2, and 3 hereof shall not be 

construed to limit each other. 

 

SECTION II:  The objects of this corporation and the Articles of Incorporation may be 

changed or modified by a three-fourths vote of the active members in good standing 

provided such a change shall be recommended by the Board of Directors and that the 

proposed amendment shall be presented and read at the regular meeting, after which 

such changes will be perfected in accordance with the laws of the State of Indiana. 

 

ARTICLE II 

SECTION I:  Membership in this corporation shall be confined to students and ex-students 

of Ball State Teachers College and all members and alumni of the Navajo Fraternity of 

Ball State Teachers College are hereby constituted members and alumni of the 

corporation. 

 

Shamen Regulations: 

The “pledge” committee of the Navajo Fraternity shall be called Shamen and each 

member of the committee shall be known as a Shaman.  The Shamen shall be 

composed of two seniors, two juniors, one sophomore and the executive committee of 

the fraternity.  These Shamen except the executive committee shall hold office until they 

leave school.  Vacancies in this committee shall be filled by an election held by the 

fraternity. 

 

They shall investigate men referred by other Navajos to the Shamen.  They shall 

investigate likely men which the members of the committee find.  To pledge men after 

due investigation as to the candidates’ attitude toward the college and toward the 
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Navajo Fraternity; as to scholastics standing (with due consideration to extracurricular 

activities); as to morals, industry, personality, and self control. After investigation has been 

conducted thoroughly by the Shamen as to those qualities desired in the candidate, as 

stated above, the candidate shall be presented with a pledge pin. 

  

The candidate shall remain a pledge for a period of not less than five weeks, including  

the “hell week,” if his standing is that of an upperclassman.  IF his standing is that of a 

freshman, the custom of the fraternity shall be followed and he shall remain a pledge for 

twelve weeks. 

 

At the end of the pledge period, the candidate will be eligible for membership in the 

Navajo Fraternity and may be voted on by the members of the fraternity. 

 

The successful candidate may be initiated on a date set by the members of the 

Fraternity when he has been notified of the will of the Fraternity. 

 

SECTION III:  Active Members shall be students of Ball State Teachers College and who 

are not under suspension for any cause. 

 

SECTION IV:  Inactive Members shall be members of the Navajo Fraternity who have 

been suspended (while under such suspension). 

 

SECTION V:  Alumni Members shall be members of the Navajo Fraternity who shall have 

been graduated from Ball State Teachers College with a degree, either before or after 

the incorporation of the Fraternity, and shall be designated as Sagamores. 

 

SECTION VI:  Associate Members shall be members of the Navajo Fraternity who left Ball 

State Teachers College before receiving a degree. 

 

SECTION VII:  Any Alumni or Associate Member who shall re-enter Ball State Teachers 

College as a student shall reinstate as an active member of this corporation, while a 

member of the student body in order to be entitled to the privileges of the Navajo 

Fraternity. 

 

SECTION VIII:  Any Alumni or Associate Member will be given the right to vote in the 

Annual Meeting of the Corporation. 

 

ARTICLE III 

SECTION I: The Annual Meeting of the Corporation shall be the second Monday evening 

of the Fall Quarter of Ball State Teachers College at the Fraternity House at 9:00 p.m. 

 

SECTION II:  The Board of Directors of the Corporation shall be five in number and shall be 

elected at the annual Meeting of the Corporation, and shall serve for one year, or until 
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their successors are elected.  Two members of the Board of Directors shall be elected 

from Alumni Members, two from the Faculty of Ball State Teachers College who are 

sponsors of the Navajo Fraternity, and one from the Active Membership of the Navajo 

Fraternity, provided that if the WP is not a member of the Board of Directors, he shall be 

extended the courtesy to attend all meetings of the Board of Directors without vote. 

If the member of the Board of Directors elected from the active membership becomes 

inactive he shall cease to be a member of the Board of Directors.  Any vacancy on the 

Board of Directors shall be filled at any regular meeting of the Navajo Fraternity by a 

three-fourths vote of the active members present, and the vacancy shall be filled form 

the correct classification (alumni, Faculty, or Active). The Board of Directors designated in 

the Articles of Incorporation to wit: Dugan K Whybrew  (Alum), president, BM Swinford 

(Alum), Secretary-Treasurer, Frank V. Graham (Faculty), Harry H. Howick (Faculty), and 

the current WP (Active) shall serve until the Annual Meeting in 1935, or until their 

successors are elected, and the Board of Directors shall have the powers vested in them 

by the State of Indiana. 

 

SECTION III:  The other regular meeting of the Navajo Fraternity shall be as follows: 

Regular meetings of the Navajo Fraternity shall be held every other Monday evening 

following the Annual Fall Meeting as designated in Article III, Section I. 

 

SECTION IV:  The WP may (or on request of 75 percent of the active members) call a 

special meeting of the Fraternity by:  Posting a notice thereof on the Bulletin Board in the 

Fraternity House. 

 

SECTION V:  The regular meeting of the Board of Directors shall be as follows:  Board 

meetings shall  be held on the second Monday of each month when school is in session. 

 

SECTION VI:  CALLED MEETINGS:  The President of the Board of Directors shall constitute a 

quorum. 

 

SECTION VIII:  75 percent of the active members shall constitute a quorum. 

 

SECTION IX:  Only active members of the corporation not under suspension shall be 

entitled to vote at any meeting of the corporation. 

 

ARTICLE IV 

SECTION I:  Officers of the Board of Directors shall be: 

 President of the Board of Directors) 

Treasurer of the Board of Directors)  Who shall be elected by members of 

 Secretary of the Board of Directors)   the Board. 

 

SECTION II:  Officers of the Navajo Fraternity shall be: 

 A Worthy Plenipotentiary)  
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A Grand Custodian of Moneys)   Who shall be elected by Active   members of the 

Navajo Fraternity. 

A Recorder of Transactions)            

 

SECTION III:  The GC of M shall turn over all moneys received for rents, dues, and initiation 

fees to the Treasurer of the Board of Directors. 

 

ARTICLE V 

SECTION I:  If ever the Fraternity shall become inactive, notice should be sent to those 

known and publication of notice on Bulletin Board of the College and in the local 

newspaper. 

 

SECTION II:  Provision for dissolution and disposition of the property of the Navajo 

Fraternity shall be made at the time of dissolution. 

 

The Board of Directors shall have charge of the Proceedings at the time of dissolution. 

 

ARTICLE VI 

SECTION I:  Sponsors of the Navajo Fraternity shall be members of the faculty of Ball State 

Teachers College. 

Sponsors shall be chosen in a regular meeting of the Navajo Fraternity by vote of the 

Active Chapter. 

 

ARTICLE VII 

SECTION I:  All proposed amendments to the By-Laws shall be presented in writing at one 

meeting and voted on not later than the next succeeding regular meeting of the Navajo 

Fraternity. 

 

ARTICLE VIII 

SECTION I:  Dues must be paid on or before the second regular meeting of a quarter or 

term to entitle the brave to vote.  If the dues are unpaid at the third regular meeting of 

the term or quarter the brave is automatically dropped from the fraternity and can 

regain status only through another pledgeship. 

 

 The by-laws were adopted. 
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Navajo Membership Certificate (M. Willis) 

 

 The Navajos won the trophy for best homecoming decorations in the fall of 1937.  

In other action the Greek pledge hats, worn by Navajo pledges, was continued. 

 The list of speakers continued to grow and Sagamore Dr. Life, house physician of 

Ball Memorial, presented a talk on social diseases.  Among the listeners at the October 25 

meeting were President Pittenger, and Professors Studebaker, Palmer, Hurst, Edwards, 

Christy and Cushman.  (Most of the men would later have residence halls named after 

them on the Ball State campus.) 

 Every fraternity has its low ebb in its history and the Navajos may have reached 

theirs in 1937.  Undoubtedly the Navajos of this time would have to be known as ―hell 

raisers.‖  The membership had dwindled to 23, and brotherhood within the group had 

subsided.  On November 8, 1937, even Brave Peterson moved ―that the club in general go 

on a period of two weeks prohibition and at the next meeting if not a more fraternal 

feeling is not felt among the actives that we have an old fashioned rip session.‖  This 

motion was passed.   

Reading between the lines, one can detect that the Navajos were heavy drinkers, 

which apparently not only disrupted the brotherhood, but presented a bad image to the 
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public, the campus, students and the faculty.  Only a letter from the Dean of the College, 

Ralph Noyer, and Dean of Men, Harry Howick, exists today which sums up the 

reputation and position of the fraternity.  It should be remembered that Dean Howick had 

been with the club since the 1920s, and was a constant observer of its development, even 

being a member of the Board of Directors of the Fraternity.  This should carry much 

weight in reading the following letter. 

 

Navajo Fraternity 

Ball State Teachers College 

Muncie, Indiana 

 

Attention:  Mr. Clarence Pittman, President 

 

Gentlemen: 

 

The attention of the office of the Dean of the College and the office of the Dean of Men has been 

drawn sharply in recent months to what appears to be a change in the character and quality of 

the Navajo Fraternity.  To both Dean Howick and to me this has been a source of pain and 

disappointment.  We recall that ten or more years ago the reputation of your organization was 

such that membership in the Navajo Fraternity was the hallmark of high scholarship and of 

campus respectability. 

 

Our attention was directed to the fact of change by a slump in the scholarship standing.  The 

situation now is that the Navajo Fraternity instead of holding a place at the top of social 

organizations is found near the end.  But the fact of scholarship, whether one believes it 

important or not, is by no means the most serious aspect in the situation.  Complaints from well-

founded sources have repeatedly reached us to the effect that your organization is noisy, 

disorderly, and chaotic and that in the neighborhood in which your house is situated you  make 

nights hideous.  Authentic reports have reached our ears to the effect that not all of the members 

remain sober.  This is a college liability of serious import. 

 

Such reports, despite the possibility of exaggeration, doubtless explain why able men in our 

student body who have been approached with offers of membership have spurned them and why 

some pledges have refused to take the final obligations of your organization. 

 

In a time like this our thoughts are not of recrimination or of punitive measures.  We hold at too 

high a value the fine scholarly and professional traditions of your organization.  The spirits of 

great gentlemen have marched through your history; we do not think that it is necessary that the 

College take executive action to purge your organization of its undesirable elements.  On the 

contrary, we believe that with resolution and firmness within your ranks you are able to do for 

yourselves what any group of men who roll up their sleeves in determination to do their duty can 

and will do.  The only point that we wish to make is that it must be done, and that it must be done 

now.  We believe that we owe it to you because of our advantage of experience and prestige of 
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our respective offices to supply you the impetus and the imperative for this action before the 

necessity for official College executive measures becomes necessary. 

 

We believe that the majority of the members of the Navajo organization are as they always have 

been, men of high purpose, of sterling character, and of true gentlemanly qualities.  It is 

unassimilated elements in your group that we believe are responsible for the present state of 

affairs.  We wish you, therefore, every good outcome in the necessary task that lies before you. 

 

     Very sincerely yours 

    

     Harry Howick 

     Dean of Men 

 

     Ralph Noyer 

     Dean of the College 

Ediphone 

RN:DW. 

 

 This letter was passed around at the following meeting of the club, but apparently 

only a brief discussion was given to the letter, and the following men were asked to go in 

to see the school authorities about the matter:  McKee, Pittman, and one other brave.  

Some attention must have been given the warning, however, because worms were then 

required to be at the house four nights a week from 8:00 to 10:30 to study and they were 

excused from duties during finals exams to study. 

 Thus, the year of 1937 came to a rather unhappy end.  In four years the fraternity 

had incorporated, grown, and lost sight of the goals set down by its founders.   
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Prelude to War 1938-1942 

 

 The new school year of 1938-39 began with a new set of officers including Lee 

McKeen as WP, Bill Eiler as GC and Ralph ―Dixie‖ Howell as RT.  The immediate need 

was for more pledges.  (The active membership was around 35.)  A special committee 

was appointed to secure pledges and a motion was passed that if this club did not have 

eight pledges by two weeks time, each active would be assessed 50 cents. 

 Spirits were lifted by early February with a Dad‘s Day party.  ―Punishment was 

administered to the sons by their fathers, as is the usual custom.‖ Fewer pledges were 

receiving angles in winter term of 1938, and although discipline was still enforced, less 

needless angles were dealt. 

 In March, Kenneth Collier was elected WP for spring term, while Bill Eiler was 

re-elected GC of M, and Wilber Sherry was made RT.  This is the same Ken Collier who 

would serve as Dean of Men at Ball State during the 50s, 60s and 70s. 

 On April 8, 1938, a historic motion was made that Hell Week be abolished.  After 

discussion the motion was passed.  It was decided to make the House President chairman 

of the Pledge Committee.  This, however, was later dropped in favor of electing a pledge 

captain.  It remained to be seen, however, how long this spirit of mercy would last. 

 The summer term found Bruce Barnthouse as WP.  Findling was elected RT and 

Harader GC of M.  A return to the ―boreass‖ was seen in the summer, and worms were 

again paddled for inability to talk on subjects such as ―How long must a fish be to swim.‖ 

 The summer brought new paint, drapes, furnace and furniture to the Dill Street 

house, and for the first time on record no pledges were taken at either summer session. 

 In the fall, Waddy assumed the office of WP, Biberstine was elected GC and 

Brumfield got the post of RT. 

 A familiar problem in the fraternity, which had been precipitating for many years, 

was the use of the telephone.  Many braves were making long distance calls without  

paying for them.  This was a problem that would be around for years to come. 

 In the election for winter quarter Beiberstine was elected WP, Mendel Broyles 

was made RT and Findling was once again chosen GC of M. 

 By the end of 1938 the pledge class had become so large that a separate meeting 

had to be held under the guidance of the Shamon every night of the active meeting.  By 

December 12, the club had 21 pledges, largest pledge class the fraternity had ever had. 

 On January 2, 1939 an amendment to the constitution was passed that did away 

with fines concerning tardiness to meetings, absence from meetings, and absence from 

convocations, and gambling.  (It might be mentioned that the fraternity was given two 
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rows of seats in Assembly Hall in which it could occupy at all convocations, and those 

absent were usually fined either the 50 cents or an angle.) 

 On February 11th the Navajos, at the urging of other campus organizations, 

presented a free campus dance following a basketball game.  Again the Navajos were 

taking the lead.  On February 13, a new revised constitution was accepted by the 

fraternity and over 2/3 of the club signed the formal document which was eventually 

framed and hung in the clubroom. 

 Brave Findling was elevated to the post of WP for spring term.  Bly took over as 

GC of M and Dwiggins was made RT.  Brave Bickel became house manager. 

 The Interfraternity Sing had become a top campus event by 1939, and the Navajos 

were constant participants, although there is no written record of their placement.  In 

1939, however, the club decided to wear suites with sports shirts open at the neck. 

 The election for fall term saw Eiler elected WP, Cochard as RT and MacMerrill 

as CG of M.  Brave Roush was selected house manager.  During the summer, however, 

Jim Taylor served as WP, Bob Doering as HM, Bill Eiler as GC of M, and Dean 

Detweiler as RT.  Dixie Howell served as RT during the second session. 

 The Navajo Fraternity apparently functioned in a manner akin to the British 

Parliament in that the majority will of members could change or make any law.  After 

previously passing an amendment that stopped the use of fines, the club in late summer 

voted to issue fines for missing convocations and meetings. 

 For the most part 1939 was an average year concerned mostly with activities on 

campus and repairs to the house.  The selection and training of pledges, however, was 

always a top priority.  No historic changes were made, and the year passed from history 

for the Navajos with a Christmas party, exchange of presents, and caroling. 

 In 1940, Mas Rousch was selected to lead the club as WP.  Lloyd Dow was made 

RT, Phil Offer was made GC of M and Alden Thompson was made HM.  Regarding 

pledgeship, the Big Brother system had fallen by the wayside and a new discussion was 

held in February on the practice, but it lost out in a vote later in the year.  An added 

attraction to the pledge program this year was the requirement for securing actives‘ 

signatures by pledges. 

 Walter Pesavento was made WP for the spring term, Phil Offer continued as GC 

of M, and Gene Richards got the RT‘s job.  Thomas Mac Owen was made HM.  Dean 

Detweiler was recognized for being selected as editor of the Ball State News for 1940. 

 Signs of 1929 were returning in 1940 and the playing of cards in the house 

between Sunday evening and Friday evening was forbidden.  Room checks were to be 

made every day.  And at the first April meeting, three Mormon missionaries gave a slide 

lecture on Mexico. 
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 After digging through the fraternity‘s files, several braves discovered a former 

fund known as the Teepee Fund, which for some reason or other had been dropped.  It 

was decided to reactivate this fund, and a motion was passed that seniors contribute $10 

or whatever they could afford to the fund upon graduation. 

 In May the senior class of 1940 decided to begin a tradition of presenting the 

fraternity with a senior gift.  Their gift came in the form of cash to landscape the yard. 

 As France was falling to the Germans in the summer of 1940, domestic attention, 

especially in Indiana, turned to the presidential election with the nomination of Hoosier 

Wendell Willkie for President by the Republican Party in Philadelphia in June. The 

Navajos elected officers for the summer term.  Frank Myers was chosen WP, Pitch 

Glantzer was chosen GC of M, John Barnthouse was named HM and Bob Smith was 

elected RT.  The summer sessions were used as a period of debate concerning house 

improvements, but little else was done. 

 The election for fall term officers was held in May and the list of elected offices 

had grown considerably since the days of only two officers.  LJ Lowe was made WP, 

Dwight Decker GC of M, W. Lewis RT, Brave Rickwell HM, A. Thompson was named 

Rush Chairman, Phil Hoffer was named Sergeant-at-arms, and Max Hogg was named 

parliamentarian. 

 The first act of business in the fall showed progressive signs of improvement on 

part of the braves.  A penny box was begun to curb swearing.  Any uttered swear word 

cost the brave a penny.  Quiet hours were also voted into existence at this time.  They 

were to last from 7:30 p.m. to 7:30 a.m., and the penalty was five cents to be put in the 

―cuss pot.‖  After several weeks of investigating, the club decided also to subscribe to 

Better English, Current News and The New Yorker. 

 The fraternity continued the practice of bringing in guest speakers and Muncie 

mayor Ira J. Wilson spoke to the club on October 7.  Officers for the winter term were 

elected and Bickel was made WP, Myers GC of M, Brookemeyer RT, and Hogg HP.  

Brave Myers relinquished his post, however, at the following meeting due to his election 

as head coach, the CG‘s position then went to Dwight Decker again. 

 The year came to an end with the traditional Christmas party and a stronger sense 

of brotherhood seemingly prevailed in the club.  Already the war in Europe was fully 

ablaze.  The Battle of Britain was underway.  Roosevelt had defeated Willkie, but weeks 

after the election the President asked his opponent to go to Britain to assess the situation 

and to bolster their spirits. 

 Certainly 1941 would be the last carefree year for these Navajos before the 

European conflict would become a world war.  A tradition had been in place for some 

time regarding the annual formal dance.  Usually an assessment of $1.00 to $6.00 was 

made upon braves for major expenses.  Also ―bids‖ would be given to braves to sell to 
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outsiders.  According to the Constitution this could not go below $1.50 a bid.  In most 

cases the braves were required to sell three bids and no more, but by 1941 a brave could 

sell as many bids as he could.  An added incentive was a reward of a free bid if a brave 

sold eight.  The dance in 1941 was so large it had to be held in the Masonic Temple. 

 In the election for spring officers, Mas Hogg won the contest for WP, Carl Miller 

was elected GC of M, John Williams was chosen RT and Joe Jones was named HM. 

 The Navajos became the fraternity basketball champs in March with a stunning 

victory.  The club was faced with an unusual value judgment in April.  There was a need 

for both a new bathtub in the house and a desire for a new radio.  The cost of the tub was 

estimated at $2.00.  In a vote to decide which to purchase, the radio (combination record 

player) won out. 

 A list of sponsors was finally arranged in the minutes by April, and the following 

persons were listed as Navajo sponsors:  Mark Studebaker, Professor Palmer, Professor 

Peterson, Professor Christy, and Mrs. Sharley B. DeMotte, Basil Swinford, P. D. 

Edwards, and Dean Harry Howick. 

 The records from May to August are not to be found in the fraternity‘s archives so 

the next recorded meeting took place in September, 1941.  Bob Smith was WP at that 

time and Ken Cole was RT.  At this meeting the club voted to amend the constitution and 

change its traditional meetings of every two weeks to one every week. 

 The club continued to prosper in campus activities, and became the winners of the 

homecoming trophy for best float in the parade. 

 The year 1941 progressed accordingly to past years with discussion in meetings 

normally devoted to worms, care and repair of the house, campus activities, and fines.  

However, on December 7th, Pearl Harbor was bombed by the Japanese.  On December 8, 

President Roosevelt declared a state of war.  That evening the club met again in its 

weekly meeting.  No doubt these young braves were filled with thoughts of the coming 

war and their parts in it, but no one could tell from reading minutes of the meeting.  

Attention was given to the upcoming Christmas party, the purchase of Club ―T‖ shirts, 

and the vote upon pledges.  The following meeting was somewhat briefer and the only 

mention of war made was the replacement of Fred McClurg, who had joined the Navy.  

McClurg had served on the board of directors of Navajo Inc. 

 The nation was mobilizing.  Patriotism abounded.  (One can identify the national 

feeling with that which prevailed decades later in 2002 when the World Trade Centers 

were attacked by Muslim terrorists.) 

The year ended on a depressing note.  The club was finishing its 20
th

 year of 

existence.  As the men parted to drive home for the holidays, certainly thoughts of the 

uncertainty of the future had to be heavy on their minds.  Somehow, fraternity matters 

seemed less important.  These young men, many still boys, were going to have to grow 
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up faster than any other generation.  The Navajos would continue to function, but at a 

reduced capacity for the next five years, but many familiar faces would be lost. 
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The War Years and the Aftermath 1942 - 1950 

 

 The first item of business of the new year (1942) was the passage of the following 

amendment on January 5. 

 

If by selective service or by volunteering, a worm enters the armed forces 

of the United States before ―Rough Night‖  or before formal initiation, but 

after serving his pledgeship and after being accepted by the club, he 

becomes a full fledged associate member (Brave) of the Navajo Fraternity.  

This applies to the time before the adoption of this amendment. 

 

 The club‘s membership as of January 12 stood at 44 braves and 15 pledges.  The 

fraternity made an assessment of 50 cents to be given to the Red Cross.   

 In February it was suggested that letters be sent to some of the boys in the service, 

and that each brave write a short line to them.  This was apparently done.  The fraternity 

could not stop operations, however, and the winter term saw the preparations for 

Mothers‘ Day, and preparations for the annual dance. 

 Joe Bushing became WP the following September and Gerald Detweiler RT.  

John Taylor was elected GC of M.  By December, the fraternity had no pledges and 

house work had to be performed by braves.   

 Officers for winter term were Walker for WP, Magers for GC of M and Angelo 

Meneghini RT.  Worms were finally acquired at the early part of the year due to the help 

of Football Coach John V. Magnabosco.  For this service the club eagerly and 

unanimously agreed to extend an invitation to the coach to become a sponsor.  Coach 

Magnabosco at first declined, because of his position on the faculty.  A month later, 

however, Coach ―Magy‖ accepted and was made a sponsor and honorary member. 

 With the growing deficiency in the number of men on campus and living in the 

fraternity house, it became increasingly difficult to make house payments on the 

mortgage.  However, in February the Board reported that $1,600 was still owed on the 

house.  They had $659 on hand and $604 in a reserve fund.  In short, they had enough 

money for two more years of payments. 

 In the elections for spring term, Harry McColm was chosen WP.  Brave Hayes 

was named House President; Wilbur Pursley was chosen GC of M, and Brave Bushey 

became RT.  Most of the spring term was spent without any pledges and again work 

duties had to be assigned among braves.  With the war in full swing and rationing of 

many goods prevalent throughout the nation, braves had to do without many things they 

had become accustomed to prior to the war.  Social activities also had to be curtailed. 
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 The minutes of the fraternity indicate that Acting College President Wagner (Dr. 

Pittenger had retired) and a Miss Brown had visited the house on Dill Street and inquired 

about the possibility of housing nurses there.  Little comment was noted in the minutes 

and from this point no records of meetings are available until January, 1946.  Surely 

nurses were in high demand for the war effort and Ball State had a nursing school.  

Through the generosity of the Ball family a residence hall for nurses in training had been 

built near Ball Hospital, named Maria Bingham, who was the mother of the Ball brothers. 

 It is quite evident the club was forced to become inactive in 1944 and 1945 due to 

a lack of members and ―due to the lack of transportation between campus and Europe, 

South Africa, New Guinea, the Philippines and numerous other places of inconsequence.‖   

With the possibility that the men of the Navajo Fraternity may not return from the 

war and the fraternity‘s ritual would be lost, a decision was made to initiate sponsor 

Sharly B. Demotte as a member of the fraternity.  Sharley DeMotte served as Associate 

Professor of English and Journalism at Ball State and was the advisor for student 

publications from 1925 to 1954. She was the director of publicity for the Indiana State 

Normal School before it became Ball State.  Fortunately, it turned out that her initiation 

was not necessary but she remained a beloved member of the fraternity for the remainder 

of her life. 

 

 

Mrs. Sharley Demotte  (Ball State University) 

 

 The house at 623 Dill had to be sold since the club deactivated for the duration of 

the war.  When the club finally reactivated, members found themselves in the same 

position of the Navajos of the 1920s.  The board of directors of the holding corporation 

continued to control the funds under the capable direction of Basil Swinford. 

 In 1945 the war ended and the men came home and swarmed back to the colleges.  

Many took advantage of the GI Bill of Rights that promised to pay for tuition, room, 
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board and books of returning veterans.  Many men, who might not otherwise have 

considered college, chose to go to college with this financial help.  A study made two 

decades later by the executive director of the Association of State Colleges and 

Universities determined that the program was so successful that it completely paid for 

itself by increased income tax revenue from these GI beneficiaries by 1955. 

 In the fall term of 1945 letters were sent out to Sagamores asking assistance in 

reactivating the club.  By Christmas the club was once again on its feet and held its 

meetings in the Administration Building.  By January, the club had a WP in Gerald 

Detweiler and a G of M in Joe Jones.  Ed Lewis was named RT.  In addition to the 14 

braves had seven pledges, so the future looked comparatively bright. 

 

 

Navajos Reactivated in 1945. (T. Kinghorn). 

 

 From the few minutes available of the first two months of 1946, one can gather 

that the club was made up of several ―hell raisers.‖  A decision was made to go back to 

old types of rough initiation.  Drinking parties also became popular among these older 

college students.  Most of these Navajos were veterans who had fought in combat, who 

were older and more mature than adolescents.  They had come back to college to get their 

degrees so they could get out in the world and work.  If a good time could be had in the 

process that was well and good. 

 It is quite unfortunate that the minutes of the fraternity from February 21, 1946 to 

1951 are not available and no records are known which could give concrete data as to the 

fraternity‘s activities. 
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 From various contacts, however, some reliable assumptions can be drawn.  The 

fraternity continued to prosper in the late 1940s and it became large enough for the 

braves to find another house to occupy.  They were fortunate to secure one of the Ball 

mansions on Minnetrista Blvd (the William Ball Mansion).  The five Ball brothers had all 

built homes along the river.  Lucius (the physician) had the smallest house to the south.   

George, the youngest, built a large frame brown house.  He and his wife had one 

daughter, Elizabeth, who never married and lived in the house until her death in the late 

1970s.  The third house to the northeast was William Ball‘s red brick home.  The fourth 

was a larger limestone structure built by Edmund Ball, who had three children, and the 

last (which burned in the 1960s) belonged to Frank Ball, who had five children.  

Members of the family would later comment that the homes got bigger because the 

families were bigger. 

 

 

The William Ball Home Was the Navajo Residence 1949-1951. Note the Navajo 

Sign Above the Front Portico.   (M.Willis). 
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 The location, so far away from campus, was probably well received by the 

veterans who had no desire to have their activities restrained by campus administrators.  

However, the family would only lease the home to the Navajos, rather than sell it.  These 

Navajos would enjoy the large home‘s facilities until 1951.  At that time many of the 

members were from Muncie and either lived at home or had other local housing 

arrangements. The number of men who wanted to live in the house was not enough to 

afford to maintain the lease on it. 

 In June of 1950 President Truman directed American troops to combat in Korea 

as the Communist government of the north half of the peninsula invaded the south half, 

which was semi-democratic.  Again the campus would suffer through a siphoning of male 

students. 

 Talk among those still on campus began focusing on affiliating with a national 

fraternity.  The possibility of joining Alpha Tau Omega national fraternity was discussed.  

The Korean Conflict put an end to that direction, however. 
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The Big Change 1951-52 

 

 1951 was to be a busy and historic year for the Navajo Fraternity.  It commenced 

with the election of officers.  Marshall Willis, a sophomore, was named WP, Norman 

Brandley became HP, George Smith RT, and Al Crawford became the GC of M.   

 The dominant item of business concerned entry into Lambda Chi Alpha national 

fraternity.  Several of the members had made trips to Indianapolis to the national 

headquarters of Lambda Chi to discuss affiliation with the fraternity.  The Lambda Chi 

organization was reluctant to charter a chapter on a teacher college campus and had never 

done so in the past.  On January 17, 1951, the fraternity received the following letter from 

Cyril Flad, executive director of the fraternity. 

 

 Gentlemen of Navajo: 

It is with real pleasure and satisfaction that I may advise you that 

Navajo Fraternity has been approved for colony operation by Lambda Chi 

Alpha Fraternity.  The Officers are pleased to take this action with your 

fine organization and to look forward to representation at an outstanding 

institution such as Ball State Teachers College. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

Cyril F. Flad, Administrative Secretary 

 

On the same day WP Willis sent a letter to all known Navajo alumni informing 

them of the decision to affiliate with Lambda Chi Alpha, assuring them that ―the customs 

and traditions of the Navajo fraternity will remain a vital part of pledge training,‖ and 

inviting all to ―affiliate again with the chapter as it became Lambda Chi Alpha on 

January 28, 1951. 

Preparations were then begun for the big weekend.  The following schedule was 

posted by WP Willis. 

 

  Saturday, January 27, 1951 

8:00--09:30 – Ball State vs. St. Joseph (basketball) 

9:30 to 11:00-- ―The Night Before‖, Record dance in Recital Hall 

11:00 to ? – Bunk in at Navajo House 

  Sunday, January 28, 1951 

10:00—11:00 – Church attendance (all faiths) 

1:30 to 5:00—Initiation Ceremony in Recital Hall  (Arts Building) 

5:30 to ? – House Party for all Lambda Chi Alphas 
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The banner headline on page 1 of the January 26 edition of the Ball State News 

read ―Navajos Join Lambda Chi.‖ 

A degree team from Butler University journeyed to Muncie to perform the ritual 

initiation of 68 Navajos including 25 Sagamores.  Jim Fleming, Lambda Chi National 

Alumni Director narrated the ceremony. 

The new officers assumed new titles on January 29 at the first regular business 

meeting as a Lambda Chi colony.  They were:  Marshall Willis (High Alpha), Dick 

Phares (High Beta or vice-president), Bob Chambers (Hi Pi or chief sponsor), George 

Smith (High Gamma or secretary), Al Crawford (High Tau or treasurer), Nile Harper 

(High Epsilon or social chairman), Tom Marks (High Phi or ritualist), Bill Hill (High 

Delta or rush chairman), and Bearl Runyon (High Kappa or pledge master). 

It might be well at this point to quote from a press release issued by Jim Fleming 

on January 17.  This release will explain the status of the national organization and its 

relationship to the local campus.  It is interesting to note that the Ball State colonization 

represented Lambda Chi‘s first entry onto a teachers college campus in the country.  

Soon to follow would be the chapter at Indiana State Teachers College in Terre Haute. 

 

Members of the Navajo fraternity of Ball State will be initiated as 

full members of Lambda Chi Alpha, national men’s social fraternity, on 

January 28 and at this time they will achieve full colony status. The 

announcement was made officially on January 17 by Lambda Chi Alpha 

Administrative Secretary Cyril F. Flad at the Fraternity headquarters in 

Indianapolis, Indiana.  A degree team from the Butler University chapter of 

Lambda Chi Alpha will perform the initiating ceremony, and Navajo will 

then become one of nine colonies of Lambda Chi Alpha throughout the 

United States and Canada. 

Lambda Chi Alpha, the largest men’s social fraternity in the world 

today, is represented on college campuses by 137 chapters.  Founded in  

1909 at Boston University,  Ball State’s colony of Lambda Chi Alpha will 

represent the first entry of the fraternity into the field of Teachers Colleges.  

Eight other Indiana universities and colleges have chapters of Lambda Chi 

Alpha:  Indiana University, Purdue University, Butler University, DePauw 

University, Hanover College, Franklin College, Wabash College and Rose 

Polytechnic Institute.  

The fraternity has made its national headquarters at Indianapolis 

since the early 1920s.  In 1940 a headquarters building was purchased at 

2029 North Meridian Street in Indianapolis, and this property has become 

the nerve center of the National organization. An outstanding program of 
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service is offered by the national headquarters.  The office is staffed by a full 

time administrative secretary, alumni secretary, four traveling secretaries, 

and nine secretaries and clerks.  The active program of service is offered to 

the chapters and members of the Fraternity, both active and alumni, twelve 

months of the year. Lambda Chi Alpha boards many prominent Hoosiers as 

members, notable among them being Leroy A. Wilson, president of the 

American Telephone and Telegraph Company, largest corporation in the 

world.  Mr. Wilson is in Lambda Chi Alpha’s Board of Trustees, and is past 

chairman of the National Interfraternity Conference. 

 

 Soon after the ceremonial initiation the new colony settled back to its routine 

activities at their house on Minnetrista Boulevard.  The chapter consisted of 42 active 

members in early February, and their first concern dealt with the initiation of pledges and 

their Hell Week.  Although much of the traditional hell raising continued, one of the 

activities planned for the pledges was their trip to Marion to entertain at a Veterans‘ 

Hospital. 

 The dinner dance was the highlight of the social calendar and was held at the 

Masonic Temple on May 19.  The theme was ―the White Rose Formal‖, in honor of 

Lambda Chi Alpha (the white rose being the official flower of the fraternity).  The cost 

per brother was $8.50, which covered the dinner for two, orchestra (Bill Summers) and 

favors (pink fuzzy teddy bears).  Also in attendance at this affair were National 

secretaries George Spasyk, Lewis Plourd and Jim Fleming. 

 A letter was received from National traveling secretary George Spasyk, who 

suggested that the colony begin a sinking fund for the costs of the installation activities 

when they get their charter.  Spasyk, himself, kicked off the fund with a personal $10.00 

contribution.  He hoped each member would contribute a similar amount to raise $600 to 

cover the cost of the installation. 

 On April 11, High Alpha Willis sent a formal letter for permission to petition for a 

charter to the Grand High Zeta (national board of directors).  By May 7, the GHZ had 

granted permission to petition and preparations were begun for the petition. 

 A housing problem came up toward the end of May.  Under the then existing 

contract, the fraternity paid $3,150 for the use of the W.C. Ball home for the nine-month 

academic year, plus the telephone and electricity bills. The fraternity also had to furnish a 

house director and apartment for him and his family (Dr. Yoho and his wife). 

 The main problem for the fraternity was its desire for a ―release clause‖ in the 

contract with the Ball Foundation, who owned the house.  After long discussion the 

chapter decided not to rent the home for the next year unless the release clause was 

granted.  The club held $10,000 in their own building fund and felt secure and sure they 
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could obtain a new house.  Since the clause was not granted by the foundation, the colony 

decided not to live in the house the following year. 

 In May, the brothers (no longer braves) of the chapter honored their first Lambda 

Chi sweetheart—Mrs. Sharley B. DeMotte.  Long a devoted sponsor and backer of 

Navajo, the men were sorry she could not be a Lambda Chi, so as the next best thing they 

selected her as the chapter‘s first sweetheart.  A pin serenade was held on the lawn of the 

chapter house on Minnetrista and High Alpha Willis presented her with his own pin, until 

her‘s could arrive. 

 On June 8, the spring pledge class of seventeen members and one alumnus was 

initiated into the fraternity at Greencastle, Indiana by a DePauw degree team. 

 When the men returned from summer recess, they were without a house and were 

forced to hold their meeting in the Burris Recreation Room.  George Spasyk paid a visit 

to the campus in September, and upon his recommendation, Cyril Flad contacted the 

GHZ members and secured their approval to release the petition for a charter in hopes 

that a favorable vote would be had from all chapters within the fraternity in time for 1952 

Homecoming. 

 A new High Tau was selected in September to succeed Al Crawford and the vote 

gave Bob Mantock the job. (Mantock would become head of the Ball State Physical Plant 

in the 1980s and a member of the Navajo housing board.) 

 The colony decided to sponsor a band concert in the fall and they were able to 

secure Woody Herman and his band for the event.  Herman had one of the most popular 

dance bands in the nation.  The concert was held in late September, and the fraternity 

made some profit. 

 Also, the men continued with Homecoming float plans.  The theme decided upon 

was ―Our Cards are really Stacked.‖  The float was to be made of a flat bed truck 

concealed under a blanket of paper napkins with the Lambda Chi Alpha pin painted on 

the back.  A group of men and women were placed around the card table on top of the flat 

ostensibly to play cards. 

 A record hop called ―September Swing‖ was sponsored by the colony in late 

September and a profit of $22 was made. 

 On October 18, Marshall Willis received a telegram from Jim Fleming, which 

read ―PETITION HAS PASSED.  I WILL BE IN MUNCIE EARLY SATURDAY 

MORNING.‖  Installation plans were then put in full swing.  Sunday, October 21, was set 

as the date for the installation—a fitting climax to Homecoming activities. 

 In addition to homecoming, the fraternity planned several other events.  On 

Saturday afternoon following the football game, the colony held a Smoker in the Practical 

Arts Building.  Many guests were present for the weekend including alumni, Lambda 

Chi‘s from Indiana University, degree teams from DePauw and Butler and national 
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officers.  Arrangements were made for all guests to attend the homecoming dance on 

Saturday night and on Sunday they attended church in a group. 

 Formal initiation took place at 1:15 in Recital Hall (Arts Building) on Sunday 

afternoon, following a luncheon in Elliot Hall.  For the first time in Lambda Chi Alpha‘s 

history, the entire initiation class was composed of alumni—21 strong, and not one 

undergraduate.  The ceremony was narrated by the visiting Grand High Beta, Tozier 

Brown, who had flown in from Washington, D.C. just for the occasion.  Degree teams 

from Butler University handled the first two parts of the ceremony and the last part was 

handled by DePauw‘s ritual team. 

 That evening a banquet was held in the college recreation room in Lucina Hall 

(women‘s residence hall).  Marshall Willis acted as toastmaster and introduced the 

distinguished guests that included Tozier Brown, Judge Lloyd Claycomb, past Grand 

High Alpha, Cyril Flad, Jim Fleming, Dean O.T. Richards and Judson Butts, director of 

men‘s activities, and the fraternity‘s sponsors, Mrs. Sharley B. DeMotte, Virgil Herring, 

Mark Studebaker, P.D. Edwards, Basil Swinford and Mr. Brumfield. 

 Judge Claycomb made the formal presentation of the charter which made the Ball 

State Colony the 139
th

 chapter initiated into the fraternity and first of its type located on a 

teachers college campus.  Henceforth, the chapter was to be known as Iota-Alpha Zeta.  

Tozier Brown followed the presentation with the main address for the evening. 

 The names of eighty-seven men appeared on the charter presented to High Alpha 

Willis.  The charter members were composed of three initiated classes.  Their names and 

sequential zeta numbers are as follows: 

 

 No. Name   Standing When initiated 

 

 1 Willus Preston  Active  January 28, 1951 

 2 Paul Ayres  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 3 Charles Brumfield Alumnus January 28, 1951  

 4 Robert Chambers  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 5 Merlin Clinkenbeard Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 6 Darrell Finch  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 7  Harry McColm  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 8 Dohn Sipe  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 9 Basil Swinford  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 10 Frank Tout  Ex-sponsor January 28, 1951 

 11 P.D. Edwards  Ex-sponsor January 28, 1951 

 12 M.E. Studebaker  Ex-sponsor January 28, 1951 

 13 L.W.Yoho  Ex-sponsor January 28, 1951 

 14 Marshall Willis  Sophomore January 28, 1951    

       High Alpha 
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 15 Richard Phares  Sophomore January 28, 1951    

      High Beta 

 16 L. George Smith  Junior  January 28, 1951    

       High Gamma 

 17 Al Crawford  Junior  January 28, 1951    

       High Tau 

 18 F. Nile Harper  Sophomore January 28, 1951    

       High Epsilon 

 19 Tom Marks  Sophomore January 28, 1951    

       High Phi 

 20 Bill Hill   Sophomore January 28, 1951    

       High Delta 

 21 Richard Whitton  Sophomore January 28, 1951    

       Corr. Sec. 

 22 Ward Barley  Senior  January 28, 1951 

 23 Dick Collins  Senior  January 28, 1951 

 24 Clyde Colvin  Senior  January 28, 1951 

 25 Dick Doenges  Senior  January 28, 1951 

 26 William Hunger  Senior  January 28, 1951 

 27 Jack Limbert  Senior  January 28, 1951 

 28 Paul Olmstead  Senior  January 28, 1951 

 29 Karl Schnick  Senior  January 28, 1951 

 30 Charles Stafford  Senior  January 28, 1951 

 31 Philip Swinford  Senior  January 28, 1951 

 32 John Bainbridge  Junior  January 28, 1951 

 33 Al Bobbitt  Junior  January 28, 1951 

 34 Norman Brandley Junior  January 28, 1951 

 35 Gordon Carter  Junior  January 28, 1951 

 36 Don Clements  Junior  January 28, 1951 

 37 Don Holihan  Junior  January 28, 1951 

 38 Dale Nestel  Junior  January 28, 1951 

 39 Robert Sheffer  Junior  January 28, 1951 

 40 Edgar Lee Webb  Junior  January 28, 1951 

 41 Robert Craig  Sophomore January 28, 1951 

 42 Gerald Gilbert  Sophomore January 28, 1951 

 43 William Harris, Jr. Sophomore January 28, 1951 

 44 John Larson, Jr.  Sophomore January 28, 1951 

 45 Byron Starr  Sophomore January 28, 1951 

 46 William Stroup  Sophomore January 28, 1951 

 47 Bearl Runyon  Freshman January 28, 1951 

 48 Elwood Beehler  Freshman January 28, 1951 

 49 Robert Boyd  Sophomore January 28, 1951 

 50 Don Morris  Freshman January 28, 1951 

 51 Wayne Morris, Jr. Sophomore January 28, 1951 

 52 Max Showalter  Freshman January 28, 1951 

 53 Donald Whalen  Senior  January 28, 1951 
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 54 Gene Cartwright  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 55 Ralph H. Howell  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 56 Philip M. Hofherr Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 57 William Summers Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 58 Eugene Himelick  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 59 Lloyd Bennett  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 60 Keith Phelps  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 61 James Webster  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 62 Harold Roth  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 63 Sam Banta  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 64 Richard Jones  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 65 Franklin Fitch  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 66 Sam Townsend  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 67 Clyde Capeland  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 68 Gerald Detweiler  Alumnus January 28, 1951 

 69 Jack Weyler  Senior  June 8, 1951 

 70 Jay Boehler  Sophomore June 8, 1951 

 71 Marvin Gordon  Sophomore June 8, 1951 

 72 Harry Stephenson Junior   June 8, 1951 

 73 Marvin Buzzard  Junior  June 8, 1951 

 74 William Carter  Sophomore June 8, 1951 

 75 Jimmy Gwinn  Junior  June 8, 1951 

 76 John Hood  Sophomore June 8, 1951 

 77 Edsel Langdon  Senior  June 8, 1951 

 78 Bob Mantock  Junior  June 8, 1951 

 79 Phil Morris  Sophomore June 8, 1951 

 80 Jack Pinckert  Sophomore June 8, 1951 

 81 Jacob Poljack, Jr.  Junior  June 8, 1951 

 82 Don Potter  Sophomore June 8, 1951 

 83 George Small  Junior  June 8, 1951 

 84 Donald Stringer  Junior  June 8, 1951 

 85 Dave Winkle  Sophomore June 8, 1951 

 86 James Current  Alumnus June 8, 1951 

 87 William Raabe  Alumnus Indiana Seminar 

 88 Lowell Schultz  Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 89 Charles Robert Tyner Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 90 John Virgil Herring Faculty  October 21, 1951 

 91 Wallace Gene Duke Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 92 H. Dale Spurgeon Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 93 Charles Henry Ashley Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 94 Dean Willis Detweiler Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 95 Thomas M. Boyd  Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 96 Vaughn Johnson  Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 97 Fred Weigand  Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 98 Verl V. Smith, Jr.  Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 99 Jim Zedekar  Alumnus October 21, 1951 
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 100 Glen D. Dean  Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 101 George J. Mequiar Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 102 Lowell F. Crouse  Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 103 Ernest C. Ebrite  Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 104 Harold V. Anderson Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 105 Leon M. Dolby  Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 106 William C. Osborn Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 107 Mendel M. Broyles Alumnus October 21, 1951 

 108 John Stanley Walters Alumnus October 21, 1951 

See footnote
1
 

 

Thus, 1951 came to an end—the most eventful year in the fraternity‘s history 

since 1921, when the fraternity was first founded. 

 In this year the Navajo Club underwent a transformation from a local club with 30 

years of tradition behind it, to a member of the largest fraternity in the world, Lambda 

Chi Alpha with 42 years of traditions.  Undoubtedly the key people of the year were 

Marshall Willis, head of the nationalization committee, last Navajo WP and first Lambda 

Chi High Alpha; Cyril F. Flad, national administrative secretary and chief negotiator for 

Lambda Chi Alpha; Jim Fleming, national alumni secretary for Lambda Chi Alpha and 

key in Iota Alpha‘s January initiation; Louis Plourd and George Spasyk, national 

traveling secretaries, who took a keen interest in the Ball State colony and nursed it to its 

chartering; Tozier Brown, Grand High Beta, and Judge Lloyd Claycomb, past Grand 

High Alpha, who helped install Iota Alpha as a fully chartered chapter; and Sharley B. 

DeMotte, long time fraternity sponsor, only female Navajo, and first Iota Alpha 

sweetheart. 

 Interestingly, Plourd later became Grand High Alpha.  Spasyk succeeded Flad as 

Executive Director of the national fraternity and served in that position for many years, 

and Tozier Brown, later Grand High Alpha, was guest speaker at the dedication of a new 

addition to the house at 710 Riverside Avenue in the spring of 1964. 

 This was a new beginning and the spirit was evident within the chapter.  It was a 

sad event for the chapter to lose its house, many of its Navajo traditions, but the men 

were in good company and the absence of a house would do little to hold them back 

during the next few years. 

 

                                                 
1
 A full list of all initiates through IA 600 is in Appendix 1 
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Students Who Were Initiated January 28

th
, 1951 as Charter Members of Iota Alpha.  

( 1950 Ball State Orient). 

  

First row: Bill Stroup, Bill Hunter, Dick Collins, Ward Barley, Bill Harris 

Second row: Bob Sheffer (standing),  Al Bobbitt, Norman, Brandley, L. George  Smith,   

        Marshall Willis, Dick Phares, Al Crawfofrd, Tom Marks, Karl Schnick (standing). 

Third row:  Richard, Whitton, Dick Doenges, Bill Hill, Don Clements, Bearl Runyon  
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Students Who Were Initiated January 28

th
, 1951 as Charter Members of Iota Alpha.  

( 1950 Ball State Orient). 

 

First Row: Wayne Morris, Dale Nestel, Don Whalen, Don Morris, Marvin Gordon 

Second row: John Bainbridge (standing), Clyde Colvin, Bud Preston, Don Hollihan, Jack 

       Limbert, Paul Olmstead, Gordon Carter, Charlres Stafford, Lee Webb (standing) 

Third row: Gerald Gilbert, Robert Craig, Phil Swinford, Elwood Beehler, Doc Starr,  

       Max Showalter.  
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The National Connection 1952 – 1954 

 

 The first full year of operations for the new Iota Alpha Zeta came in 1952.  Even 

though the fraternity had become a chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha, it was still legally 

called the Navajo Fraternity, Incorporated, and on January 7, a motion was passed by the 

chapter that officers elected to Iota Alpha chapter would automatically become the legal 

officers of the corporation. 

On January 14, the election for 1952 officers was held and the following men 

were elected:  Richard Whitton as High Alpha, Phil Morris as High Beta, John Hood as 

High Gamma, Don Stringer as High Tau, Gene Craig as High Epsilon, Mike Harper as 

High Phi, and Max Showalter as High Delta.  These officers were immediately installed 

to office by outgoing president Marshall Willis. 

 The first act under the new administration was the passage of a motion made by 

High Epsilon Craig allowing actives to bring beer mugs to social functions.  Also passed 

at the same meeting was a motion allowing the chapter to purchase four pages in the 1952 

Orient (yearbook). 

 In early February Gene Craig resigned as High Epsilon and Tom Marks 

succeeded him; also Don Stringer left office as High Tau and was replaced by Dave 

Winkle. 

 The possibility of purchasing the Hildenbrand House at 1003 University Avenue 

(a white three story frame structure built on the south side of the street), was discussed in 

February and Professor Charles Brumfield made a report on yearly expenses and on 

proposed budget if the chapter wanted to acquire the house. 

 Jane Anglin reigned as the chapter‘s second Crescent Girl, succeeding Mrs. 

DeMotte as chapter sweetheart.  (for a list of all Crescent Girls 1951-1966 see Appendix 

2.) 

 Attention turned to the Lambda Chi Alpha National Assembly, which was to be 

held in the summer, and the chapter selected Dick Phares as chief delegate.  Also, the 

chapter nominated Basil Swinford as a candidate for the National Order of Merit at the 

biennial assembly, which chose four to seven outstanding Lambda Chi alumni who 

distinguish themselves by contributing to the welfare of a Lambda Chi chapter. 

 In April a motion by Marshall Willis was passed that each brother contribute a 

pint of blood to the Red Cross (the Korean Conflict was still ablaze).  A further motion 

was passed that a man be assessed $5.00 by May 14, if his blood excuse was not 

acceptable.  This was a patriotic gesture on the part of the fraternity, and probably 

received very little publicity.  However, the assessment of $5.00 would offer a legal bone 

of contention in future years.  Inflation was evident as the size of fines was increasing. 
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 The dinner dance of the year was held at the Delaware Country Club on the east 

side of Muncie on May 17.  After a Swiss steak dinner,  music was furnished by Rex 

Bond and his orchestra and lovely compacts bearing the Lambda Chi coat of arms were 

presented to dates as favors. 

 On May 24, through the efforts of several Lambda Chi brothers  the first Ball 

State bicycle race was held at the BSTC track, across the street from Ball Hospital. 

Hardly the affair it was to become in future years, the race in 1952 was won by Sigma 

Tau Gamma fraternity. 

 

Bike-a-Thon Event (T. Kinghorn) 

 

 Attention toward the end of spring quarter again reverted to the Hildenbrand 

property.  The Navajo Board of Directors cautiously backed the chapter in its attempts to 

secure the house, but it was to little avail.  An attempt by the board to borrow needed 

funds from the American United Life Insurance Company in Indianapolis failed because 

of what that company called ―the age and present condition of the proffered security does 

not meet with the requirements of our (loan) committee.‖  American United also stated 

that a $3,000 fire escape would have to be constructed connecting the third floor to the 

ground.  A similar attempt at borrowing $6,000 from the national fraternity failed 

because of their feeling that the price for the house was too high.  The National suggested 

that a price closer to $25,000 would be more appropriate.  By this time Swinford, 

DeMotte and Winkle voted on the housing board against the purchase of the house. 
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 In September, Dick Mann was elected High Gamma to replace Brother Hood, 

who unexpectedly was drafted into the service the preceding summer.  Also elected at the 

same meeting was a new housing board.  Representing the faculty were Mrs. DeMotte 

and Basil Swinford.  Jim Zedekar and Gordon Carter were elected as alumni members. 

 In the fall of 1952 the Interfraternity Council made a big change in the pledging 

program.  For the first time fraternities drew dates for their smokers and were not given 

freedom to choose their own date.  Secondly, a fraternity was allowed only two pledge 

classes a year (each pledgeship was to last fourteen weeks).  These changes were to last a 

long time. 

 By way of explanation, a ―smoker‖ referred to a formal meeting whereby the 

fraternities invited prospective members to a party that normally included jokes, 

entertainment, and an explanation of the fraternity.  Food was often served, followed by a 

tour of the house, if the fraternity owned a house.  From the ―smoker‖ photos of groups 

of those invited were later shown at a chapter meeting, and votes were taken on whom to 

formally invite for membership.  Ball State had instituted ―deferred rush‖, which meant 

that freshmen had to make grades before being able to rush fraternities.  A minimum 2.1 

on a 4.0 system was required.  The largest class (of freshmen) was pledged in January 

and was normally activated before the end of spring quarter.  A fall class was comprised 

mainly of sophomores and upper classmen who had not pledged the preceding fall. 

 Homecoming in October again brought on the festive parade, and the Lambda Chi 

entry took home first place honors in the fraternity division.  

 On January 26, High Pi Chambers installed the newly elected officers for 1953.  

Under national rules, officers were elected for the calendar year, as opposed to the 

Navajo tradition of electing them every quarter.  Elected were Don Morris as High Alpha, 

Don Whalen as High Beta, Dale Bennett as High Tau and Brother DeCrastos as High Phi.  

Dale Bennett and Sam Merigi were selected by the chapter to attend the summer 

management training seminar at DePauw. 

 An Easter Seal drive was held in April and the chapter collected between $360 

and $380 for the fund.  The school year ended with the second annual Bike-a-thon held at 

the BSTC Track.  First place was won by a team from Theta Chi Fraternity. 

 In the fall preparations were begun for the homecoming float, and the theme 

chosen was ―Cardinals Toast, While Sycamores Roast.‖  At the smoker in the fall, the 

Chi Omegas and Pi Phi‘s (sororities) were asked to entertain the men.  Also, the chapter 

sang three fraternity songs.  Most of 1953 was consumed with the usual fraternity 

business and still no progress was made on the purchase of a new house. 

 On January 11, 1953, new officers were elected for Iota Alpha, including Dale 

Bennett as High Alpha, Sam Morigi as High Beta, Ed Myers as High Gamma, Foster 
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―Sparky‖ Adams as High Tau, Dick Heldman as High Epsilon, Lee Hoopingarner as 

High Phi and Gary Jones as High Delta. 

 On February 8th 21 pledges were given the pledge ritual.  At the same meeting, 

the name of Jack Buckles, an alumnus from Indiana University, who was teaching a class 

in business law at the college, was brought up as a possible new High Pi.  In March the 

chapter formally asked Brother Buckles to become chapter advisor and he accepted, thus 

replacing Bob Chambers. 

 In March, also, the chapter voted to buy its first picture composite containing 

every brother‘s portrait and name.  In April, Brother Hoopingarner moved that ―Hell 

Week‖ henceforth be called ―Active Appreciation Week.‖  This motion was passed, but it 

is strongly believed that later it was forgotten.  Formal initiation of the spring pledges 

was held on a Sunday morning at 10:30. 

 A desire to reinitiate the practice of guilty consciences was voiced early in 1954 

and by May, a motion was passed to reinstate the practice in the fall.   

 The spring came to an end with the annual Bike-a-thon won by the Sigma Taus 

again, and the selection of Doc Crosier to attend the General Assembly at Miami Beach, 

Florida.  It should be noted that it was the practice of the national fraternity to have a 

National Assembly for the purpose of taking votes on issues important to the fraternity, 

and to amend bylaws, every other year.  In between the national headquarters would hold 

a Management Training Seminar for officers of the various chapters around the country.  

Purpose of the seminar was to instruct and discuss new programs and possibilities for 

improving chapter operations.  Since the MTS was conducted by the staff of national 

headquarters, most of the time they looked for an Indiana chapter, reasonably close to 

Indianapolis, to host the affair.  Residence hall rooms could be rented for housing those 

who attended.  DePauw University hosted most of these seminars. 
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Group of Lambda Chi Men 1953 (T. Kinghorn) 

 

 

Two new men were elected to offices in September.  Brother Landauer was chosen High 

Tau and Brother Davison was chosen High Kappa.  The selection of housing board 

members was made in late September and former board member and alumnus Charles 

Brumfield was chosen to succeed Mrs. DeMotte who had retired both from the Ball State 

faculty (she taught journalism) and as a Lambda Chi sponsor—ending 24 years of 

devoted service to her Navajo and Lambda Chi men. 

 In October, a large three-story brick house on Riverside Avenue went up for sale.  

The former owner, Joseph Meredith, long time friend of Ball State and instigator of a 

$60,000 municipal contribution to the Pittenger Student Center, had died that year and his 

family wanted to dispose of the property. 
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Meredith Property at 710 Riverside (Courtesy L. Campbell) 

 

 Basil Swinford, treasurer of the housing corporation, began negotiations with 

John Meredith, executor of the estate.  The price put on the property was $45,000.  The 

fraternity had $12,000 in a building fund, but the rest needed to be borrowed.  Swinford 

led the negotiations again with American United Life and with the national fraternity. 

 Cyril Flad, the executive director of the national fraternity, directed Swinford to 

American Untied Life in Indianapolis and he was able to secure a $30,000 loan from 

them at 5% interest payable over a 15-year period.  The Grand High Zeta also granted the 

chapter a $9,000 loan at 5% interest for 15 years and agreed to take a second mortgage. 

 Mr. Swinford was further successful in getting John Meredith, son of Joe, to 

accept a 15-year promissory note for $5,000 at 3% interest.  When the transaction was 

closed at the end of November, the fraternity paid $1,000 of its own money for the house 

and the remainder was paid from loans for the property at 710 Riverside Avenue.  For 

that amount the chapter secured the three-story house, an attached three-car garage with 

living quarters above and .92 acres of ground. 

 The first meeting held in the house took place on December 5, and at that 

meeting, Bill Putt assumed the duties as first House Manager.  House rules were adopted 

the following meeting and the house was on its way to full operation.  Obviously most of 

the active members were anxious to move into the house.  The ground floor consisted of 

a kitchen, bath and breakfast room, which were converted to an apartment for a house 
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director (later house mother).  A music room about twelve feet square (formally the 

dining room) opened off the main entry hall.  To the right of the entry was a large living 

room with fireplace, and off it, a sun room about eight feet by fifteen feet enclosed on 

two sides by windows.  A large screen porch was located to the north of the sunroom. 

 The second floor contained most of the bedrooms and bathrooms.  On the west 

side next to the drive, was a room later dubbed the ―Fire Escape Room‖ because of an 

iron swirling fire escape which would be built on the side of the building connecting the 

upper floors to the ground.  Next to this room was the ―Old Office‖ (originally set aside 

for the top officers in the house) on the east front of the house.  Both rooms slept four 

men.  A traditional bath served both rooms (bathtub, sink and toilet).  Across the upstairs 

hall was found ―the Master Bedroom‖ which slept ten (sometimes twelve) men.  A larger 

bathroom with a shower stall for three was found next to it, over the main entry.  And 

over the downstairs sunroom was a bedroom dubbed ―The Sun Room‖ that slept four 

men. 

 A breezeway separated the main house from the garage.  The old garage would 

later be converted into a dining room/chapter room.  A kitchen would be equipped on the 

north side of the garage.  Above the garage, former servants quarters, was the ―Pledge 

Room‖ which slept six or eight men.  And finally a smaller room holding four men was 

located over the north end of the garage.  One small bathroom serviced this area. 

 On the third floor of the main house were two rooms, separated by a large hall 

way and bath with tub, sink and stool.  This area was referred to as ―Heaven‖ and 

normally housed seniors. The two rooms were referred to as ―Third Floor East‖ and 

―Third Floor West.‖ 

 The grassy grounds also contained a beautiful rock garden north of the house. 

Cheap beds would be obtained from a surplus at the Pendleton Reformatory.  These wood 

bunk beds seem primitive by today‘s standards, but the brothers would be happy to have 

them.  Living space was cramped, and there was limited room for furniture.  Two or three 

men shared a four-drawer dresser.  Metal wardrobes were purchased and two men shared 

these.  As many as 48 men would live in the house at one time, sharing only three shower 

stalls.  Brotherhood was never closer. 

 The basement consisted of an incinerator room, a furnace room, a coal bin, and 

open space.  Nearly all of this space would be finished off in pledge class projects into a 

card room, a television room (there was only one television in the house), an office and a 

storage room for house supplies, like sheets.  The incinerator room was large enough to 

hold vending machines, which were very popular at ten cents per twelve-ounce bottle of 

Pepsi. 

 Off the main hall was a closet that was converted to a phone booth.  The only 

other phone was found in ―the office‖, a bedroom located over the breezeway that 
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normally housed the chapter president.  This room had access to a small bath with vanity 

and stool 

 What would later be called a ―mud room‖ was located inside the back door to the 

main house, and both the call board (for waking up actives for class) and mailboxes 

would be located there.  There were only 26 pigeonholes so each represented a letter of 

the alphabet.  Finally a small guest bath of sink and stool was located under the main 

staircase off the entry hall.  The house had four staircases.  A large carpeted staircase was 

located in the main entryway with a beautiful banister made of wood.  Off the back mud 

room was a servants‘ staircase connecting to the second floor.  A narrow staircase 

connected to the third floor, and finally a narrow, turning wood staircase connected the 

chapter room with the pledge room above. 

 The year 1954 came to an exciting end with the purchase of the house at 710 

Riverside Avenue.  Most of the credit had to go to the excellent housing board made up 

of Jim Zedekar, Gordon Carter, Charles Brumfield, Basil Swinford and ―Doc‖ Crosier, 

with Swinford carrying the lion‘s share of the load.  Professor Swinford‘s association 

with the fraternity stretched from his days as a Navajo to the 1960s.  He had been 

instrumental in the purchase of the Dill Street house, maintaining funds following World 

War II and the Korean Conflict, and almost single handedly negotiated the purchase of 

the house at 710. 

 The chapter was ready for a new rejuvenation.  They had been patient for three 

years without a house, if not content to hold their meetings in the Administration 

Building, Arts Building, or Practical Arts Building, the new structure on Riverside 

Avenue, they would strike out for greater accomplishments in the years ahead. 
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The 50s Come Alive 1955-57 

 

 All new calendar years begin with the election of officers.  Elected in January, 

1955 were: 

  William Crosier (High Alpha) 

Max Moore (High Beta) 

Don Nelson (High Gamma) 

 Dick Landauer (High Tau) 

 Dick Holdeman (High Delta) 

Gary Jones (High Kappa) 

Ed Alley (High Phi) 

Brooks Lingo (High Epsilon) 

Larry Miller (Corresponding Secretary) 

Jay Beehler (Historian) 

Jerry Niemeyer (Assistant Pledge Trainer) 

 

 The matter of House Director (similar to a house mother) came up next and the 

chapter unanimously approved Bob Hodgson as new director.  They also voted for the 

housing board to purchase a desk, chair, beaverboard, reading chair and lamp for the 

director‘s apartment.  A report by the High Beta showed that the fraternity had tumbled to 

fifth place in scholastic standing among fraternities. 

 The housing board began to purchase furniture and other improvements for the 

house in January.  The first large expenditure was for a swirl type fire escape for the west 

side of the house connecting third and second floors to the ground.  Soon, other furniture 

was bought for lounge areas on the first floor.  Several brothers were able to get a truck 

and then traveled to Pendleton where they purchased 25 sets of bunk beds for 75 cents a 

bed. 

 The White Rose Formal was held in early March at a cost of $5.00 per man.  The 

Kappa Sigma Kappa Variety Show was in its fourth year by 1955, and was made up of 

short musical skits put on by campus groups, including Greek organizations.  In 1952 

Gordon Carter had given the act, but by 1955 several other brothers participated. 

 The chapter decided in the early months of the year that the house needed a House 

Mother.  The board agreed to pay 75 cents per hour and the chapter chose Mrs. Agnew 

Ray as their first Lady of the House.  Since there were no housemother‘s quarters, Mrs. 

Ray served only in the hostess capacity and the House Director was continued.  Both 

reported to the Housing Board. 

 In March the High Beta agreed to purchase a television set for the house if 

brothers raised their grades above the all-men‘s average.  Also, that month the fraternity 

amended its by-laws with three additions.  Once called for coat and tie attire for all 
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chapter meetings, and the second levied a fine of ten cents on those late to meetings or 

who left early without being excused by the High Alpha.  The third ruled that all 

meetings should be opened and closed with ritual and should be held at 7:00 p.m. 

 The first Founder‘s Day banquet was held at the Masonic Temple on April 23.  A 

$5.00 fine was passed by the chapter against those absent from the event.  It was at this 

meeting that the first gathering of Iota-Alpha alumni was held. 

 The spring dinner dance was held at the Green Hills Country Club in May.  Jewel 

boxes were given as favors to the girls. 

  

 

 

Lambda Chi Men 1955 (T. Kinghorn) 

 

In May a new political party appeared on campus called the ―Best on Campus‖ (BOC).  

The Lambda Chis voted not to join the party, but to start an opposing party, which would 

later be called the Collegiate Party.   

 Bike-a-thon was becoming a bigger and grander event each year—and more work 

for the Lambda Chi brothers.  Committees were formed to help organize the race.  

Committees were formed on tickets, judges, helpers, scoreboard, field marshals, and 

engraving.  The race profited the chapter by $320, which was used to purchase the highly 

sought television set. 

 During the summer, the Housing Board contracted to have the garage revamped 

into a kitchen and dining room.  Among the work done was: 
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1. extension of the sewers 

2. filling in of the grease pit under the garage with gravel 

3. capping of the manhole 

4. patching of the floor in the kitchen which had been damaged by new sewers 

5. pouring of new concrete floor in the dining room 

6. bricking up of the west wall around the double French doors and adding 

windows 

7. altering an existing window in the inside wall to make a food pass-through 

with shelf 

8. installing a double door on the inside wall connecting the dining room and 

kitchen.  All of this work came to a total cost of $2,325.  In October the 

fraternity purchased $3,1919.83 worth of dining equipment from the Lahr 

Restaurant Equipment Company.  The breakdown of house bills was then 

computed as follows 

a. Food……………………….$42.50 (no Sunday meals) 

b. Room…………………….. $25.00 

c. Fraternity fees …………… $  5.75 

d. Total……………………… $74.25 

 

Also that summer, the election of housing corporation members saw the fraternity 

replace one of its strongest alumni, Jim Zedekar with Tom Marks.  Virgil Herring 

replaced Dr. Brumfield, who had left the school. 

On September 26, a motion was passed in the chapter, which called for each 

future pledge class to be responsible for the cleaning of the house and grounds until a 

new pledge class was organized.  In the autumn, also, Bill Putt was again elected House 

Manager and Bud Jump was appointed the first kitchen steward. 

Salaries for fraternity officers were a new novelty in November.  It was approved 

that the Steward receive $50 a month plus hourly wages that would apply toward his 

room and board bill.  Kitchen help was also to receive $42.50 (board) a month.  The 

House Manager and High Tau were each given $25 (room) per month for their services. 

In November the High Beta and High Tau resigned and John Hood, back from 

military service, was elected High Beta. 

On January 16, the kitchen finally opened.  Breakfast price was set at 50 cents, 

lunch at 60 cents and dinner at 85 cents.  Mrs. Ruth Vargus was hired to cook at $40.00 

per week.  Also, a $10.00 fine was established for anybody caught breaking into the 

kitchen.  The election of officers for 1956 found the following men winning. 

 

 Don Nelson (High Alpha) 

Bob Cage (High Beta) 
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Bill Wiggins (High Gamma) 

Larry Stomm (High Tau) 

Bob Bonshire (High Delta) 

Robert Harp (High Epsilon) 

Jay Beehler (High Phi) 

Jerry Kitchell (High Kappa) 

Bob Newkirk (Corresponding Secretary) 

Gene Crosier (Athletic Director) 

Larry Horney (Historian) 

Dick Uhler (IFC representative) 

 

 The election of 1956 saw the establishment of a new tradition.  Brothers were 

required (or at least asked) to give a ―platform‖ and other opponents left the room during 

the presentation.  All candidates left the room during debate and voting. 

 In January the chapter had its first mascot, a bulldog named Mojo.  Mojo lived in 

the house and was liked by about everyone.  Bill Putt fell into the position of dog keeper.  

Later, the brothers had to get rid of the dog when it was found she was too sick to control 

her bodily functions. 

 On February 17, 18 and 19 in 1956 the chapter played host to the Midwest 

Lambda Chi Alpha Conclave.  The conclaves were held regionally throughout the 

country every year to help better acquaint area chapters in the operations of a fraternity.  

A banquet was planned for the Ball State conclave and discussion groups were formed 

for seminars.  Discussion heads were to come from Iota Alpha.  Men chosen were: 

 

  Rushing (Bonshire) 

  Activities vs. Scholarship (Don Nelson) 

  Finance and Rehabilitation (Stomm) 

  Publications (Larry Miller) 

  Helping Freshmen (Holdeman) 

  IFC Representative (Bill Crosier) 

  Alumni relations (Bob Newkirk) 

 

 Each brother was assessed $4.50 to cover the cost of the affair.   

 In February the chapter voted to abolish ―road trips‖, a popular pastime where 

actives would kidnap a pledge and place him in a trunk of a car and take him to the 

country and drop him off and leave him. 

 The kitchen operations showed a profit at the end of one month of $395.96.  BY 

March the house had 52 occupants including nine pledges.  Bill Wiggins was chosen as a 

delegate to the General Assembly in the summer and again Basil Swinford was 

nominated for the Order of Merit. 
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 In April the chapter again held a Founders Day banquet with alumni, and Parents 

Day followed in the middle of the month. 

 The two singing contests held during the year were the ―Spring Sing‖ and 

―Parents Day Sing‖, and each provided two victories for the singing chapter of Iota 

Alpha. 

 The first ―steak and bean‖ supper for scholastic achievement was held in late May 

with a 2.75 as the breaking line between those who dined on steak and those who were to 

enjoy their beans. 

 In sports, both the Cougars and Wildcats (two fraternity softball teams) won their 

regular season leagues.  The Cougars‘ bowling team, however, was defeated in the semi-

finals. 

 The Bike-a-thon was held on March 26, and Bob Sweikert, a former Indianapolis 

500 winner, was obtained as pace car driver.  Bill Crosier acted as chairman of the annual 

event, which netted $329 for the chapter.  The end of the school year found the fraternity 

involved in discussions over a house mother.  The matter of finance seemed to be the 

greatest obstacle, and motions were made to seek donations from alumni.  The last 

motion of the school year read: 

 

―Each active be required to donate $10 to the house mother fund and that 

he can then attempt to collect the money from an alumnus.‖ 

 

 After much discussion Mrs. Jenks from South Bend was hired as housemother for 

$50.00 a month, plus board and room, and she was required to move into the house as 

soon as her quarters were completed. The role of a full time house mother essentially 

made it possible for girls to be brought to the house without fear of damaging their 

reputations.  But the housemother also served to teach some modicum of social behavior 

to the brothers, who could sometimes be a little rough around the edges. Mom Jenks had 

a mission that no boy could graduate without also learning the essential social graces that 

consisted of knowing how to play bridge, how to dance, and use proper table manners. 

 A summer meeting was held at Lake Shaffer on July 21, during a two-day 

summer (stag) get together.  Twenty-seven brothers attended.  At this meeting it was 

decided to move the office from the front of the house to the two-man room above the 

breezeway.  Apparently brothers were becoming more reluctant to move into the house 

and there was discussion at chapter meeting on the possibility of moving unorganized 

men into the house in the fall to fill it up.   

 Several new men acquired offices in the fall.  Among them were Arney as High 

Kappa, Culp as House Manager, Horney as High Tau and Bill Waechter as High Epsilon.  

Jack Buckles started his second two-year term as High Pi, and Dr. Robert Jost (an 
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economics professor) and Bill Putt replaced Dr. Brumfield and Tom Marks respectively 

on the housing board. 

 Homecoming found the Lambda Chis entered in both float competition and house 

decoration competition.  The theme for the float was ―Cards, Squeeze Play.‖  

 

Homecoming Float 1956 (L. Campbell) 

 

Although the float failed to place, the chapter did receive a second place finish for its 

house decorations with a cardinal spider web. 

 

 

House Decoration for Homecoming in 1956 (L. Campbell) 
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The fraternity was deeply saddened in October with the death of one of the old Navajo 

sponsors and former Ball State football coach, John V. Magnabosco.  The chapter 

immediately set out to establish a memorial fund in his name.  After committee 

investigation, a memorial fund was set up with the school and Dr. Oliver Bumb was 

made chairman of the fund, with a goal of raising $1,500.  The B-Club was to help and 

funds were to be used for book loans in the physical education department.  Later the 

chapter decided to donate half of its Bike-a-thon proceeds to the fund, a practice that 

would last for many years.  The Magnabosco Scholarship Fund would eventually develop 

and each year one person in the physical education department would receive a 

Magnabosco scholarship. 

 

 

Lambda Chi Wins Blue League Softball Championship 1957.  

(T. Kinghorn). 

 

 With January came the winter formal dance, which was held in Anderson, Indiana 

at ―Linders.‖  Leo Ryan and his orchestra provided the music to the 8:00 to 11:00 affair.  

In the elections of that year the following officers were elected for 1957. 

 

  Bill Wiggins (High Alpha) 

Dave Arney (High Beta) 

Bill Waechter (High Gamma) 

Dick Uhler (High Delta) 

Bill Jackson (High Epsilon) 
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John Hood (High Kappa) 

Dan Carmichael (Hi Phi) 

Rick Seaver (Song Leader) 

Bob Haven (Corresponding Secretary) 

Dave Dick (Athletic Director) 

Hays (Historian) 

Bob Newkirk (Kitchen Steward) 

Bob Bonshire (IFC Representative) 

 

 The rush program for a spring class turned out very well and thirty men were 

pledged.  The members of the class each were assigned a pledge father (rather than big 

brothers) and as a new requirement they were required to make all active‘s beds during 

the week as well as being assigned a house duty.  They were given the pledge project of 

making a map of the United States with all the Lambda Chi Alpha chapters located on it.  

This class became the last class to go through a Navajo Game Night.  In the middle of 

May this game night was abolished and it was agreed to concentrate more on community 

work in the future ―Help Week‖ activities.  However, Hell Night was to continue. 

 Bill Waechter took charge of an attempt to organize a Mothers Club in 1957.  On 

March 16 and 17, the first meeting was held and moms had the run of the house for that 

weekend.  According to the records, a great time was had by all, and great expectations 

were held for the club in the future. 

 

 

Lambda Chi Men 1957 with Housemother “Mom” Jenks (T. Kinghorn) 
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Lambda Chi Men 1957 (T. Kinghorn) 

 The 1957 Bike-a-thon was under the co-chairmanship of Reeves and Swift.  This 

year found many new innovations.  Awards were given for pit decorations.  The pits were 

designed and built by the sororities.  Secondly, a faculty race was initiated.  Half the 

profits this year went to the Magnabosco Scholarship Fund.  Rain postponed the race for 

one night, the first postponement in the race‘s brief history. 

 The chapter finished the year out in a blaze of glory when it captured first place in 

the Spring Sing.  Brother Seaver directed the chapter chorus. 

 In August a national management training seminar was held at Ball State, instead 

of DePauw.  Delegates from all of Lambda Chi Alpha‘s 140 chapters were in attendance 

at this biennial event.  Russell Humbert, president of DePauw University, gave the 

keynote address at the main banquet, and President John Emens (a Beta) gave the official 

welcome to the visiting delegates.  All the delegates and the Grand High Zeta were 

housed in Woodworth Residence Halls, but the meetings during the five days were held 

in the Pittenger Student Center. 

 On the second night an open house was held at 710 Riverside, and most of the 

250 visiting brothers and Grand High Zeta toured the chapter house.  Mom Jenks acted as 

hostess along with other Iota Alpha mothers, and Coca-Cola was served to the guests. 

 Dr. Kenneth Collier, Dean of Men and former WP of the Navajo Club, was 

formally initiated into the fraternity during the Seminar during the exemplification of the 

ritual.  Members of Iota Alpha handled the registration of delegates.  Ball State Teachers 

College and Iota Alpha Zeta gained much recognition and were highly credited with a job 

well done.  
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 When the men returned in the fall of 1958, they were without a house mother.  

Mom Jenks had unexpectedly decided to move to California.  The desperate chapter was 

able to persuade their first chapter sweetheart, Mrs. Sharley B. DeMotte, to take the job 

until they could secure a replacement.  After a two-week search, the house mother 

committee, under the chairmanship of Bill Waechter, located a 78-year old woman in 

Albany, Indiana who had served as a Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority house mother for 

fifteen years at the University of Cincinnati.  The committee persuaded her (although she 

was quite willing) to come out of retirement and become Lambda Chi Alpha‘s 

housemother for one year, and Mrs. Rye Halvorsen, thus came to Iota Alpha.  She 

refused to be called Mom, as she had when she was at Cincinnati, and so was 

affectionately called ―Auntie Rye.‖  She was very sensitive to the term ―mom‖ in that her 

own mother had died when she was a small child. 

 Jim Kastetter was elected new High Epsilon in the fall, Joe McHolland began his 

duties as House Manager, and Don Reeves was elected High Kappa.  The chapter 

initiated a new sponsor.  Tom Osborn, head of the campus police at Ball State, was 

accepted unanimously by the chapter as a brother and sponsor. In Mid-October the 

chapter secured another mascot, a dog named Pedagogues, or nicknamed ―Gogi.‖ 

Again the chapter participated in float and house decoration competition at 

homecoming.   

 

 

Homecoming House Decoration in 1957 (L. Campbell) 

 

The float cost the chapter $78.64 or $28.64 above budget.  The cost in dollars was 

usually not the only casualty of homecoming week.  Building a float that would be 

competitive was not only expensive but also time consuming and many brothers cut 
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classes in order to get everything ready for the Saturday parade.  Books took a back seat 

to the competition.  Girlfriends were recruited to help, as well as any co-ed who was 

willing to spend some time working on a fraternity homecoming float.  Friday night was 

an all-night effort and everything came down to Saturday morning with hopes that the 

fragile frame, chicken wire fencing, and baling wire, from which the float was built, 

wouldn‘t collapse or fall apart before the parade ended.  

 

 

Homecoming Float 1957 (L. Campbell) 

 

Following the fraternity‘s float it was also traditional to have a convertible or two 

carrying the fraternity‘s officers and a sign indicating the name of the fraternity.  Of 

course this meant canvassing all of the local or nearby car dealers to find one who would 

loan a car or two for the parade, in exchange for having the dealer‘s name shown 

prominently somewhere on the vehicle. It always helped for one of the brothers to have a 

connection, such as an uncle or brother in the car business, who was willing to go to bat 

for the fraternity and loan some cars out of the new car stock. 
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Chapter Members in Homecoming Parade Cars 1957.  (L. Campbell) 

For their efforts in 1957 the Lambda Chi‘s received a second place in both 

competitions.   

 The year came to an end with the reception for Auntie Rye on December 6
th

 and 

the formulation of plans for the upcoming White Rose Formal dance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nancy Juett, White Rose Queen for 1958, with High Alpha Bill 

Wiggin (left) and Escort Larry Campbell (right). (L. Campbell) 
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 Formal dinner dances were a regular part of fraternity and sorority life on the Ball 

State campus during the 1950s.  They were elegant affairs as evidenced in the following 

picture. 

 

Spring Sorority Dinner Dance with a Number of Lambda Chi Escorts Attending. 

(L. Campbell) 
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Best on Campus 1958 - 1960 

 

As is so often the case the election of January 1958 brought into office a set of 

young men gung-ho on progress.  Bill Waechter became High Alpha, Jerry Hill was 

chosen High Beta, Jim Kirkham, High Gamma, Bill McHolland, High Tau, Brother 

Enyeart, High Epsilon, Dick Uhler, High Kappa, and Dick Leas (House Manager). 

Grumblings from the administration at the college about Hell Week were being 

felt in January.  Jim Kastetter reported that Dr. Collier was complaining in IFC meetings 

of Hell Week activities.  However many brothers had other thoughts.  Several were active 

in the Student Center birthday party and in High School Day.  The first Freshman Camp 

was being planned at Camp Crosley and several brothers were schedule to be counselors.  

There was planning for the skit in the Variety Show under Brother Uhler's direction, 

called "Death of a Chieftain‖ (which would win). 

However, problems in the house did not abate.  Discussion ensued about the 

possibility of purchasing another television set.  One remembers twenty-five years earlier 

when discussion over the purchase of a radio occupied the attention of the Navajos. 

Brother Waechter also appointed a committee to check into a communication system for 

the house.  Their eventual report called for a buzzer system hooked up to the telephone 

system.  A cigarette and a candy machine were ordered for the incinerator room.  A 

washer and dryer were also installed in the basement.   

A new pledge program designed by Dick Uhler made its debut with February's 

pledge class.  A merit and demerit system was introduced, a pledge bulletin board was 

posted and the "big brother" system was made voluntary.  A pledge class project was 

approved to repair the old "pledge shack" on the back of the property lot.  The chapter 

also voted that all big brothers give their little brothers fraternity paddles at the end of 

pledgeship.  A need for improved relations with other fraternities and with the Muncie 

and neighborhood community was seen as important.  The chapter voted to have a trade 

coffee hour with their arch rivals, the Sig Eps, and later with the Sig Taus.  The chapter 

also put on a skit for a Kiwanis luncheon downtown. 

One of the highlights of the year in the fraternity house was a ―pajama party.‖ 

Dates were invited for a dance at the house, then later the men left and the girls occupied 

the house for the night. The next morning the men returned for a shared breakfast.  The 

dress code for the party was pajamas for everyone.  While the girls had control of the 

house they usually took advantage of the situation to do a little mischief, like hide the 

trophies, write messages on the mirrors, and short sheet the beds when they made them 

up. 
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Jerry Harry (left) and Chuck Langham (right) With 

Their Pajama Party Dates. (Courtesy C. Langham) 

 

Senior walkout began this year and the reaction of the chapter is best 

demonstrated with the passing of a motion to fine the seniors 50 cents each for their 

absences.  The motion was repealed at the next meeting, when seniors returned.  

Uniformity was again of essence and the chapter, after much debate, voted to purchase all 

white jackets, trimmed in blue. 

The Phi Sigma Epsilon fraternity purchased the house next door to the east on 

Riverside and they were in great need of beds.  The chapter voted to sell its extra beds 

and mattresses to the Phi Sigs for one cent a piece.  Twice during the first of the year, the 

chapter brothers attended the College Avenue Methodist Church and High Street 

Methodist church en masse. 

Spring Sing that year found the men of Lambda Chi led by Brother Herb Cappel.  

The men sang two songs, Wait for the Wagon and Seeing Nellie Home. They failed to win 

first place. 

A turn about day was held toward the end of pledgeship with Big Brothers doing 

their little brother's house duties.  This practice lasted until 1961. 

The 1958 Bike-a-thon, under the chairmanship of Bill Wiggins made several 

innovations.  A girls‘ tricycle race was added on the front straight away prior to the men's 

race.  The tricycle race was run in heats to provide more teams and proved very popular 
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with the sororities.  A record hop was held after the race.  On May 24, the Kappa Sigma 

Kappa team captured first place in the race and the fraternity made a fat $350 profit. 

 

 

Sorority Tricycle Race. (T. Kinghorn). 

 

The school year ended with the dinner dance at the Delaware Country Club.  

Auntie Rye, who had agreed to stay another year, was presented with a sweetheart pin.    

High Alpha Waechter was elected unanimously as the chapter's delegate to the General 

Assembly during the summer.   Basil Swinford was again selected as the chapter's 

nominee for the Order of Merit. 

 

 

Lambda Chi Men 1958 with Housemother 

Rye Halvorson (T. Kinghorn). 
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Upon returning the fall, Jack Macy was selected house manager, or as the position 

was popularly called at that time "house mouse."  As usual rush was a paramount 

undertaking in the fall.  The chapter took an initiative here and set pledging grade 

requirements at 2.25 in contrast to the 2.10 required by IFC.  This rule would later be 

discarded temporarily until adopted by the entire IFC. 

A new housing board of directors was selected in September. Mr. Swinford, 

Marks and Jost along with Bill Putt were all elected by acclamation.  A parking lot was 

now in use behind the house.  The housing board had taken bids from Muncie Paving, 

where Marshall Willis worked.  However, when the chapter convened for their weekly 

meeting, they discovered that another company had already installed the drive and gravel 

parking lot.  It was assumed that a member of the fraternity had called the other company 

to install the drive without authorization.  The housing board was very upset.  They asked 

the estimator for the installation company to meet with them.  The gentleman agreed and 

showed up at the meeting intoxicated.  The board, especially Mr. Swinford, was 

infuriated and they refused to pay for the new lot.  That bill was never paid. 

 The first instance of national disciplinary action taken against a Lambda Chi 

Alpha chapter for non-discrimination in membership is recorded in October 1958.  Cyril 

Flad notified all chapters of action taken against Hamilton College's chapter for their 

actions.  They had apparently pledged a man of a non-Caucasian race. 

During homecoming that fall it is interesting to note that the cost of the float 

increased over twice as much as the $180.00 spent the year before.  The homecoming 

float was built using a tractor and three flat bed wagons to make a simulated train 

comprised of an engine, tender, flat car, and caboose.  Since the opponents for the game 

were the Evansville Aces, the theme of the float was ―Railroad Those Aces.‖ 
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Chuck Langham and Fred Meeker 

 

 

 

Train Crew 

 

Chuck Langham  

Homecoming Float 1958 

(Photos courtesy of C. Langham) 
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Building extravagant floats was a trend that would continue for another two years 

and would come to a head in the fall of 1960.  A new sponsor was added that fall.  He 

was Dr. William Dooley, assistant professor of geography.  Later, Dooley would be 

singled out to succeed Jack Buckles as HI Pi. 

Christmas brought the chapter an opportunity to play host to many 

underprivileged children at a Christmas party held at the house. 

The election held in January 1959 was one of the longer and most heated ones in 

the chapter's history.  Jack Macy, Art Endres and Jim Kirkham were nominated.  

Kirkham declined to run, much to the dismay of many brothers.  A move later during 

discussion to nominate him again failed when he declined.  Eventually Wayne Nelson, 

Don's younger brother, was elected.  Macy represented experience as an officer in the 

fraternity, while Nelson was seen as more extroverted.  Keith Spahr was elected High 

Beta and Macy accepted the post of High Gamma again.  Marshall Evilsizer was named 

High Tau.  George Hill became High Epsilon, Art Endres, High Delta, Wendy Schaffer, 

High Kappa and Bill Current, High Phi.  Ray Knudson and John Bradley were chosen as 

representatives to IFC.  Pat Weis was named house manager. 

Winter formal was held at the Green Hills Country Club.  This dance became 

known as the White Rose Formal and new Crescent Girl, Judy Duguid, was crowned.   A 

party followed at the ―Top Hat‖, a nightclub located in the country, along State Highway 

32, between Daleville and Yorktown. 

With the taking of a spring pledge class, another new innovation was seen.  A 

record hop was held at the Student Center and the chapter took pride in displaying their 

new class at the hop the night they pledged. 

The High Tau was having trouble collecting house bills.  On many occasions he 

arose to protest delinquent bills in chapter meeting.  He asked for and received higher 

dues.  The cost of meals was increased twenty cents a day to 40 cents for breakfast, 70 

cents for lunch and 90 cents for dinner.  In March the chapter voted to raise all men's 

house bills by $5.00. This $5 would be subtracted if one's house bill was paid by the 20th 

of the month.  Finally Dr. Collier offered the services of his office to collect delinquent 

bills. 

Pressure from the National and college officials was mounting on pledge tactics.  

By April the chapter passed a motion to bring expulsion charges against any brother who 

threw a paddle against a pledge.  However, for the second straight year the position of 

Grand High Dragon was created.  This elected position went to the pledge who the 

actives considered the laziest, most "cocky" of the class.  The recipient of the award was 

made to wear a hood and cape denoting his uselessness.  The award was administered in 

a solemn ceremony during Hell Week activities.  A move was made to abolish the 
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wearing of gunny sacks, but an amendment was added "unless boiled" which hardly 

eased the discomfort. 

In May the chapter held discussions on an IFC proposal to recognize a new local 

club on campus called "the Pioneer Club.‖  This organization was soon recognized and 

within a year they would be calling themselves Sigma Delta Fraternity.  They were 

already talking to officers of the Sigma Chi national headquarters in Oxford, Ohio, and 

many Sigma Chi‘s were coming to campus to check them out.  In three and one-half 

years they would become a Sigma Chi chapter. 

Spring Sing under Brother Cappel was a great success in April.  Singing O 

Susannah, the men captured the first of three consecutive first places, which would 

eventually allow them to retire the silver cup in 1961. 

Bike-a-thon was held the evening of May 24.  

Each brother was required to sell four tickets or be 

charged for that number on his house bill.  Very few 

charges were noted.  The team from Sigma Tau 

Gamma captured the first place traveling trophy. 

The school year ended with the traditional 

presentation of the senior gift.  Jerry Hill, on behalf of 

his class, presented the chapter with fifteen sets of 

fraternity china.  Auntie Rye closed out the social 

calendar with her dinner for graduating seniors.  The 

brotherhood closed the school year with a trade party 

with the Chi Omegas at New Castle's memorial park. 

Much of the last two months of the school year were spent in preparation for the 

first "Operation Suitcase" in the fall.  This enterprise, designed by Lambda Chi‘s and 

happily sanctioned by Dean Collier and the housing office, was designed to help 

freshmen women into residence halls.  The men came back to school two days early to 

plan for the event.  Brothers were allowed to sign up for residence halls they wanted to 

work.  They then met in groups at the dorms, enjoyed a coffee hour before the arrival of 

the ladies.  Then the work began.  For three hours brothers lugged trunks, clothes bars, 

dozens of boxes of shoes, teddy bears and boxes of unmentionables up the staircases to 

the girls' rooms.  The enterprise was considered a success and the chapter voted to 

continue the operation the following year. 

In the fall High Gamma Jack Macy surprised the chapter by presenting his senior 

gift early in the form of a flagpole behind the concrete letters in the front yard.  The 

formation of the Greek letters is another interesting story.  About two years earlier the 

chapter decided the front yard needed re-sodding, so they had several truckloads of soil 

brought in.  After the entire yard was covered, the brothers discovered they still had one 

 

Ticket to 1959 Bike-A-Thon 

(C. Langham) 
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half a load left.  Since it was already paid for, they had the truck driver empty the dirt in 

the middle of the yard.  After several suggestions were considered, the men decided to 

form a mound and insert concrete Greek letters.  They then added shrubbery and tulips 

around the mound.  The addition of the flagpole completed the landscaping. 

 

 

Fraternity House with Greek Letters Added 

(L. Campbell) 

 

Another new idea was initiated on September 27 when the chapter held its first 

Freshmen Women's Tea.  The first tea had many assets, including rush.  So essential was 

this considered that a $3.00 fine was imposed for missing the event.  Bill Huff (a brother 

who had transferred from Butler University), Loren Sells and Jerry Tincher were named 

as co-chairmen 

Dave Butler was elected Hi Phi in September and immediately set out to present a 

memorized ritual.  This task would continue for at least five years.   In spite of many new 

innovations over recent years, the chapter often faced the same old internal disagreements 

that have plagued all fraternities all the time.  House Manager Pat Weis complained often 

about "lack of respect, consideration and brotherhood on the part of the brothers."  These 

types of problems are found in most chapters periodically, and part of the strength of the 

brotherhood comes from solving them. 

The High Zeta, in the pursuit of more efficiency, adopted a five-point program in 

October.  It called for all officers' reports to be written and handed in before meetings.  

Secondly, all committee chairmen making reports would have to move their adoption.  
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All motions were to be made in writing and the same for seconds.  Motions could be 

made only during old and new business. 

Both the chapter Mom's Club and Dad's Club were active during this period.  

Both met at homecoming and had individual weekends during the year.  Of the two, the 

Mom's Club seems to have been the most active.  The mothers were constantly taking on 

several projects, donating a meat tray, fixing screens, and building a dish cupboard. 

The Iota-Alpha Alumni Association was started in the late 1950s.  In 1959 

officers were formally elected.  Don Nelson was chosen president, Sparky Adams, vice 

president, Bill Putt, secretary and Dick Landauer, Treasurer.  Membership dues were set 

at 45.00 annually.  A chapter alumni club was new to Lambda Chi, as most alumni clubs 

were located in large cities and open to brothers from any chapter. 

In keeping with the move toward dress uniformity, forty brothers purchased 

identical navy blue blazers from Steck's Men's Store in the Village.  These blazers were 

highlighted with a colorful coat of arms emblem on the left breast pocket. 

The senior gift that year was a new Hi-If for the living room. 

Social life remained a paramount concern of the chapter.  Trade parties with 

sororities were held frequently, at least two a quarter.  In all cases themes were used.  

Amongst the themes were "Ski Lodge" and ―Valentine.‖  They also included a hayride,  

And parties at the house followed all school wide dances on campus.  All these, 

coupled with two closed fraternity dances, added up to a filled social calendar. 

Elections were again held in January.  Elected were: 

 

  David Stoops (High Alpha) 

  Ed Fairchild (High Beta 

  Tom Caton (High Gamma) 

  Keith Spahr (High Delta) 

  Dave Smith (High Tau) 

  Marsee Becket (High Epsilon) 

  Joel Stonecipher (High Kappa)  

Dave Butler (High Phi) 

  Pat Weis (House Manager) 

  Brothers Bradley and Fadely (IFC Representatives) 

  Ron Smith (Athletic Director) 

  Del Beyer (Correspondent) 

 

Since the fraternity now had a stereophonic record player, the need was felt for 

long playing albums.  In accordance with this need the chapter passed the following 

resolution in January.  "That if a brother should become pinned or engaged he must 
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immediately purchase a stereo record for the house.  In event he fails to do so, he shall be 

taken to the tree everyday until the record is bought."  No mention is made to any 

noticeable decrease in numbers pinned or engaged, however. 

The Phi Mu Crew orchestra played at the White Rose Formal during December.  

Again, the highlight of the evening was the crowning of the Crescent Girl-Barbara Ann 

Hiatt, pin woman of Keith Spahr. 

Few changes had been added to the house.  A new green nylon carpet graced the 

living room floor at a cost of $1,100.  Care of the house was still the pet peeve of the 

house manager.  A typical house manager's report of Brother Weis was:  

 

Brother Weis announced that sheets would be passed out at  

10:30. He asked brothers to stop the gymnastics in the  

front room, leaving pizza boxes in the TV room (the ants  

are getting bad), rough housing (plaster is breaking) card  

playing in the front room, and front door is fixed so  

don't slam it.  Clothes left in the front room will be  

locked up and it would be nice if the morning paper was 

left in one place.  The pop room is now a conference room  

and the pop room is now the incinerator room. 

 

Pledge projects were still an immeasurable asset to the house.  The fall pledge 

class raised enough money to have a mail box built for fraternity mail in the back entry.  

The larger spring class found itself building a garbage can bin, adding acoustical tile to 

the phone booth, painting three rooms in the house and redecorating the basement. 

Spring Sing again brought a first place trophy to the men of Lambda Chi Alpha.  

Under the direction of Phil Cooley and Ed Fairchild, the men sang their way to victory 

with a rendition from The Music Man, "Seventy-six Trombones."  The chapter also 

finished first in the Kappa Sigma Kappa Variety Show. 

Spring initiation brought 28 new men into the bond.  In addition two new 

sponsors were initiated:  Ed Lyon of the geography department and Gene Younker of the 

Campus Police department.  Dr. William Dooley was installed as High Pi.  Jack Buckles, 

who had served in that capacity since 1953 had given unselfishly of his services for eight 

years, four terms.  However, the rush of his law practice, the addition of a wife and 

family, and civic activities had hampered the time he could devote to the chapter.  The 

ability of the man was recognized when in 1961 he was honored as "Young Man of the 

Year" by the Muncie Chamber of Commerce.  He was presented the award by United 

States Senator Barry Goldwater. 
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Bike-a-thon was won by the team from Sigma Phi Epsilon that year.  In other 

chapter action, the men voted to donate $300 to the College Community Auditorium 

Fund, to be paid in quarterly installments.  The action put Lambda Chi Alpha in the 

forefront of contributing campus organizations.  For the first time the chapter decided on 

a full color composite of brothers' pictures.  Clyde Thornburg provided the composite. 

The school year closed with the traditional formal dinner dance held at the 

Delaware Country Club.   

The fall began hectically as usual with ―Operation Suit-case‖ and the Freshmen 

Women's Tea. Naturally, homecoming was paramount in most of the brothers' thoughts.  

The theme for the monstrous sized float was "Circus World" with the added title ―If You 

Can‘t Uncage ‗Em—Pack ‗Em Dermit.‖  Under the chairmanship of Pat Weis, this $800 

+ float carried home first place honors.  Over 250,000 napkins were used in the long float 

built around a flat bed semi trailer.  It featured a caged tiger, a pink elephant, a circus 

band and numerous circus acts including a strong man, acrobats and a ringmaster.  The 

float was indeed spectacular, but everyone realized the cost in time and money was not 

justified for such a small trophy.  Before the year would be completed, the chapter voted 

not to participate in the 1961 homecoming parade.  All but two other fraternities followed 

suit, following the Lambda Chi position.  This decision would later force the Alumni 

Office to enforce certain restrictions on cost and size of floats. 

In October, Basil Swinford announced he was resigning from the Housing 

Corporation board of directors.  His retirement from the college was only two years away 

and he decided to help a new treasurer get settled on the board.  He personally 

recommended Mr. William Smith of the Business Education Department for the position.  

Mr. Smith was then elected to replace Swinford.  On November 2, the brothers honored 

the "old sagamore" with a banquet at the Student Center.  More honors would yet come 

his way. 

The fall pledge class had its share of problems in 1960.  The regular High Kappa 

was forced to resign because of poor grades.  He was succeeded by two men-Pat Weis 

and Dave Butler.  Under their direction the class took on the difficult task of redecorating 

the TV room.  The original cost was set at $100, but by the time wallboard, paint and 

paneling were added, the cost exceeded $300.  The chapter was forced to absorb much of 

the cost overrun. 

The year ended with the White Rose formal held at Linders at Anderson, Indiana.  

The honor of Crescent Girl was passed from Ann Hiatt to Susie Dyer, pin woman to 

Brother David Cummings. 

 In a three-year span the brothers had attempted to improve the internal workings 

of the chapter through a new set of by-laws.  They had acquired a new Hi Pi, a new 

housing board, enjoyed the company of the same house mother-Auntie Rye-for the entire 
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period.  They had improved the appearance of the house through yard work and 

redecorating.  Financial responsibility had improved.  Social activities had hit a peak in 

the form of organized parties and trade functions with sororities.  Lambda Chi Alpha 

seemed well represented on campus through positions in clubs and campus organizations.  

Marshall Evilsizer brought honor to the chapter when he was proclaimed "Mr. Greek" at 

the 1960 Greek Week banquet.  The three years, thus saw maintenance of the stature it 

had enjoyed for several years. 
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The Pre-Baby Boomers 1961 - 1964 

  

Naturally, the first item of business for a new year was the election of officers.  

The contest for High Alpha in January, 1961 was noteworthy.  The by-laws of the chapter 

called for all candidates for the office to be at least juniors at the time of their election.  

However, most of the brothers wanted to elect a sophomore.  His name was Kete 

Cockrell, a pre-med major from Muncie, who had gone into the service after high school.  

The men, therefore, voted to waive the junior requirements and elected Cockrell to the 

presidency.  Paul Waechter (Bill's younger brother) was chosen High Beta, George 

Murphy was chosen High Gamma, while Bob Sweet became High Tau.  Other officers 

included Ed Combs as High Delta, Dave Cummings as High Epsilon and Pat Weis as 

High Kappa.  Ben Crum was chosen Hi Phi, Bob Strong as House Manager, Ron Marker 

as Corresponding Secretary, Steve Roggie as Historian, Joe Etchison as Athletic Director, 

Phil Cooley as Song Leader. Tom Caton and Gary Fadely were chosen IFC 

representatives.  Later in the year Norb Bleill would replace Strong as House Manager. 

As pledge trainer, Pat Weis set out to enlarge upon the progressive pledge 

program previously initiated by the fraternity.  As in the fall class, push-ups were 

outlawed.  Pledges were allowed to call actives by their first names instead of "Mr." No 

merit or demerit system was used.  In its place actives were permitted to sign extra half 

hour or one-hour work duties to any pledge who stepped out of line.  On the academic 

side, study table was abolished in favor of big brother/little brother study.  Many of these 

items would be abolished later, but they represented a progressive attempt at a 

constructive pledgeship. 

The spring class was assigned as its project to raise enough money to pay for a pin 

light for the front of the house, and to enlarge the back parking lot, eliminating two trees, 

and leveling the already crushed stone that was in place.  Total cost was estimated at 

$225.  This pledge class would be the last to bear a traditional hell week.  Many members 

of the chapter were opposed to Hell Week, but they were in the minority. 

Although Variety Show failed to bring a first place trophy home to the Lambda 

Chi house in 1961, under the direction of Ed Fairchild, accompanied by Phil Cooley on 

piano, Iota Alpha's chorus did retire the Phi Mu Alpha, Sinfonia Spring Sing traveling 

cup.  Cooley's personal arrangement of Happy Days are Here Again was a show stopper 

and reaffirmed the chapter's superiority in this event. 

It was during spring break of 1961 that the first famous rush by northern college 

students to Daytona took place and would eventually be made into a movie.  Twelve 

brothers piled into cars for the trek to the east side of Florida.  For those who stayed 

home the riots that were shown on television news were entertaining. 
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In campus activities Jerry Tincher represented the fraternity in the "Ugliest Man 

on Campus" contest.  Dressed as Dracula, he was carried to the Student Center in a 

hearse, and then a processional was formed to carry his coffin through the Tally Ho.  The 

procession was led by a grieving and supposedly crying Auntie Rye.  Eighty-five actives 

and pledges followed behind.   The fraternity finished second place in the contest. 

Jerry Tincher had borrowed a pauper‘s coffin from a local mortuary.  Indentations 

in the straw mattress and a nose depression in the padding of the lid attested to the fact 

that it had been used to ship bodies to the crematory.  For more than two weeks it set on a 

coffee table ―catafalque‖ in the Sun Porch.  At least one pledge (LeBeau) was forced to 

lie down inside while the lid was closed.  As long as light came in around the cracks it 

was not pleasant, but tolerable.  When someone sat on the lid, closing off the little light, it 

became scary. 

After putting up with it for two weeks, Auntie Rye called Pledge LeBeau aside 

and asked if he could get rid of the ―darned‖ thing.  She could not stand to go into the 

living room with it displayed there.  It became LeBeau‘s job to return the casket to the 

funeral home.  It stuck out of the trunk of his 1959 Chevy Impala at a jaunty upwards 

angle.  There was no way to conceal it.  While stopped at a red light in downtown 

Muncie, a man in a car in the next lane tooted his horn and rolled down his window.  

―Hey!‖ he yelled.  ―That guy says he wants out‖, as he pointed to the trunk. 

Phil Dawkins was selected editor of the 1962 Orient and Steve Roggie became his 

business manager.  Spring elections on campus brought an end to the Collegiate Party 

and the BOC party.  The CP had long been dominated by Lambda Chi, Pi Beta Phi and 

Theta Chi, while the Six Eps and Chi Omegas dominated the BOC.  Campus government 

underwent a drastic change in the spring.  The Student Executive Council was replaced 

with a Student Senate.  Leaders of the CP tried to negotiate a merger with the BOC in 

face of a strong challenge from a new Independent Party, which was developing.  

However, the BOC refused any thought of merger.  As a result BOC candidates were 

dealt a drastic defeat.  CP captured three top offices while BOC won but two offices.  As 

was expected the Independent Party made a tremendous showing.  Over 2,500 students 

turned out to vote on Election Day.  Much of the Independent success could be attributed 

to an entente between them and the CP leadership.  By spring elections in 1962 all 

Greeks would be united in the United Student Association. 

The Indianapolis Alumni Association of Lambda Chi Alpha decided to try to 

rejuvenate State Day in 1961.  Activities planned in April included intra-zeta songfest, a 

basketball tournament and the selection of an outstanding active.  Competition was held 

between fraternity chapters from Evansville, Hanover, Franklin, Wabash, DePauw, 

Valparaiso, Purdue, Indiana State and Indiana University.  Iota Alpha carried home the 

trophy from the songfest with its Happy Days Are Here Again.  In basketball the Iota 
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Alpha team lost to the Butler team in an overtime at the Butler Fieldhouse in the finals.  

However, Butler's team was composed of two alumni.  As a result the trophy was 

awarded to Iota Alpha.   

The next day Butler's chapter sent a telegram to the Muncie chapter 

congratulating them on "Bringing home the trophy."  In answer to that sarcastic note, 

Brother Bill Huff, a Butler initiate, sent a reply commenting on Iota Alpha's shortage of 

toilet paper and their appreciation for the same from Butler. 

Bike-a-thon, still held on the track surrounding the football field on the west side 

of campus, drew nearly 1,500 people netting the fraternity $500 and the Magnabosco 

Fund and equal amount.  The riders of Sigma Phi Epsilon again captured the first place 

trophy. 
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Bike-A-Thon Article in Chapter Newsletter (Courtesy of Rick Reeves) 
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Again the spring formal closed the year.  Following the dance at the Delaware 

Country Club, the brothers and their dates jumped into their costumes made of one and 

one-half yards of material and returned to the house for a South Seas party.  The front 

hall way was made into a wading pool, catching water from a falls erected on the front 

staircase.  A palm tree set off the ambiance of the front hall. 

When brothers returned for the fall session, ―Operation Suitcase‖ again 

commanded their attention. Since the chapter had voted not to enter the homecoming 

parade the previous year, attention was focused on rushing. 

Bob Sweet, the High Tau had spent the summer reorganizing the books.  He was 

an accounting major.  His labor would be instrumental in allowing future brothers to plan 

for the expansion of the house.  Sweet reorganized the books, took over payment of 

utilities from the housing corporation and established a new method of paying house 

bills.  Brothers were required to pay by the month rather than by the day as previously 

practiced.  House bills were raised $3.00 per man to $88.00 a month.  When Sweet 

entered his office he inherited a deficit of $1,800.  By the time he graduated from college, 

the fraternity and housing corporation would enjoy a $5,000 surplus. 

It is little wonder that this man would pass all parts of his CPA examination on 

first try, just over a year after his graduation. A rough man on the exterior, Sweet never 

did fine one brother for paying his house bill late.  Few undergraduate members have 

done so much for their chapter.  He was engaged to a girl attending Butler.  Very few in 

the house knew he had been diagnosed with Hodgkin's disease (cancer). While he 

married following graduation, his life would be cut short within a few years. 

The traditional Christmas open house was not held this year because of two prior 

open houses in the fall.  Also, the men decided not to have a White Rose Formal in lieu 

of a larger dinner dance aboard the Riverboat Avalon on the Ohio River.  Later in the year 

the men were disheartened when the Avalon sank.  Their spirits soared again, however, 

when another boat--the Chaperone-was obtained for the May dance. 

The elections in January were somewhat unusual in that there were few exciting 

or close races.  David Black was elected High Alpha, Nom Noel was chosen High Beta, 

Jim Garretson was chosen High Gamma and Roger Fisher (Sweet's handpicked 

replacement) was elected High Tau.  All were elected by acclamation.  Ron Ferris was 

chosen High Epsilon and Bob Marshall was named High Delta. Tom Fields was again 

chosen Hi Phi.  Tom had the unique distinction of having memorized every IA number 

from Willis Preston to the most recent inductee.  Jerry Whitter became Athletic Director.  

Jack LeBeau became song leader, while Steve Roggie and Tom Brown were chosen IFC 

representatives. 
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One of the first items of business in the new year was the moving of the office 

from the "breezeway room‖ on second floor to the basement conference room.  A bulletin 

board was added to contain all chapter and fraternity information. 

This was to be the last year for Auntie Rye as housemother.  Dr. Collier and 

national officials had long been critical of her age and hearing deficiency.  Several of the 

brothers also felt that her hearing deficiency was a cause of loose language used among 

the brothers.  It was finally agreed that a change needed to be made.  Kete Cockrell was 

given the arduous task of informing her, a chore he called the worst feeling in the world.  

Rye accepted the decision gracefully.  Her original intention was to stay only one year, 

anyway.   

Auntie Rye always went out with the other house mothers for dinner on Saturday 

night.  Once when she was having a little before dinner libation, she happened to run into 

a couple of Lambda Chi brothers.  She was extremely embarrassed that she had been 

―caught‖ as she claimed. 

That last year she knew there was pressure from the college administration to 

retire her.  While visiting the Sigma Tau Gamma house mother, Mom Morris, She fell 

down the stairs and sprained her leg.  She had been hobbling around the house in a 

substantial amount of pain using a cane following the incident.  Knowing that Dean 

Collier would be coming to visit a special tea party, she made sure the cane was out of 

sight and did not even limp or wince.  She did not want to give him the impression that 

she was at all old or feeble. 

No one could criticize Rye for her duties as a hostess or confidant to brothers.  

Many hated to see her go.  A party was given in her honor in May at a buffet banquet at 

the Practical Arts Building Demonstration Room.  The men sang Crescent Girl to her for 

the last time and made a presentation of a colored portrait and luggage to her.  Rye was 

the dean of Ball State housemothers. 

After the house cleared out following graduation in May and before all of the 

summer session students moved back in, Auntie Rye was packing up to leave the house 

for the last time.  She called four or five of the people to whom she felt personally close 

into her quarters where she pulled out a bottle of fine whiskey and treated them to a 

―toddy.‖  She said she had it in the house all the time.  ―Wouldn‘t Dean Collier have had 

a fit if he had known?‖ she asked and then laughed. 

By March several brothers saw a future need of expanding the facilities of the 

house or of making plans for a new house.  Already Sigma Phi Epsilon had publicized 

plans for a $140,000 addition to their house.  The Sigma Chis had also voiced plans for a 

new house.  Dave Black appointed a House Expansion Committee and named Jim 

Garretson (High Gamma) as its chairman.  They would be active for the next two years. 
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It is always unfortunate when a fraternity is dealt any probationary status by the 

administration of the college, but this is what happened to Iota Alpha in the spring of 

1962.  Walkouts had long been a tradition of the fraternity pledge classes throughout the 

country.  Their main purpose was to provide pledge class members a chance to get to 

know one another better and to provide an opportunity to demonstrate planning ability. 

The spring pledge class of 1962 decided to journey to Georgia Tech University 

for their walkout.  To do this and have ample time for fun in Georgia, they decided to 

leave a day early, and they cut their Friday classes.  After hearing of this, Dean Collier 

called a meeting of officers and sponsors, and notified them of the school's action.  

Actually, the status meant little but that any subsequent bad behavior would be grounds 

for forfeiture of the chapter's charter.  For a year the chapter had to be squeaky clean.  

This action did demonstrate the growing role of the campus administration in censoring 

what they deemed undesirable fraternity actions. 

Spring Sing and Variety Show brought two, second place trophies to Lambda Chi 

Alpha. Deep In the Heart of Texas. A number arranged by Ed Fairchild, conducted by 

Jack LeBeau with piano accompaniment by Dave Burgess, caught the appeal of the 

audience, but not the judges.  They favored the Sig Eps' rendition of Standing on the 

Corner.  "Honeymoon Market" was the theme for the Variety show act bringing together 

the Lambda Chi‘s, Alpha Chi Omegas, Alpha Omicron Pi‘s and Phi Sigma Epsilons. 

Campus elections in the spring saw a sweep of every office by the new United 

Student Association.  This party combined all Greek organizations and some 

independents.  Success could be attributed largely to the lack of organization on the part 

of the Independent Party.  Among the victors were Roger Fisher as Senior Class 

Treasurer, Dave Black and Jon McClintock to the new Judicial Board of Review.  In 

other positions Lambda Chi‘s again dominated the Orient staff with Steve Roggie 

selected as 1963 editor.  Roger Kinsey was named business manager and Tom Brown 

was named layout editor. 

Spring Sing failed to give Lambda Chi its fourth straight victory, despite an effort 

that was obviously a crowd favorite.  Phil Cooley, an alumnus in Medical School in 

Indianapolis, provided an arrangement of Doin’ the Raccoon, while Jack LeBeau 

conducted and David Burgess provided the piano accompaniment 

Two of the chapter's longest sponsors had reached retirement age in May and 

decided to take their leave of Ball State Teachers College.  P.D. Edwards had been head 

of the Mathematics Department and Basil Swinford had been Associate Professor of 

Business Education.  Together they had provided 75 years of teaching dedication.  The 

loss to Lambda Chi Alpha would be equally great.  A banquet was given in honor of the 

two men at the house.  Although the assistance given to be fraternity by Mr. Edwards 

could not be minimized, the greatest contribution and, thus loss, was the retirement of 
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Mr. Swinford.  From undergraduate president of Navajo to his long years of service on 

the housing corporation Swinford's dedication was immense.  Don Nelson, president of 

the Alumni Association was on hand to present Swinford with the Association's only 

"outstanding service" award.  But even greater recognition came in the summer when he, 

along with seven other Lambda Chi‘s from across the country were awarded the "Order 

of Merit at the fraternity's biennial General Assembly.  This was the highest honor that 

could be bestowed upon any Lambda Chi Alpha brother.  Of over 80,000 members at the 

time, only 80 had ever been inducted into the order.  It is based only on service to the 

fraternity over many years.  The honor was not only to Mr. Swinford, but to Iota Alpha. 

Unfortunately Mr. Swinford was unable to attend the General Assembly in 

Pasadena, California.  The chapter, therefore, planned to honor him at a banquet at the 

Student Center in October.  Cyril Flad, the fraternity's executive director, drove from 

Indianapolis to read the citation to Swinford.  It was a great day for him.  Not only 

undergraduate members but alumni and Navajos of the 1920s and 1930s were present to 

share the evening with him, as were the two first ladies of Iota Alpha-Sharley B. DeMotte 

and Rye Halvorsen. 

The spring dance was held aboard the 

Riverboat Chaperone, docked at Louisville, Kentucky.  

This closed dance undoubtedly was the social hit of the 

season on campus.  Over 100 couples boarded five 

buses for the 120-mile journey to Kentucky.  Aboard 

ship brothers and their dates enjoyed a buffet dinner 

and cruise down the river.  Highlight of the evening 

was the crowning of Jackie Nye, pin woman of Ron 

Handwork, as Crescent Girl. 

During the summer of 1962 an important 

General Assembly met in Pasadena, and Jim Hatcher 

represented Iota Alpha.  This assembly would change 

the course of history within the national fraternity.  

Because of mounting pressure from various colleges 

across the nation, the Grand High Zeta recommended and the General Assembly 

approved the abolishment of all restrictive clauses for membership from the chapters' 

laws.  This cleared the "white, Christian" restrictions from the books.  An understanding 

was left with representatives attending that no chapter would take advantage of the 

situation.  However by the following Christmas, Coe College, a liberal arts college in 

Iowa, decided to test the new situation by pledging a popular Negro man on the campus.  

National officials were quite upset and disheartened.  Duke Flad flew to Coe to talk to the 

High Alpha and Dean of Men.  The Grand High Zeta met and decided that their only 

 

1962 Crescent Girl Jackie Nye 

(R. Reeves) 
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course of action was to discourage the chapter from their action, but could take no legal 

action to stop the initiation of Eric Baugh, the first African American admitted to the 

brotherhood of Lambda Chi Alpha. 

The situation at Coe was not publicized by the national headquarters and very few 

knew about it.  However, the Grand High Zeta decided it was not fair to the general 

fraternity to keep the Coe incident a secret.  Accordingly at the 1963 Management 

Training Seminar held at DePauw University, the Grand High Zeta informed 

representatives of the situation.  After heated debate (Iota Alpha's representative, Jim 

Fisher, did not partake) especially by the Southern representatives, the situation was 

accepted.  The Grand High Zeta took pains to point out only one other large national 

fraternity did not have a Negro member.  Most of them kept their membership 

uninformed.   Lambda Chi Alpha took the lead by informing its membership.  Certainly 

times were changing.  The Civil rights movement was beginning to flower.  What was 

happening to the Greek world was merely a reflection of what was happening nationally. 

The chapter at Coe was criticized for breaking faith with the 1962 General 

Assembly.  As an epilogue, the Coe chapter began going downhill after the incident and 

having social difficulties on its own campus.  There also was bigotry in the BSTC 

chapter.  In 1960 the chapter had unanimously voted to reject a national referendum to 

allow a young man of Asian descent from being initiated at Franklin College.  Within a 

year attitudes showed signs of changing, when by a very narrow vote, the chapter voted 

"no" in a national referendum to initiate another young man of Asian descent in Iowa.  

Only one vote separated the yeas from the nays with several abstentions.  An attitude that 

local chapters should be allowed to be the judge of who they admitted was becoming 

popular within the fraternity. 

After the summer recess, brothers returned to "710" and a new first lady of the 

house.  Mrs. Frances Magley of Decatur, Indiana, had been chosen among several 

candidates for the post of house mother.  She took up her new position with vigor, 

helping officers pick out new drapes and making needed alterations. 

Several changes had been made in the High Zeta since the previous winter 

quarter.  Dale Myers succeeded Bob Marshall as High Delta and Ron Handwork took 

over the chores of Kitchen Steward from Cam Newby.  Mrs. Vargus was still master of 

the kitchen.  Roger Kinsey had been elected to the revised office of campus coordinator.  

Dave Heinkel took over as House Manager from Norb Bleill. 

Two items of business had been hanging over the summer and their acceptance by 

the chapter would carve the way for many changes in the fraternity.  High Alpha Dave 

Black had spent a great part of the summer writing a new set of by-laws for Iota Alpha.  

The new bylaws were revised by several officers, and the final form equaled 27 pages.  

Greater authority was given to the High Alpha, High Zeta and executive committee.  
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Several offices previously held as elective had become appointive.  The financial affairs 

of the chapter were vested more in the High Tau's office and the executive committee 

(top four offices).  In general the new documents centralized the administrative system of 

the fraternity.  Pro and con arguments can be aired about the changes, but the fraternity 

was becoming much too large and was dealing with far too much money to be run like a 

cooperative.  Authority, heretofore, spread among several officers, chapter and High Zeta 

had to be defined.  Further, the chapter had taken on many new activities on campus in 

recent years.  Hardly a week could go by without some activity taking place, demanding 

the attention of a sizeable portion of the membership. 

Competition with other organizations demanded avenues of authority to be paved 

to provide for hasty and legal participation.  With the curricula of the college becoming 

much more stringent, professors becoming less concerned with the individual, and more 

with transposing Ball State Teachers College into a university, brothers were forced to 

devote more time to their studies.  Their time was already highly taxed with fraternity 

obligations.  The new changes were designed to expedite decision making within the 

fraternity.  While the changes proposed by High Alpha Black were administratively 

significant, most of the brothers thought little about them and there was barely a debate 

within chapter meeting over the proposed changes. 

A second important innovation came in October when the chapter purchased a 

tract of land measuring 310 feet by 150 feet to the north of their property.  Also a piece 

145 feet long and 40 feet wide was included as an exit onto a side street.  Mr. Ralph C. 

Chase, a neighbor who lived on Linden Street owned the property.  The lot had formerly 

been used by the Chase family to raise horses.  The price of the tract was set at $18,000.  

The housing corporation emptied its Reserve Fund of $6,000 to make a down payment 

and spread the remaining sum over a 15-year period in an amortized loan from Chase. 

The men immediately disposed of an old fence separating the new land from their 

property.  In short order the housing corporation authorized a paving contractor to install 

a crushed stone drive from the rear of the old lot, along the edge of the newly acquired 

territory to an exit onto Linden Street.  This drive had been needed for years to relieve 

congested traffic in the old parking lot, often made nearly impossible when entering and 

leaving the parking lot onto Riverside Avenue, especially during winter months. 

Not long after the acquisition of the new land, the housing board was approach by 

another neighbor, Michael Passoti, who wished to purchase a small piece of the new land, 

which abutted his property to give him a larger buffer from the fraternity ground.  The 

board agreed to sell Passoti the strip of land 87 feet by 20 feet for $800, and the 

transaction was closed.  These negotiations were carried out so cordially, that the 

fraternity invited both Chase and Passoti to become members of the fraternity, an honor 

they accepted. 
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In the late fall, Brother Tom Noel returned from 

a trip to the Fort Wayne area with a new mascot for the 

house, Betsy, the Goat.  Hauling the goat, a bag of feed 

and three bales of straw in his Renault Dauphine 

provided a unique picture.  Mom Magley, the new 

house mother, made a purple, green and gold plaid 

blanket for Betsy.  The new mascot joined the 

fraternity brothers as they sat together at football games 

and most Lambda Chi Alpha intramural games for 

nearly a year and a half.  Her home was the pledge 

shack in the back lot. 

After careful consideration over a period of two 

years, the men of the fraternity decided to re-enter 

homecoming float competition.  The 1961 parade had 

been a dismal display without most of the fraternity 

entries.  The Alumni Office and its director, Dr. Robert 

Linson, therefore, decided to re-evaluate the activity.  Their findings brought on many 

new restrictions for float construction.  A $100 limit was set on cost of materials.  The 

size of each float was also limited to the bed of a hay wagon.  To insure that these 

restrictions were met, a set of estimators was sent to each float site to evaluate its cost.  

With the new restrictions installed the main concerns for Iota Alpha's original withdrawal 

after the 1960 parade was resolved. 

A committee of brothers began plans for the 1962 entry.  The committee decided 

upon a Viking ship pulled by Roman slaves.  The theme, "Row Man Victory" captured a 

second place award.  Most of the fun, however, was held in a large circus tent, which was 

raised on the back lot (often called "the back 40") to house the float.  It was here that all 

construction took place.  The tent novelty was Tom Noel's idea.  It did save a great deal 

of time for brothers and was generally considered worth the $75.00 rental cost.  This 

entire event was recorded on movie film by Mike Passoti, the fraternity's neighbor. 

Money-making projects had become a necessity for organizations on campus and 

fraternities were allowed five a year.  Two record hops at the Student Center and the 

Bike-a-thon comprised three of the projects.  The other two often were found in a variety 

of ways.  Passing out handbills, car washes, selling of Santa Clauses were but a few ideas 

tried by pledges.  The chapter tried for two years to sell discount cards to the Rivoli 

Theater in downtown Muncie.  The entire project became known as ―Operation 

Snapshot.‖  By selling passes for $1.00 each, the fraternity was able to earn 25 cents a 

ticket.  Profits from this latter project enabled the men to purchase redwood picnic tables 

from Ralph Chase's Ball Stores for the back 40. 

 

Bob Meyer Feeding  

Betsy, the Goat.  

(R. Reeves) 
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Fraternities were the happy recipients of dorm furniture from North and South 

Halls in the fall.  The two barracks-type residence halls, built after World War II, had 

been deserted after Noyer Halls were opened in the fall.  As a result the school found 

itself with a surplus of beds, mattresses, lamps and desks.  Through the IFC, the 

administration offered to loan the furniture to fraternity houses, since State law prevented 

sale of the equipment.  The brothers were quite jubilant to receive the new beds, which 

were infinitely more comfortable than the Pendleton Reformatory antiques they had been 

enjoying for years.  Large, heavy, doubled sided desks were greatly appreciated and 

would improve the men‘s study habits in the house. 

In December the fraternity decided to honor Mrs. Vargus for her years of service 

to the chapter.  Being the only cook the chapter had ever had, she naturally represented 

the strongest link with the chapter's past brothers.  Brothers prepared a special meal 

which was served at the banquet at the house.  ―Mrs. V‖, as she was affectionately 

known, was presented with a beautiful charm bracelet, which was a small token for the 

service she had given. 

Christmas was truly a beautiful time of the year in 1962.  Roger Fisher was able 

to acquire 500 feet of Christmas lights from the city of Columbia City (his hometown).  

Spread across the front of the house and shrubbery, combined with a heavy snow, the 

home at "710" was lauded as one of the most beautiful in the city. 

The election of officers was held as usual in January, but there would be a major 

glitch.  Three candidates nominated for High Alpha including Bob Marshall, Jim 

Garretson and Forest ―Bugs‖ Theobold.  After the first ballot, Theobold was eliminated.  

Garretson represented the experience side of the fraternity having served as High Gamma 

and House Expansion chairman.  There was an element within the brotherhood that was 

concerned that Marshall would make a better public relations president to the campus, 

also, that Garretson was too narrow minded in certain areas once he had made up his 

mind on an issue.  Debate was heated.  Garretson carried the first ballot 32 to 20 to 2.  

However, a question was presented as to a definition of majority.  Some thought 

mistakenly that it was over half those on the active roll.  With this being the case 

Garretson lacked four votes.   

Attempts to contact George Spasyk in Indiana, the Service Secretary for National, 

failed, so High Alpha Black had to play it safe and demand an absolute majority.  Further 

ballots were taken (eight in all) without the majority being reached.  By 4:00 A.M. the 

tired brothers decided to adjourn until the following Monday.  Three days later another 

ballot was taken and Marshall won 32 to 29.  Garretson was then elected High Beta; Tom 

Reiter, High Gamma; Mark Wilson, High Tau; Tom King, High Delta; Steve Clippinger, 

High Epsilon; Roger Allen, High Pi; Mike Freck, High Kappa; Jim Lance, Athletic 

Direct; Dave Heinkel, House Manager; and Jack LeBeau, song leader. 
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Less than a week after the election Marshall discovered from his academic 

advisor that she had misquoted his grade point average to him and that it was lower than 

she had thought.  Marshall then decided to resign his position to devote more time to his 

grades.  He argued that he had misrepresented his grades to the brotherhood and had been 

elected under false pretense.  He also pointed out he had an obligation to his parents and 

himself to devote his fulltime efforts to study.  The decision was a very difficult one for 

any man to make.  The presidency is the highest honor one can earn in the fraternity.  It 

took a good deal of courage for Marshall to discard that honor. 

Garretson was next in line to become High Alpha.  He was by far the most 

informed man in the chapter on fraternity law.  He interpreted the by-laws as dictating, in 

absence of the High Alpha, the High Beta would succeed to his duties.  Under the 

circumstances, he was given a vote of support by the fraternity and assumed the office. 

It should be pointed out here that in actuality Garretson was wrong in his 

interpretation of the law.  He had read the Constitution correctly, but not thoroughly 

enough.  Further along in the Constitution was written a provision for the "permanent 

absence" of the High Alpha.  In that case a special election was to be called.  Garretson 

did not find this mistake until late in the year, during a heated crisis over scholastic 

suspension.  He did not inform the membership then because to do so could have 

ruptured the brotherhood.  The High Beta, Steve Brooks, also agreed against telling the 

chapter.  Garretson undoubtedly would have been elected president anyway at the time, 

but the legality of the situation also cast a shadow of doubt. 

1963 would be a successful 

year for the fraternity.  They would 

fare well in homecoming float 

competition, win the Spring Sing 

with a rendition of Doin’ the 

Raccoon, arranged by alumnus Phil 

Cooley, directed by Jack LeBeau, 

with piano accompaniment by 

Norm Rauner. In the fall of 1963, 

construction began on the highly 

anticipated new addition to the 

house. 

In the spring, the chapter would conduct one of its most successful rushes.  A 

traveling secretary from National (each chapter received one visit a year from such 

traveling secretaries to check on fraternity operations), named Hans Riechel, became so 

taken with several of those young men being rushed, he extended his visit to witness the 

outcome. 

 

1963 Homecoming Float. (T. Kinghorn). 
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There was one serious breach in the brotherhood in the fall when High Alpha 

Garretson was forced to place a popular athlete within the house on suspension because 

of his grades.  The Athletic Director for the fraternity ignored this suspension and played 

the brother in an important soccer game.  Garretson immediately called a ―pow wow‖, a 

term applied (in deference to Navajos) for an emergency informal chapter meeting.  He 

gave serious consideration to resigning, but former High Alpha Cockrell paid a surprise 

visit to the house and talked him out of it, claiming it would rupture the brotherhood. 

Garretson told the large gathering of brothers at the pow wow what the 

constitution of the fraternity stated.  He pointed out that he was elected, in part, to enforce 

the fraternity laws.  This athlete would not be permitted to play again until his grades 

placed him in good standing.  He gave members a chance to voice their opinion, but few 

did, and the meeting broke up with the traditional singing of We’re All Good Brothers.  

While in part this was a battle between the ―jocks‖ and others in the house, it was merely 

an example of disagreements, which if allowed to get out of hand, could lead to a serious 

collapse of the brotherhood, which makes or breaks a fraternity chapter.  The outcome, in 

this case, demonstrated the strength of the chapter.  The breach was healed; the brothers 

had debated the problem and accepted the outcome. 

 Jan Mullen was crowned ―Crescent Girl for 1963.  Ed Lyon, associate professor 

of geography, replaced Dr. William Dooley as Hi Pi.  The spring dance was another boat 

trip.  This time buses loaded with brothers and dates boarded the Chaperone in 

Cincinnati.  The chapter house at the University of Cincinnati was gracious enough to 

allow everyone to change into their ―nice clothes‖ for the dance.  As the year before, 

because of the high expense associated with the dance, formal wear was dispensed with. 

 The major project focus for the fraternity during the year was the proposed 

expansion of the house.  A more detailed report on that project is contained in Chapter X.  

Operation Suitcase, the Kappa Sigma Kappa Variety Show, and Bike-a-thon were all 

major projects for the year, and involved the brothers.  Tom Brown was named editor of 

the Orient; the third straight year a member of Iota Alpha had been given that honor. 

 In January new officers were elected. 

 

John Flora (High Alpha) 

Duane Hodgin (High Beta) 

Jerry Miller (High Gamma) 

Tom Reiter (High Tau) 

Sandy Dougherty (High Phi) 

Mick Donoff (High Epsilon 

Claude Slisher (High Kappa) 

Jim Garretson and Tom Kinghorn (IFC Representatives) 

Dave Whitson (Athletic Chairman) 

Jack LeBeau (Song Leader) 
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Tom Duff (House Manager) 

Ty Berry (Campus Coordinator) 

 

 In the spring of 1964 the Lambda Chi‘s became the hit of the Student Center 

Birthday Party.  Various organizations operated fund-raising booths of different kinds.  

Some of the booths were rather mundane, such as a kissing both, bobbing for apples, 

etcetera.  The Lambda Chi‘s went all out by renting a large meeting room with a small 

stage and presented ―The Riverboat Review.‖  It was a complete 45-minute floorshow.  

Included was the chapter‘s Dixieland band, dubbed for the occasion ―the Riverboat 

Ramblers.‖  Also on the program were a great ladies‘ folk group from the Pi Beta Phi 

sorority, called ―The Mugwumps‖, a clever spoof on Abe and Mary Todd Lincoln (as 

played by Jay Shumaker and Crescent Girl Jan Mullen).  Tom Brown, dressed like a 

hooker, rambled in and sat on President John R. Emens‘ lap as the show was going on.  

As everyone‘s attention was diverted to the stage, he slapped his hands together, 

immediately drawing everyone‘s attention, then, standing indignantly screamed, ―$5.00?‖  

President and Mrs. Emens laughed so hard they were nearly falling out of their chairs. 

Again Jack LeBeau 

directed the campus chorus in a 

rendition of Charlottown is 

Burning Down, with Norm 

Rauner again playing 

accompaniment. The formal 

dance would be called ―Club 

Olympia‖ and formal dress 

would again be the order of the 

day.  Jim Hatcher replaced 

Claude Slisher as High Kappa in 

February.  The Variety Show 

was held in the new Emens Auditorium, and a tremendous show was ruined by the under 

trained staff of the auditorium.  The elevator operating the orchestra pit did not work.  

The ropes that controlled the scenery did not fly on time.  For Brothers LeBeau and 

Jacobs, who directed the project, it was a frustrating evening.  LeBeau, a senior, and song 

leader for three years, retired and was replaced by Kirk Wible. 

 Brothers moved into their new addition at the start of spring quarter and the 

facility was dedicated on May 15, 1964 with former Grand High Alpha Tozier Brown 

flying into town to be the main speaker.  The addition was dedicated to Sharley B. 

DeMotte and Basil Swinford. 

 

Spring Sing 1964. (T. Kinghorn). 
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Fraternity House with New Addition Completed (L. Campbell) 

 

  

In 1965 the Lambda Chi Cougars won the Ball State Intramural Basketball 

Championship.  Following that the Lambda Chi Alpha State Day basketball tournament 

was held at Indiana University in the spring of 1965.    In their first game Ball State beat 

Indiana University and Purdue defeated Evansville. Semi-final matches saw Indiana State 

beat Rose Poly and Ball State defeat Purdue.  In the Championship game played in the 

old Field House at Bloomington, Ball State defeated Indiana State.  The winners received 

the trophy at the dance intermission held that evening on the campus of Indiana 

University.  The Cougars finished the season with 20 wins and one loss (the first game of 

the season vs. the dreaded Sig Eps)    

Following their victory in the state day tournament, the Lambda Chis from Ball 

State traveled to Oklahoma City to play in the national tournament.  Playing five games 

through the brackets Ball State won the tournament with a 77 to 45 victory over the team 

from the Bradley University chapter. 
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Brackets for 1965 Lambda Chi National Basketball Tournament. (R. Reeves) 

 

 
Champions of the 1

st
 Lambda Chi Alpha National Basketball Tournament held in 

Oklahoma City, March 1965. (R. Reeves) 
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The Early Sixties An Overview of the Times 

  

 By 1961 the Navajo/Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity had been located at Ball State 

for forty years.  This history covers approximately 43 years.  A lack of access to minutes 

from subsequent years has brought this detailed history to an end.   However, the reading 

of minutes and other documents does not always provide the flavor of history.  This 

chapter tries to paint a picture of fraternity life at Ball State in the sixties.  

Such life cannot be observed in particular narrow events, but in the broader 

context of what was happening to the institution of Ball State, to the culture of the nation, 

to political, social and economic change that was gripping the United States.  Many 

histories refer to the 1960s as the ―turbulent sixties.‖  In fact that term is a misnomer.  

The first half of the 1960s was very little different from life and times of the 1950s.  The 

big change came with the advent of the ―baby boomers.‖ 

 The ―baby boomers‖ were still in high school until mid-decade.  John Kennedy 

was elected president in November 1960, in a contest so close, the electoral votes of two 

states (Texas and Illinois) decided the outcome with 10,000 votes spelling out the 

difference.  Accusations that Mayor Daily had stolen the election in Illinois, and Lyndon 

Johnson‘s machine in Texas, had done the same thing, fell upon deaf ears.  Indeed, 

possibly the paranoid Richard Nixon‘s finest hour was his refusal to challenge the results 

in those two states when he knew there had been fraud. 

 At Ball State Teachers College, 7,000 students enrolled in September.  School 

always started after Labor Day back then and ended in late May.  Quarters lasted twelve 

weeks, not eleven as currently practiced.  Tuition was $60 per quarter.  Residence halls 

charged $780 for board and room, which included 20 meals a week (not Friday nights). 

Expansion of the Pittenger Student Center was underway which would add a hotel, 

bowling alley and new ballroom (Cardinal Hall) as well as much needed space for student 

activities. 

 DeHority Halls had just opened on the east end of campus, supplementing female 

housing to Woodworth Halls and Lucina Hall.  Lucina had been an old hall donated by 

the Ball brothers and named after their sister, who had helped found Drexel Institute in 

Philadelphia.  Woodworth Halls was named after the five wives of the Ball brothers—

Woodworth, Crosley, Brady, Rogers and Wood.  The only two permanent men‘s 

residence halls were Elliot (named after the son of Frank Ball and donated by the family 

in the 1930s), and Wagner Hall, named after the Acting College President during World 

War II.  In addition, there were two large temporary residence halls located where 

Teachers College is presently placed.  These facilities were of wood frame structure and 
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never intended to be permanent.  North Hall housed men and South Hall housed women.  

Both were built in the late 1940s to accommodate the veterans who had returned. 

There were three other temporary classroom buildings north of Ball Gymnasium 

that also were built for those veterans.  One housed Air Force ROTC, one housed the 

Mathematics Department, and one was a general classroom building.  The athletic 

complex was located on the west side of campus.  The football field and track were 

located between University Street and Christy Woods.  Ball Gymnasium, which served 

both men and women, was located on the west end of circle drive through the heart of 

campus.  It also housed the infirmary. 

The Practical Arts Building had been finished in the mid-50s and housed 

Industrial Arts, Home Economics, Business and ROTC classes.  The Arts Building, 

which many considered the premier building on campus, housed social studies (history, 

political science, sociology, economics), foreign language and the Art Gallery (now 

called Art Museum).  Ball State was fortunate to have a respectable art collection, again 

thanks to the generosity of the Ball family. 

English and Music, which had shared the Arts Building, had moved to newly 

constructed buildings on the northeast corner of McKinley and Riverside.  There were no 

classroom buildings, residence halls or any campus facilities, excluding a gravel parking 

lot north of this area. 

The center of campus was supposed to be the library.  And in 1960 Ball State‘s 

library, located on the southwest corner of University and McKinley fit that mold.  As the 

campus would move north and the facilities of the old library (even with its 1950‘s 

addition) became inadequate, a new library (Bracken Library) was placed in what 

planners thought would be the future center of campus. 

Periodically in its history Ball State‘s board of trustees had hired firms to make 

master plans for the physical development of the college.  In the 1930s and 1940s, the 

prevailing thought was that the campus would move south toward Jackson Street.  Frank 

Ball had argued that the campus would always need coal for its physical plant furnaces, 

and that the railroad to the south would bring the coal.  Thus, Wagner Hall was built 

south of Elliot Hall and the Pittenger Student Center was constructed on the south side of 

campus.  Most thought that the student center would eventually be in the center of 

campus.  The board made a commitment to purchase private residences as they came 

onto the market between McKinley and Talley Streets, south to Jackson Street.  This was 

a commitment they would keep well into the 1980s, when it was clear the campus would 

grow to the north. 

A study made in the 50s and 60s by Perkins and Will out of Chicago indicated 

that the campus would grow to the north.  By then it was evident that the avalanche of 

baby boomers would force the massive growth of state supported colleges.  Most of the 
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land to the north was vacant or sparsely populated.  Expansion in that direction made 

more sense.  Thought was even given to the development of a fraternity and/or sorority 

enclave located where Carmichael Hall is now placed, at the north bend of McKinley 

Street.  Three cul-de-sacs were to be constructed with at least three houses on each cul-

de-sac. 

Ball State began to change after World War II with the flood of veterans to the 

campus and the construction of temporary facilities.  Also, a new president was hired.  

Dr. John R. Emens came to Ball State in 1946 from Michigan where he had been an 

administrator.  He would serve Ball State until 1967.  Nearly all students revered the 

man.  He looked like a college president.  Distinguished, graying hair (though in his mid-

40s), erect bearing, he was the model of a college president.  He was proud of Ball State‘s 

teacher preparation traditions.  As the 1960s approached and debate began on the 

prospect of the college becoming a university, he, at first, balked.  Rather to be a big fish 

in a small pond, than a small fish in a big pond was his philosophy.  Only Columbia 

University granted more teaching degrees than Ball State.  Dr. Emens would become 

president of the North Central Association of Schools and Colleges, as would Dr. Richard 

Burkhardt, Dean of the College (Ralph Noyer‘s replacement).  Dr. Burkhardt, with a 

degree from Harvard, conveyed as much scholarly dignity as did Dr. Emens. 

Early in the decade Dr. Emens was won over by a majority of the faculty who felt 

university status would give them more status in academe.  The college began its 

reorganization.  Departments were moved into divisions and divisions were given 

directors.  This was a prelude to making the divisions into colleges when university status 

was finally achieved.  Dr. Emens continued to rule with an iron hand, however.  He 

appointed all department heads, division heads, and deans.  Only late in his tenure did he 

accede to the creation of a Faculty Senate, but no one doubted as long as he was in 

control, the Senate would have little power. 

 Dr. Emens would serve until 1967.  University status was granted in 1965, touted 

by many as his lasting achievement.  Division heads became deans.  Deans became vice 

presidents, including Dr. J.C. Wagner in Business Affairs, Dr. Meryl (Jack) Beyrl in 

Student Affairs, Dr. Oliver Bumb in University Affairs and Dr. Burkhardt in Academic 

Affairs. 

 However, in the early 60s, Ball State still possessed a small college atmosphere.  

Critics called it a suitcase college because so many students went home on weekends.  

Critics would refer to Ball State as ―Fruit Jar Tech‖ and ―Testicle Tech.‖  A popular joke 

at the time had two men seated by each other on a rail car out East.  One was from Ball 

State and the other from Harvard.  After a period of time the Ball State student turned to 

the Harvard student and said: 
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 Ball State:  ―Excuse me, but aren’t you from Harvard? 

 Harvard:  ―Why yes I am.  How did you know? 

Ball State:  ―It was easy.  By the way you speak and carry yourself; by the way   

you dress and cut your hair.  It all suggests a Harvard man.‖ 

Harvard: ―Well thank you.‖  (long pause)  ―Aren’t you from Ball State?‖ 

 Ball State:  ―Why yes I am.  How did you know? 

Harvard:  ―I noticed the high school ring on your finger when you were picking 

your nose.‖ 

 

It was true that there was little to keep students entertained in Muncie.  The city 

had only two decent restaurants.  One was the Flamingo, just west of Tillotson Avenue 

on Highway 32.   Popularly referred to as ―The Bird‖ by students, with tablecloths, 

silverware and waitresses, one could purchase a filet mignon, salad and baked potato for 

$1.79 in 1960. 

 The other ―nice‖ place was the Patio, located on the eastside of the city on 

Highway 3, south of Jackson Street.  It was the nice part of the Pizza King.  On Sundays 

these restaurants were closed and most students who benefited from visiting parents 

chose the Gray Motel on north Highway 3 to dine. 

 The residence halls did not serve meals on Friday evening.  The only McDonald’s 

was located on the east side.  There was a Pizza King just south of Jackson Street on 

Tillotson.  Of course the Tally Ho was open.  This was the ―hang out‖ for students and 

faculty on campus, located in the new student center.  During the 60s, also, the Student 

Center contained a cafeteria that was popular among Muncie citizens and served what 

was considered good food.  On Friday nights students ganged together in cars and drove 

to Cowan, a very small town located about seven miles south of Muncie on a country 

road.  In the middle of the town was a very old building next to the railroad track 

containing a restaurant that served a smorgasbord, including all the fried chicken one 

could eat.  Cost was $1.00 during the week, but $1.25 on weekends—all you could eat. 

 For those pulling an ―all-nighter‖ before a test or a paper was due, they could 

drive to the southeast part of the city and the Pixie Diner.  This old style diner hosted an 

assortment of factory workers, college students and others twenty-four hours a day. 

 Many Indiana colleges banded freshmen from having cars on campus, but if one 

had a good reason (work at home on weekends, sick parents, etc.) a parking sticker could 

be purchased for $5.00, allowing parking behind Wagner Hall or in the new gravel lot 

north of Woodworth Halls. 

 All students had to live in ―approved‖ housing.  No student under age 21 could 

live in a dwelling not approved by the housing office.  This meant there could be no 
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outside entrance to the building.  The house had to pass inspection for health and safety.  

All women under 21 had to live in the residence halls.  The new DeHority Halls were 

referred to as ―the nunnery.‖  These halls had restrictive hours.  Women had to be inside 

the hall by 10:30 during week nights and 12:00 midnight on weekends.  The only 

exceptions were for special all campus dances.  There were about four or five a year, 

including homecoming, ROTC ball, and Valentine‘s Ball.   

 Freshmen were told that a girl was not officially considered a co-ed until she had 

been kissed under ―Benny‖ after midnight, the statuary plaza located north of University 

Street next to the Administration Building, and short for Beneficence to the Ball Brothers. 

There were actually long lines of couples on those special nights of relaxed hours waiting 

to stand under Winged Victory and kiss.  Many years later when all restrictions were 

eliminated this legend had very little meaning, and a new one was spread by students: to 

wit every time a virgin passed beneath Benny, Winged Victory clapped her wings.   

 Most agreed that the two strongest fraternities on campus in 1960 were Lambda 

Chi Alpha and Sigma Phi Epsilon.  Both had what were considered large houses with 

dining facilities.  Theta Chi, a descendent of the second fraternity on campus, the 

Triangles, had a wood frame house just south of the Student Center.  Sigma Tau Gamma, 

considered a ―jock house‖, was located in a large home across the street from Lambda 

Chi. For many years a false rumor persisted that the house had been designed by Frank 

Lloyd Wright.  Next to the Lambda Chi‘s was a frame house, home to Phi Sigma Epsilon.  

In the early to mid-50s, this had been the strongest fraternity on campus, but discipline 

administered by the college administration, denying them a year‘s worth of pledge 

classes, doomed them to near oblivion.  All through the decade they were considered the 

least desirable house on campus.   

 The Delta Chi House was a small brick home east of the Phi Sig‘s.  A block east 

was the Kappa Sigma Kappa house (later to merge nationally with Theta Xi).  A white 

colonial private home (later to serve the Beta Theta Pi fraternity) separated the Kappa 

Sig‘s from the newest fraternity on campus, the Sigma Deltas, a local fraternity, which 

had aspirations of becoming a chapter of Sigma Chi fraternity.  A fraternity serving only 

African Americans, Kappa Alpha Psi, also was located on campus, but without a house. 

 Woodworth Halls was built with suites to accommodate sororities.  By some 

rumored agreement among ladies on the national Panhellenic Council, no sorority would 

be allowed to build or purchase a house, until all could.  The two top sororities, according 

to most men, were Pi Beta Phi and Chi Omega.  Alpha Chi Omega was also considered 

an excellent sorority.  Alpha Omicron Pi was also considered good.   

 Trade parties were popular in Greek culture in the 50s and 60s.  The fraternities 

would invite a sorority to their houses for an evening of partying.  During this period 

alcoholic beverages were prohibited from fraternity premises.  Iota Alpha‘s largest fine 
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($20) was imposed on anyone being caught with liquor in his room.  At homecoming and 

other parties away from the house, it was normally BYOB.  The fraternity did not 

purchase kegs.  It wasn‘t in the budget. 

 Stag parties were also popular.  Once or twice a year someone located a porno 

movie.  These were very cheaply made, with less than attractive actors, and nearly always 

in black and white.  But it did present an opportunity for brothers to bond, and drink, and 

raise hell.  These were always shown off campus. 

 The Lambda Chi‘s (during this period no one ever used the term Lambdas, and 

brothers disliked the nickname ―Lamb chops‖) took great pride in their house.  Thanks to 

two pledge classes each year, it was clean most of the time.  Pledges had house duties 

every day.  In the mornings they had to make the beds of actives.  In the afternoon they 

had to perform a house duty—vacuum the carpet, dust, wash the dining room floor, 

vacuum or clean a bedroom.   

 The living room was the gathering place.  Whenever a brother became pinned, he 

had to purchase a long play record album for the house.  Dinner was normally served at 

5:30.  The kitchen steward, in charge of pledges who served the meal, would ring a bell 

mounted in the main hallway once as a warning.  Mrs. Vargus, the cook purchased all the 

food, planned the meals and cooked the food.  The Steward cooked breakfast, but Mrs. 

Vargus provided lunch (cafeteria style) and dinner (sit down style).  Pledges wore white 

waiter‘s jackets.  They learned the etiquette of serving from the left, removing dishes 

from the right, passing the butter with one‘s left hand to the right, and vice versa. 

 The second bell was a signal for everyone to march into the kitchen.  The 

president or ranking officer in the house would lead the way by escorting the 

housemother.  Everyone else followed.  It was bad form to arrive late.  Anyone doing so 

had to come to the housemother‘s table and apologize before sitting.  Athletes on college 

teams or intramural teams might eat late due to practice or games, but had to do so after 

the formal meal or in the kitchen, separated from the dining room. 

 The Lambda Chi‘s were a singing group of men during this period.  No one left 

the dining table when finished with his meal without a good excuse and again 

apologizing personally to the house mother.  The fraternity song leader would always 

lead the men in songs prior to adjourning.  Official fraternity songs were always popular, 

such as Crescent Girl, the fraternity‘s sweetheart song. 

  My Crescent Girl, my Crescent Girl 

  She’s all the world to me 

  Her shining eyes will light my way 

  Through all eternity. 

  A love that’s true, I offer you 

  A love that cannot die. 

  So take my heart, my Crescent Girl 

  For dear old Lambda Chi. 
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 Another was Purple Twilight (the fraternity‘s colors were purple, green and gold). 

 

  When the purple twilight begins to fall 

  And the stars begin to appear 

  I see in the sky a crescent up high 

  Bringing thoughts of the one ever near. 

  The girl of my dreams is as sweet and fair 

  As any coed I know 

  The girl of my dreams is beyond compare 

  And I’ve chosen her for my own. 

  Though the years dim my view 

  I will ever be true 

  Till the stars tumble down from the sky. 

  A love that will live is a love I can give 

  For the sweetheart of Lambda Chi. 

 

 Of course there were the drinking songs.  This one was to the tune of A Rambling 

Wreck from Georgia Tech. 

 

  I’m a Lambda Chi and a hell’of a guy 

  And here’s a toast to you 

  To hell with all the Sigma Chis 

  And all the Phi Sigs, too.  

To hell with Kappa Sigma 

  Sig Ep, to hell with you, 

  And unless you are a Lambda Chi 

  To hell to hell with you 

  

  Refrain: 

  To hell with you 

  To hell with you 

  Unless you are a Lambda Chi  

  To hell, to hell with you. 

 

  Adam was the first man who ever wore a pin 

  And Socrates the wisest, we ever did let in. 

  And Samson was the strongest, although he had an itch 
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And if Julius Caesar were alive, we’d pledge the son-of-a-bitch 

 

  Refrain: 

 

  Godiva was a lady, from Covington she did ride 

  To show all the villagers her lovely fair white hide 

  A most observant gentleman, a Lambda Chi of course 

  Was the only one to notice that Godiva rode a horse. 

  

  Refrain: 

 

  A freshman came to Ball State, he thought he’d join a frat 

  He looked around the campus to see where he was at 

  Because we were the finest, he ever did behold 

O’ the colors that he wore that night were purple, green, and gold. 

 

  Loud refrain: 

 

 Another popular drinking song was called The Old Green Goblet. 

 

  Get out that old green goblet 

  With the Lambda Chi Upon It 

  And we’ll all have another round of beer 

  For we came to college, not to gather knowledge 

  But to raise hell while we’re here. 

 

  So here’s to Lambda Chi Alpha 

  Here’s to Lambda Chi Alpha 

  May it long be the best fraternity 

  O’ we’ll smoke alfalfa, as we shout 

  Iota Alpha 

  In the halls of Lambda Chi 

   

  Oh when those Lambda Chi guys fall in line 

  There’s going to be one great big hell of a time 

  We’ll raise our thunder mugs up the sky  

  And drink a toast to Lambda Chi 

  Oh Lambda Chi. 
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  To hell with Theta Chi and ATO 

  And all the other frats know where to go 

  We’ll put the old SIG EPS beneath the sod 

  Yes, by God 

  We’re Lambda Chi’s. 

 

 The really dirty songs were never sung in front of the house mother. 

There were three strong Lambda Chi traditions in those years.  The first was 

―Operation Suitcase.‖  In those days freshmen were expected to arrive on campus a 

couple of days ahead of returning students.  The purpose was freshmen orientation that 

included convocation in Assembly Hall (in the old library) where President Emens told 

everyone ―all you are is the sum of all your experiences,‖ and ―stay off the grass (he 

meant the green stuff.)  He wanted no warn paths). 

 The second tradition was ―Freshmen 

Women‘s Tea.‖  On one of the first two or 

three Sundays after the fall quarter began, all 

freshmen women would be invited to the 

house on Riverside for coffee, punch, and tea.  

This was a good way to show off the house 

and again meet the new ladies. 

 The tea was possible because the 

fraternity possessed one of the finest 

collections of cups, saucers and teaspoons on 

the campus.  The fraternity boasted a 

Mother‘s Club, which met during the year.  Mothers were invited to the campus for the 

weekend, and while brothers cleared out on Saturday night, the mothers took over the 

house and slept in their sons‘ beds.  To get into the club, a mother had to donate a unique 

cup and saucer or a silver spoon.  These were stored above a closet just outside the 

housemother‘s apartment for years.  By the end of the decade most had disappeared. 

 Athletics were big with the Lambda Chi‘s.  The main intramural sports included 

basketball, flag football, softball, soccer, splashketball, and volleyball. Because the 

chapter was large, normally about 70 brothers to start the year (30 to 45 pledges were 

taken during the course of the year) there were several teams.  The top team was called 

the Cougars, next came Wildcats, then the Tomcats. 

 The chapter did not boast many varsity athletes, but did excel in intramural 

athletes.  In the spring of 1961, the Iota Alpha basketball team consisted of a starter from 

the Columbus Bulldogs team, a starter from a team in Madina, Ohio, and a starter from 

the Indianapolis Arsenal Technical High School.  

 

Freshmen Women’s Tea 

(Courtesy R. Reeves) 
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 The big events of any year during that decade were: 

1. Homecoming (build a float) 

2. Spring Sing 

3. Kappa Sigma Kappa Variety Show 

4. Smokers and rush functions 

5. The winter formal 

6. Spring formal dance 

7. Intramural athletics 

8. Bike-a-thon 

 

The diversity of this list demonstrates the desirability of having a house full of 

diverse talent.  One needed brothers who could sing, dance, play instruments, be 

mechanics, good athletes, or possess good business minds.  All these social activities 

were expensive, and the fraternity brothers did not like assessments.  Since they had 

become Lambda Chi‘s, their finances were budgeted under a plan called the ―Lambda 

Chi Universal Accounting System‖ which provided line items to be budgeted.  Revenue 

was based on a house that was 90% full, and expenses were based on that amount, with 

the hope that a surplus could be found at the end of the year.  The social budget was 

limited to $2,000 a year and this did not include beer or float building materials. 

 At homecoming in 1960, the fraternity went all out with a circus theme and spent 

well over $1,000 on materials.  They won, but the experience soured the house on such 

an expense.  They protested to the Alumni Council about the high costs.  All but two 

other fraternities defended the Lambda Chi position, so in the fall of 1961, the fraternity 

did not enter the competition in protest.  The men did put decorations on the house.  The 

Alumni Council received too much criticism from alumni, and the planners of 

homecoming set a limit of $100 for materials in 1962.  In that day, floats were built 

mainly out of chicken wire and paper napkins. 

 Romance was always important in fraternities.  Hoosier Hoagy Carmichael wrote 

the song Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, which became a nationally popular tune in the 1930s.  

Lambda Chi Alpha‘s sweetheart was called the Crescent Girl and she was elected every 

year.  Most of the time she was the sweetheart of an active member.  It was always 

awkward when a couple broke up during the year of her reign.  

 Actually, there was almost a declension of relationships 

between fraternity men and women.  The first step was to be lavaliered.  

A Lambda Chi would give to his girlfriend a necklace, called a 

lavaliere, which contained the Greek Letters of the fraternity.  They 

then might become ―sweatshirted‖ meaning they would trade 

sweatshirts, he wearing one with her Greek letters, and vice versa.  

 

Lambda Chi 

Lavaliere 
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―Stickered‖ meant each would place the Greek letters of their own organization, as well 

as their girlfriend‘s, on the windshield of his car.  Of course getting ―pinned‖ was 

tantamount to getting engaged.  Also available was a miniature version of the fraternity 

badge called a sweetheart pin that could serve any other unspecified purpose. When it 

was discovered that a fraternity brother had given his fraternity pin to a girl to wear, he 

was fair game.  Normally, at some point he would be captured and tied to a tree behind 

the house, stripped to his underwear and hosed down.   

 After six months, the couple was entitled to a pin serenade.  An evening was 

planned after dark on the Arts Building Terrace.  The fraternity (in chorus) would march 

in and park themselves in a crescent shape on the grass facing the Arts terrace.  The 

sorority would march in and either form a chorus line on the bottom rung of the terrace, 

or stand on the steps and top of the terrace.  Many times they held candles. 

 The fraternity had constructed its Greek letters (LXA) out of 2x4s or 2x6 lumber 

with light bulbs affixed to the letters.  These would be off to the side and illuminated 

during the serenade.  The letters were seven to eight feet tall.  The pinned couple would 

then stroll in, arm in arm, and stand between the two groups.  Each organization would 

then sing a sweetheart song or ―nice‖ fraternity and sorority song.  The couple would face 

whichever group was singing.  During Crescent Girl the president of the fraternity would 

come forward and present to the girl a bouquet of white roses.  It was a memorable and 

lovely ceremony that was lost later in the decade. 

 Rush was a fun time for brothers.  During the two rush periods of the year—fall 

for sophomores and winter for freshmen, men interested could sign up for Rush in the 

office of Ken Collier, Dean of Men.  A list of all those who signed up was turned over to 

each fraternity, who in turn invited those in whom they were interested to a ―smoker.‖  

Lambda Chi usually held theirs either in the Roberts Hotel, or later Cardinal Hall.  The 

President of the house usually made a speech, and there was always entertainment.  

Everyone would then be bussed to the house for a buffet of food, tour of the house, and 

meeting actives.  Photos were taken of rushees in groups. 

 Later in the evening, after the affair ended, an ―informal‖ chapter meeting 

(meaning absence of ritual) was held and photos of the groups would be shown and the 

rush chairman would identify each man one at a time and read from a questionnaire he 

had filled out.  Discussion was then held.  The High Alpha would call for ―eyes‖, 

meaning everyone was supposed to cover up so they could not see.  A vote would be 

taken to see if the person should receive a ―bid‖ or invitation to join.  It took only two 

negative votes to keep a bid from being extended. 

 These sessions could be funny, but also contentious, especially if one brother 

supported someone strongly only to have opposition.  Chance remarks could be 

devastating.  If someone referred to a prospective member‘s handshake as ―soft‖ or like a 
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fish, ―blackballs‖ abounded.  One rushee wrote on his questionnaire that he had been a 

thespian in high school.  A brother, somewhat inebriated asked, ―What‘s the difference 

between a thespian and a lesbian?‖  ―Eyes‖ would be called and dozens of hands went up 

following a hearty laugh at the rushee‘s expense.  The term ―puke‖ had to be banned 

because its use was certain to bring out enough black balls to void an invitation.  At the 

end of these all-night sessions, the meetings always broke up with a circle being formed 

and men joining arms and singing We’re All Good Brothers 

 

  We’re all good brothers 

  Each one the other’s friend 

  And we’ll be good brothers 

  Until this world shall end 

  And while we’re together 

  Let’s give a hearty cheer 

  For Lambda Chi   Alpha 

  The one we hold so dear. 

 

 Formal invitations would be printed and turned into the Dean‘s office.  At the end 

of formal rush was silent week or later, silent weekend, when supposedly no member of a 

fraternity could have verbal contact with a prospective rushee.   

 Formal rush provided time for the fraternities to zero in on those they knew they 

were inviting for membership.  Out of 300 who might sign up in the spring, Lambda Chi 

might send bids to sixty.  It was hoped they could win over half of that number. Coffees 

were held at the house during the week, and rushees were brought down for hot 

chocolate, coffee, and entertainment.  During the early 60s the house was fortunate to 

have several musicians.  Ed Fairchild and later, Dale Myers played trombone, Ron 

Galloway and Dick Meckling played trumpet.  Jack LeBeau was great on the drums.  Bill 

Wilson played clarinet, Phil Stewart played saxophone, and Cooley, and later Norm 

Rauner played piano.  They provided a wonderful Dixieland style band that rocked the 

old dining room during these events.  Brothers invited rushees down, but mainly they just 

wanted to enjoy the feeling of brotherhood and entertainment of the band. 

All those given a bid were invited to attend the first meeting of the pledge class at 

the house of the fraternity at 6:30.  Timid rushees would then report to the darkened 

houses and wonder if they were late.  As they opened the front door, they would be 

awash in congratulations from the actives who had gathered.  The count would start.  

How many would pass the threshold that evening?   
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Invitations to Rush Smoker and First Pledge Meeting. (C. Langham) 

 

 A pledge ritual ceremony would be held in the 

dining room.  Pledge pins would be distributed and each 

pledge would be given a hat.  Each fraternity had 

different hats or ―beanies.‖  Lambda Chi‘s wore a purple 

cap with short bill with the Greek letters on the front.   

The class and actives would then get into cars and 

drive to the Student Center.  Their first stop would be the 

Tally Ho, which was packed.  Then it would be off to the 

packed second floor ballroom, where every class would 

 

Lambda Chi Pledge Cap 

(Courtesy Art Endres) 
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be introduced to the crowd.  For a young freshman it was a heady experience.  But like 

athletic recruiting, a pledge soon learned how low he was.  Beginning in 1961 old 

fashioned pledgeships were abandoned. 

The use of the paddle or ―angle‖ 

had been abolished, and indeed a heavy 

fine could be imposed on any active who 

used one. Expulsion was even a 

possibility. Also abandoned were pushups.  

The old ―give me five‖ fell by the 

wayside.  Pledges had to wear their hats 

and pledge pins at all times.  If he had a 

shirt, the pin must appear on the shirt.  If 

wearing a sweatshirt, the pin should be 

displayed on a belt loop. 

 The pledge 

trainer distributed the pledge manual, The Paedagogus, a nationally 

produced product that included the history of Lambda Chi and 

Theta Kappa Nu.  The title of the book was Greek for teacher.  

Officers were elected, a pledge project (normally some 

improvement in the house) was decided upon.  Money had to be 

raised and work performed for this.  Making beds of actives in the 

morning, house duties in the afternoon, and ―call board‖ were 

among the pledge‘s duties.   

 Each pledge had to carry a small two ring binder pledge 

book.  During the course of pledgeship he was required to have all 

his pledge brothers and actives sign the book with their names, 

hometowns and chapter numbers.  This was considered a good way of getting to know 

one another. 

 Pledges could not enter the house through the front door unless accompanied by a 

guest.  They were prohibited from using the front stairs.  Beginning in 1961 pledges 

could call actives by their first names.  Formerly, only ―Mr.‖ could be used.  Sunday 

nights required all pledges in the house for changing the linen of the bed or beds they had 

been assigned.  The old sheets had to be brought to the basement and exchanged for new 

ones (supervised diligently by the House Manager). 

 

Pledge Night at the Tally Ho. 

(R. Reeves). 

 

The Lambda Chi 

Pledge Manual 

(J. Hill) 
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 Pledgeship lasted approximately 12 to 14 weeks.  Sometime during that period 

each class would be expected to take a ―walkout.‖  The class would kidnap an active and 

drive to another Lambda Chi chapter at some other campus.  

Michigan, Miami and Cincinnati were popular spots. 

 Another expectation was that at sometime during 

pledgeship the class would be expected to charge the front 

door.  If all the class could get into the living room without 

being detained by the actives, they could get off without 

any penalty, but if one pledge was captured, there would be 

hell to pay.  This night was obviously well planned and the 

actives knew it was coming.  They crowded into the entry 

hall awaiting ―the charge up Light Street.‖  Very smartly they waited until the last pledge 

came through the doors and pounced on him.  He never had a chance. 

 Hell week was still practiced going into the ―sixties.‖  The week began on Sunday 

night.  Among the requirements were: 

 

1. Pledges had to wear burlap underwear.  (They were warned to boil it as much 

as possible first.) 

2. They had to wear a necklace of olives while on campus during the day.   

3. While on fraternity grounds they had to wear a ―happy apple‖ or onion around 

their necks. 

4. They had to wear a jock strap with a raw egg inside.  Woe be to the pledge 

who was caught with a boiled egg.  At some point actives would play 

―bombardier‖ with the pledges by mounting a chair and having the pledge lie 

on the floor while the active cracked the egg and dropped it hopefully into the 

pledge‘s mouth. 

5. While on campus pledges had to wear coats and ties at all times.  All of their 

time had to be accounted for.  When not in class they were expected to be a 

study table in the library.  And they could not sleep. 

6. While on fraternity grounds pledges had to walk backwards.  When passing 

through a door they would have to go backwards and utter the expression, ―I 

am a dumbass.‖ 

7. All phone calls had to be answered within two rings with: 

―Ting a ling, ting a ling, this message I bring.  Due to the most inventive 

genius of Alexander Graham Bell, you have just established contact with the 

Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house.  With whom do you wish to converse, sir 

or ma‘am, which ever the case may be?‖  There was always laughter at the 

other end. 

 

Lambda Chi Pledge Pin 

(J. Hill) 
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8. When an active asked for the time, the response would be: 

―Sir, I am greatly embarrassed and deeply humiliated, for my chronometer is 

not in accord with the great sidereal movement from which all time is 

commonly reckoned.  But sir, without fear of being too far wrong, I will state 

the correct time to be _?_ minutes, _?_ seconds and one or no ticks passed a 

_?_ hour.‖  A pledge had to be careful not to say two ticks, because two ticks 

equaled a second. 

9. Pledges were to be given no more than 45 minutes of sleep a night. 

10. All pledges had to brush teeth and wash hands and face using the very small 

bath located under the main staircase.  Only those fortunate enough to be in 

physical education classes or athletics had the luxury of a shower. 

11. All pledges slept together on the floor in either the basement or dining room. 

12. Fire drill night consisted of the actives concocting one of the most foul 

smelling and tasting potions imaginable in a large pot.  A fire was started at 

one end of the drive and the pot was placed at the other end.  The dinner bell 

would be sounded and the pledges would come rushing out, sticking their 

heads in the ―sasabooli‖ brew and grabbing a mouthful, running the length of 

the drive and spitting it on the fire, until it was extinguished. 

13. One night of the week was devoted to a ―treasure hunt‖ in which a list of the 

most ridiculous items one can imagine was given to the pledges to fetch.  

Often times the list required a visit to the local meat packing plant to obtain an 

item on the list that represented the former manhood of a deceased bull.  The 

purpose of the evening, however, was to give the pledges time off and away 

from the house.   

14. Thursday night was L and H night, a holdover from Navajo Days, and was the 

last ―bad‖ event of the week prior to the ritual initiation. 

 

In the midst of the 1961 hell week, a 

senior called national headquarters to inform them 

that Iota Alpha was conducting an old fashioned 

hell week, which had been banned by the national 

fraternity.  Their alumni director, Dr. George 

Drigalli, paid a visit.  After visiting with the 

pledges about three days into the week and 

smelling them he held a meeting on campus with 

fraternity officers.  The officers explained that in 

the tradition of Navajo, they were trying to forge 

the class into a unit (the expression was ―to take a 

 

Hazing Pledges During Hell Week  

(R. Reeves). 
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handful of fingers and make them into a fist‖).  Dr. Drigalli (later an Episcopalian priest 

and Grand High Alpha of the fraternity) asked for a moment and then announced that the 

last time he had visited a chapter for this reason, he went home with their charter.  End of 

disagreement.  The hell week was ended before L and H and the pledges were initiated. 

 Each fraternity on campus took pride in its own appearance.  Each pledge class 

had a distinctive hat.  Each house had a different winter coat.  The Sig Ep‘s wore black 

coats, the Sigma Delts wore light blue coats with Greek letters.  The Delta Chi‘s wore 

green coats, while the Lambda Chi‘s wore blue coats with white piping and their Greek 

letters on the left breast side. 

 Every fraternity man on campus wore a blazer with his organization‘s coat 

of arms on the left breast pocket.  Ball Stores, a department store downtown, sold blazers 

for under $30 and had a supply of the respective coats of arms.  A well-dressed fraternity 

man in the 1960s wore penny loafers, dark socks, khaki trousers, a blue, button-down, 

oxford cloth shirt, a blue blazer and an appropriate tie.  In the early 60s lapels were 

narrow, collars short and ties never exceeded one inch in width.  By the end of the 

decade, they were three and one-half inches wide, coat lapels were much wider and the 

collars were long. 

After initiation every new active member could begin gathering the accoutrements 

of membership.  These were the outward signs of full connection to the fraternity.  They 

included jewelry and, of course, the prized paddle that was personalized with your name 

and class year.  Pledges could wear sweatshirts with Lambda Chi Alpha printed on them 

but could not wear apparel with the fraternity crest until after being initiated. 

 

Lambda Chi Accoutrements 

 

  

 

Lambda Chi Ring 

(Courtesy Bill 

Waechter) 

Lambda Chi Fraternity Pin 

with Pin Guard and Also 

Miniature Sweetheart Pin. 

(Bill Waechter) 

Fraternity Paddle 

(J. Hill) 
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 Certainly one of the big events of the 60s was the addition of a much needed 

annex to the house.  The Merideth home was a beautiful large family residence, but had 

not been built for the rough and tumble of fraternity life.  There were problems with the 

electrical wiring, the master shower constantly leaked into the main foyer below, but 

most of all the fraternity was feeling the competition of improved residence hall rooms 

and building. 

 Beginning in 1962 efforts were made to plan for either a new house or an 

addition.  Brother David Stoops, former High Alpha, and a graduate assistant in Dr. 

Oliver Bumb‘s office, pushed the brothers to investigate the possibility of building a new 

house at the north end of McKinley where ―fraternity row‖ had been planned by the 

university.  At the same time the Theta Chis were anxious to build a new house, and the 

Sig Eps wanted to expand.  Meetings were scheduled with President Emens and other 

administrators over the proposal. 

 Unbeknownst to the fraternities the college leaders had already decided that the 

land set aside was too valuable for fraternity houses.  Ten houses could hold 500 people, 

but residence halls on the same acreage could handle over 2,000.  It was simply a matter 

of numbers.  The outcome of two meetings, however, did produce an agreement with the 

administration to ask the board of trustees to enter into ―purchase/sell‖ agreements with 

the fraternities.  Under this plan the university would underwrite any loans the fraternities 

made with outside lenders to expand their houses.  In effect, the State of Indiana was 

backing the notes.  This would make financing very easy. 

 The housing corporation board of directors, headed by an alum, Bill Putt, was 

very conservative.  They suggested the purchase of more land.  Just north of the house 

was a one-acre empty field owned by neighbor Ralph Chase, manager of the Ball Stores.  

Through negotiations Chase agreed to sell the fraternity the land for $18,000.  This would 

provide an exit from the property onto Linden Street, alleviating the congestion on 

Riverside 

 The next summer Brother Jack Jordan, from Logansport, asked his father, a brick 

mason, to come to Muncie and build a brick outdoor bar-b-que on the property.  

Eventually gravel was brought in to expand the parking lot. 

 Ken Rickhart, with Johnson and Rickhart Architects in Anderson was hired to 

design the new addition.  Financing was secured through Lincoln National Life Insurance 

in Ft. Wayne for $140,000.  Both American United Life and the national fraternity 

wanted to have their notes paid off.  This would leave the fraternity with about $115,000 

for the expansion.  In those days constructions costs ran about $25 per square foot.  The 

fraternity held discussions on the project and brothers agreed to increase their own house 

bills by $12 a month to prepare for this expansion.  This was a sacrifice for many of 

them. 
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One has to remember that the socio-economic demographics of Ball State 

students were much different in the 60s.  A huge majority came from working class 

families and were first generation college students.  Seventy percent would become 

teachers.  It would not be until the end of the decade when a school of architecture was 

added to campus, and the business college grew by leaps and bounds, that these 

demographics changed.  By the mid-70s education majors comprised less than 20% of the 

student body. 

The addition was to be three floors and attach to the house in the northeast corner, 

eliminating the screened porch.  The first floor contained a new dining room for 60 to 70 

people, a new kitchen and storage room.  

The second floor consisted of a master bath 

with a shower room for six to eight men, 

several sinks and toilets.  There were also 

five new rooms on this floor.  The third floor 

was to consist of one four-man room and a 

large dormitory for sleeping.  The chapter 

had a debate on this topic and opted to have 

all men sleep in a dormitory, with rooms 

being used for study, living and clothing. In 

each room two counter tops supported with 

pedestals of drawers were to provide each 

man a desk.  Large wardrobes were built in with drawers, far more space than had been 

provided in the old house.  The older house was retrofitted, also.  The pledge room 

staircase was to be torn out and replaced with an entry to a TV room where the old dining 

room was located.  The old pledge staircase in the back of the main house was removed 

for a women‘s guest bath.  The old living room was to be torn out and replaced with new 

walls, enlarging the old sun room and making it a part of the living room.  The music 

room was to be converted into the Library, and a built-in walnut trophy case was to be 

constructed to handle dozens of trophies dating back to the 1920s. 

 Farris Brothers Construction of Muncie submitted the low bid to construct the 

house.  Demolition of parts of the old house began late summer of 1963, with completion 

scheduled for spring quarter.  A last minute glitch in February was discovered, when 

officers realized they had not planned for enough new beds.  Where were brothers to 

sleep?  With the addition, the house capacity was increased to 64. With help from the 

university, new metal beds with springs were ordered from Louisville, and they arrived 

just in time for the spring quarter. 

 Rooms were assigned on seniority basis, as they always had, but bed selection in 

the dorm was to be based upon a first come, first served basis.  On the day at hand, 

 

Brothers and Builders Looking Over 

Plans for House Expansion.  

(R. Reeves). 
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brothers lined up in the stairwells leading to the third floor and upon a signal from the 

house manager, they rushed and scrambled to claim their bed.  The most desirable beds 

were deemed near a window. 

 There were two big events associated with the new addition.  In the autumn of 

1963, a cornerstone ceremony was planned. President 

Emens, High Alpha Jim Garretson, and Building 

Corporation president Putt laid mortar for the brick 

surrounding the metal container in the southeast corner 

of the building.  Inside were all sorts of memorabilia 

from the Navajos and Lambda Chis. A copy of a letter 

that Jim Garretson wrote for the cornerstone to 

acknowledge the contributions of all who were 

involved with the addition is included as Appendix 3.  

 In May, former Grand High Alpha Tozier 

Brown was invited to be the main speaker at the 

dedication.  He lived in New York City and was a 

professional fund raiser. Highly respected in the 

fraternity world, he would later become national 

president of the Interfraternity Council.  As an aside, 

while he was Grand High Alpha, it became popular for 

actives to ask, ―Who‘s Tosier Brown?‖  The answer was to be ―Nat King Cole.‖ 

 The decision was made to dedicate the addition to two of the fraternity‘s oldest 

supporters, Basil Swinford, retired business teacher, and Sharley B. DeMotte.  

Unfortunately, due to an error on the part of High Alpha Garretson, her first name was 

misspelled on the engraving commemorating the event. It seemed fitting to have Mr. 

Brown present.  As a member of the Grand High Zeta, he had installed the chapter in 

1952. 

 High Taus were extremely important to the fraternities.  They had to be 

hardnosed, for there were constantly brothers who were delinquent on their house bills.  

The Tau and High Alpha planned the budget, and the Tau had to stick to it.  During the 

early 60s the chapter was very much against assessments, so the budget was important.  If 

everyone paid his bill on time, which was rare, the High Tau was empowered to call for a 

―Sig Ep‖ night in place of formal chapter meeting.  This was a time when brothers could 

dress informally or dress up in costume and enjoy singing to the tune of Battle Hymn of 

the Republic: 

  Sigma Phi Epsilon, we’re pissing on your yard 

  Sigma Phi Epsilon, we’re pissing on your yard 

  Sigma Phi Epsilon, we’re pissing on your yard 

 

Cornerstone Laying with 

Pres. John Emens, Bill Putt, 

Pres. of Housing Board, and 

Jim Garretson, High Alpha. 

(R. Reeves). 
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  Come out, and we’ll piss on you 

  Refrain: 

 

 The early 1960s provided a fun time to be in college.  John F. Kennedy was an 

exciting President, whether one was a Republican or Democrat, and nearly everyone 

admired his beautiful wife.  In 1962, the fear of God was put in most of the brothers, 

when in October, word spread during the day that something big was about to happen in 

Cuba.  The President had sent Air Force jets throughout the country to bring 

Congressional leaders back to Washington.  That night in mid-October he addressed the 

nation.  Nearly every brother crowded around the television set in the basement or a 

smaller one in Aunty Rye‘s apartment to watch him announce the ―quarantine‖ of Cuba 

until the Soviets removed offensive nuclear missile installations in Cuba.   

 This group of men from ages 18 to 24 were prime age for being drafted.  All had 

received draft deferments for being in college.  Surely, if war broke out with the Soviet 

Union, those deferments would be cancelled, as they had during the Korean Conflict.  

This was an age group, too, who had grown up with the nuclear threat.  They could 

remember nuclear alert drills in their elementary classrooms, much as fire drills and 

tornado drills.  Students had been instructed in jump under their desks for protection 

during these drills.   Many could tell stories of their fathers hording gallon jugs of water 

in the basement, and even food, in case of nuclear attack. 

 This crisis passed, but not without much teeth mashing by all college men 

throughout the country.  It would be several years before the nation learned how close the 

country came to a nuclear exchange with the Soviet Union. 

 Certainly, the singular event that marks this generation was the assassination of 

President Kennedy on Friday, November 22, 1963.  The campus was well into final 

exams for the fall quarter, and it was a rainy afternoon.  Word of his shooting spread 

through the house within minutes of the 12:35 P.M. event.  Brothers crowded into the 

television room in the basement to watch CBS anchor Walter Cronkite and a young 

reporter in Dallas named Dan Rather, give reports.  Rumors abound.  But by 1:30 the 

announcement came that he had been killed.  No matter what one‘s party affiliation, the 

shock was severe.  The nation was told the new president, Lyndon Johnson, had taken the 

oath of office aboard Air Force One and was returning to Washington with President 

Kennedy‘s body. 

 There were only four channels on television in those days; no cable.  All networks 

and stations cancelled regular programming until after the funeral on Monday.  Some 

brothers went home to be with their parents.  There were stories of professors interrupting 

final exams to announce the assassination, and students crying and throwing their blue 

books at the desk of the professors.  One of the nation‘s most well known United States 
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Senators, Barry Goldwater, of Arizona (the 1964 Republican Presidential candidate), was 

in Muncie at this time, attending his mother-in-law‘s funeral at the Episcopal Church near 

the McDonald‘s restaurant on Highway 3.  Several brothers, who had driven to the 

restaurant, joined the crowd across the street to see the senator and his wife.  Seniors 

could remember Kennedy being elected in their freshman year, and he died in their senior 

year.  Throughout their lives he would remain the symbol of their youth. 

 When the Russians placed a ―sputnik‖ in orbit in 1958, Americans were 

embarrassed and a national self-examination of America‘s ―failed‖ education system 

followed.  On February 20, 1962, John Glenn circled the earth for the United States.  

President Kennedy promised there would be an American on the moon before the end of 

the decade, and there was.  In July 1969, two Americans, Neil Armstrong (a Purdue 

graduate) and Buzz Aldrin stepped upon the lunar surface, and Americans were proud. 

 By mid-decade the Vietnam War had not really begun in the public‘s view.  The 

election of 1964 seemed to pit a man opposed to escalating the war, President Johnson, 

against a reckless conservative named Barry Goldwater.  Johnson won in a landslide, and 

many young men felt relief.  The last half of the 60s would be a complete opposite to the 

first half, in large part due to that deadly and seemingly senseless war. 

 There were major changes occurring in American life.  The baby boomers, those 

born after 1945, were entering college.  They were a different breed.  They brought with 

them, albeit with older leadership at times, the anti-war movement, the free speech 

movement, the civil rights movement, the feminist movement.  A common core of all 

these changes was their disregard and even disrespect for authority, for traditional values.  

It was a ―do your own thing‖ period.  Women demanded a lessening of campus 

restrictions in their residence halls, and they got them.  The fraternities began openly 

drinking alcohol in their houses.  By the end of the decade, Tom Osborne, director of 

campus police and a longtime Lambda Chi sponsor, could only shake his head when 

showing alumni through the house where a refrigerator could be found in every room, 

and inside a bottle of Boone‘s Farm Apple Wine.  ―What are you going to do?‖ he would 

ask.  ―They do the same thing in the residence halls.‖ 

 In the early 60s women were never allowed above the first floor, except on 

special event tours.  By the end of the decade brothers were throwing mattresses in their 

rooms, abandoning the dormitory, and spending their nights with girlfriends. 

 A constant in American life has been change.  One of the great benefits of 

fraternity life during the eighty years of Navajo and Lambda Chi Alpha has been that 

each new generation of men, reflecting the values of their generation, have had to adapt.  

A reading of history often finds them addressing the same problems their predecessors 

wrestled with, and finding similar answers, but the experience of search and discovery 

was what made fraternity life valuable.  Older alumni would often complain about the 
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change, feeling things weren‘t as good as when they attended college, but in fact, they 

were just different; different culture, different values, but really, many of the same 

problems.  It boiled down to interpersonal relationships within the brotherhood. 

 Alumni of the 1950s and early 1960s always met on Monday evenings at 6:30.  

All meetings were formal with coat and tie.  The ritual lamp was lit.  When ―Monday 

Night Football‖ became popular in the mid-60s, meeting night was changed to Sundays.  

As years passed formal meetings became fewer and fewer.  Casual dress replaced the 

more formalized dress of the period.  Sneakers, shorts and sweatshirts replaced blue 

shirts, khaki pants and penny loafers.  Marijuana and other drugs hit the college campus 

in the last half of the 60s with the baby boomers.  Hallucinogenics became popular.  

Alumni shook their heads in disgust, but times were ‘a changin‘. 

 The old Meredith home was demolished in the 1990s and replaced by a smaller 

edifice with block wall construction and improved lighting and plumbing fixtures.  The 

address also changed.  The old numbering system was based on starting at Wheeling 

Avenue, but the Post Office decided the west side of the river should conform to the east 

side, and numbering should commence at Walnut Street, so 711 became 1011.  The 

fraternity abandoned dining facilities, and brothers purchased dining tickets from the 

university, which were good in any residence hall at any time.  House capacity was 

reduced from 64 to 60, then to 54, and eventually to the high 30s.  With the decline in 

residents, revenue would drop, also. 

 No history of this period would be complete without mentioning two brothers 

whose involvement with the fraternity spanned several generations of pledge classes.  

The first is Foster ―Sparky‖ Adams.  This entrepreneur sold pots and pans to work his 

way through college and parlayed that enterprise into becoming a wealthy man.  He 

became a major donor to the university and president of the Cardinal Varsity Club.  He 

donated the money to build a large assembly and dining area in the basement of Worthen 

Arena.  But he never forgot his youthful days as a Lambda Chi in the early 1950s.  When 

the fraternity felt a need in the 1990s to tear down the Merideth home and build a new 

facility, he stepped forward and pledged $25,000 for the project and became chairman of 

the drive.  Tragically, he was killed with his daughter in a traffic accident in 2000.  

Brother Adams was a bridge between the past and the future. 

 John Hood entered Ball State at the start of the 1950s, but because of being 

drafted into military service during the Korean Conflict, did not graduate until the end of 

the decade.  He taught in Kokomo for many years, but eventually had to come back to 

Muncie to run his parents‘ music store.  Spanning at least three decades he served his 

fraternity on the housing corporation board of directors, as a friend.  He donated a piano 

to the fraternity.  Thirty years of Lambda Chis have ―John Hood‖ stories to tell. 
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Like many of the brothers who were drafted into military service, then returned 

back to Ball State, John was easily over the legal age of 21 for consumption of alcoholic 

beverages.  He enjoyed late nights drinking with his friends and sometimes returned to 

the fraternity house in various states of inebriation.  One night his roommates decided to 

play a prank on John when he had been out drinking. They gathered as many wind-up 

alarm clocks as they could find and placed them under his bunk, all set for the same time 

around 3:00 AM.  His roommates later recounted that the noise from all of the alarms 

going off together failed to rouse John and finally one of them had to crawl under his bed 

and turn them off. 

 The university was changing, also.  The campus was growing north with the 

construction of the high rise Teachers College on the northwest corner of McKinley and 

Riverside, where North and South Halls once stood.  Bracken Library was a major 

improvement in the 1970s.  Noyer, Studebaker, Studebaker Annex, LaFollotte and 

Carmichael Halls were added bringing campus housing up to nearly 7,000 students.  Ball 

State ranked in the top ten universities in the country in terms of number of students 

housed in university housing.  Married housing also increased.  In 1963 the university, 

using private monies, constructed the Emens Auditorium between the Music and English 

Buildings.  Iota Alpha contributed $300 to the project and the chapter‘s name appears on 

the major donor‘s inscription at the Auditorium. 

 While education majors declined, business majors increased.  Economics was 

moved from social studies to Business, and the university acquired the old naval armory 

at the corner of Petty and McKinley for that college.  Eventually it would be replaced by 

the Ralph Whitinger Business Building.   

 In the late 60s, Ball State won a fight with Purdue to house a College of 

Architecture and Planning and a new building was constructed on the southeast corner of 

Petty and McKinley.  A large 100,000 square foot addition and solar energy center was 

added in the early 80s.   

 The University added a new football stadium and dedicated it in 1965 with a huge 

win over rival Butler University coached by legendary Tony Hinkle.  Eventually a new 

track and field facility was added to the north of the stadium, which was a long hike from 

campus. 

 The Robert Bell Building, housing mathematical sciences and computer sciences, 

was dedicated in the mid 1980s.  A telecommunications building, named after second 

generation Ball family member, Ed Ball, was dedicated in the same decade.  Ball State 

became the first campus in the country with a totally integrated fiber optics network that 

connected every classroom on campus and every residence hall room with the library and 

main frame computer. 
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 A large science building housing all the sciences and nursing had been 

constructed in the late 60s, north of Ball Gym.  A new gymnasium was added in 1964 

and the dedicatory game was played with highly ranked University of Michigan with 

Cazzi Russell. Lambda Chis took special notice of that game, because Brother Ron 

Galloway was a captain of the basketball team his senior year.  In the late 1980s this 

facility was enlarged to provide for a permanent Human Performance Laboratory.  This 

facility replaced two make shift portable classroom facilities.  Dr. David Costill had built 

this program into one of Ball State‘s premier offerings.  The University was one of only 

three universities in the world that offered a doctorate in bioenergetics.  Finally a new 

indoor arena was added in early 90s with a seating capacity of over 11,000. 

 The old science hall, built in 1921 was gutted, and totally reconstructed on the 

inside and turned over to the Departments of History and Anthropology.  The building 

would eventually be named after Dr. Richard Burkhardt, longtime dean of the college, 

and the university‘s first provost. 

 Likewise completely renovated would be the Administration Building, the oldest 

structure on campus, dating from 1898, and Ball Gymnasium, dating from 1928.  Burris 

Laboratory School added the Indiana Academy for Sciences and Humanities to its 

program in the 80s, and Wagner and Elliott Halls were turned over to that facility for 

housing junior and senior high school students from throughout the state. 

 A new recital hall was constructed just north of Woodworth Halls in the 70s.  

Eventually named for President John Pruis, it provided a wonderful opportunity for 

lectures and recitals to large crowds. 

 Falling upon hard times was the Pittenger Student Center.  Originally envisioned 

to be at the center of campus, as growth moved north, it continually lost student interest.  

The Bookstore found competition from private bookstores in the Village and eventually 

was disbanded.  The Tally Ho underwent several reconstructions trying to appeal to 

student interest, but it was out of the mainstream.  Faculty continued to use it, however.  

The once thriving cafeteria disappeared as the facility lost money, and food services were 

farmed out to private companies. 

 By the end of the century, it was decided to move the activities of the student 

center to a new location between the Telecommunications Building and Teachers 

College.  Barnes and Noble was given a franchise for a bookstore.  A new dining area 

was added and this would become the new student hangout. 

 One common problem of all universities is parking.  Ball State responded by 

constructing large paved lots on both the north and south ends of campus, and adding a 

shuttle service up and down McKinley, which is the north/south spine of the campus.  

Plans call for dividing McKinley north of Riverside into a divided street with a median 

separating the lanes.  A new 100 plus foot tower has already been constructed half way 
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between Riverside and Petty Road and a carillon of bells added.  This Shaffer Tower will 

become the center of campus. 

 Any alumnus from pre-1970 would be amazed at the transformation of the Ball 

State campus.  University enrollment reached 14,000 by 1970, 17,000 by 1980 and 

21,000 by 1990.  Enrollment at the turn of the century stabilized near 17,000.  Several 

Lambda Chi‘s helped to guide the growth of the campus.  Tom Kinghorn, pledge class of 

‘62, never left Ball State.  He became the university‘s chief lobbyist in the General 

Assembly and eventually was named Vice President of Business Affairs and Treasurer of 

the University in 1981, a position he continues to hold.  Jim Garretson, pledge class of 

‘61, was appointed to the board of trustees in 1977 and would serve twelve and one-half 

years, finishing as Vice President Emeritus of the Board.  Two Lambda Chi 

undergraduates would serve as student trustees on the board in the late 70s and early 80s.  

Besides Rich Florea, Gary Rollins (the first student appointed to the board) served. 

 Most alumni remember their college president.  John Emens was difficult to 

forget, for he was such a dynamic figure.  He was replaced in 1967 by Dr. John Pruis, 

from Western Michigan.  He would serve ten years, retiring in August 1978.  Dr. Richard 

Burkhardt would serve as Acting President for ten months until June 1979.  His 

replacement was Dr. Jerry Anderson, former assistant chancellor of the OshKosh campus 

of the University of Wisconsin.  He lasted but 18 months, and was replaced by Dr. Robert 

Bell, the first alumnus to serve as president.  His tenure, beginning in February 1981 

lasted until 1983 when he retired at age 65.  He was replaced by Dr. John Worthen, 

former president of Indiana University of Pennsylvania.  His tenure would take him to the 

end of the century.  During his last year he and wife Sandra would be the first to occupy 

Bracken House, the renovated home of Alexander and Rosemary Bracken, longtime 

benefactors of the University.  Finally, Blaine Brownell, from the University of Memphis 

became president in July 2000. 

 While the small Muncie college has matured into a true university with many 

world recognized programs, Greek life at Ball State has not thrived as well.  While there 

have been more fraternities join the campus, notably Delta Tau Delta, Beta Theta Pi, and 

Phi Delta Theta, and more sororities, there are still no sorority houses, no brand new 

fraternity houses.  Riverside Avenue remains the hub of Greek activity, often to the 

chagrin of private residents. 

 But for those who spent their youth on the campus and in the brotherhood, they 

will always cherish the memories they associate with their youth.  Whether Navajo, 

Lambda Chi Alpha or both, the history and traditions of these fraternities are 

intermingled with that of the university.  Long may they continue to live. 
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Epilogue 

 

 Will Durant, in his last work, Heroes of History, a manuscript published in 2002, 

points out that Man invented agriculture (planting and harvesting of seeds and 

domesticating animals) about 25,000 years ago.  Yet man has existed on the planet for 

well over 1,000,000 years.  Thus, man's nature as a hunter lasted for 975,000 years.  

During this lengthy period he took many wives because some were lost in transit as 

families traveled around scavenging for food.  Many children were born because they 

were necessary in the hunt.  Durant called man a trousered ape.  By today‘s standards 

man was uncivilized. 

 What does this have to do with fraternities?  While the last 25,000 years may have 

been devoted to "civilizing" man, there exists within man several base instincts.  One is a 

desire for men to be with men (and women with women) to vent some of their more 

primitive traits.  Such manly groups allow men to use profanity more profusely, to pass 

wind with impunity, to engage in locker room humor.  These are traits civilization has 

taught them not to demonstrate in front of the fairer sex. 

 Fraternities have filled this need, but they have done much more.  While drinking, 

partying and hell-raising have become synonymous with fraternity life, so has a certain 

sophistication.  Manners have been taught, eating etiquette explained, proper etiquette in 

social situations emphasized. In short, while the primitive aspects of man can find an 

outlet, in the opposite, fraternity men also learn to be gentlemen. 

 There are two aspects to fraternity life that spring to one's mind in examining 

nearly a century of life at Ball State.  The first is organization.  Fraternity life requires 

organization; the election of officers, the establishment of financial responsibility, the 

planning and execution of projects.  A fraternity cannot survive without mastering these 

attributes. 

 But, most important is the bond, the brotherhood.  Outside of the fraternity world, 

"independents" poke fun at this concept.  But they have never experienced it.  To some it 

is the fraternity ritual, which is religious in nature, but passes on to those who want to 

learn, lessons of human behavior and group behavior.  For others it is merely the 

camaraderie of men who enjoy one another's company.  It is more than friendship.  It is a 

sharing of a common bond.  It may be pride.  It may even be arrogance, but it is real.   

 As one reads through the minutes of Navajo and Iota Alpha, he has to be struck 

by the constant attention to the same problems every decade, with each new generation.  

These men seem to be constantly complaining, but what is not seen is the feeling they 

have toward one another.  To be sure there are personality clashes within any such 

fraternal order, but the bond, if it is strong, will hold the fraternity together.  One has to 
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be impressed with that song that ended nearly all Lambda Chi Alpha meetings of the 

chapter: 

 

  We're all good brothers 

  Each one the others' friend 

  And we'll be good brothers 

  Until this world shall end 

  And while we're together 

  Let's give a rousing cheer 

  For Lambda-Chi-Alpha 

  The one we hold so dear. 

 

Or in the Navajo days, 

 

  Navajo, we pledge to thee 

  With loyal hearts and true 

  Faith and heart, and hand together 

  Life's great work to do 

  In fraternity united 

  Onward shall we go 

  Hail, hail, or hail to thee 

  O' Navajo. 

 

 All Navajo Sagamores and Lambda Chi alumni can remember the feeling 

engendered when brothers formed a circle and joined arms together to sing these songs of 

bonding.  It was the strength of the fraternity.  While times change, cultures change, 

values change, and even the socio-economic demographics of the nation and campus 

change, the basic instincts and traits of man have not.  There must be adaptation.  There 

must be tolerance from those who did it differently in past decades.   

 In a day (21
st
 Century) when Greek life appears on the decline on college and 

university campuses, one should not lose sight of the benefits of a brotherhood that was 

so important to the men who benefited from it, and which served as such an important 

and instrumental part of their youth.  It was during these years that they matured, that 

they journeyed that path from late adolescence to manhood. 

 While fraternities have provided some of the nation's greatest leaders, including 

Presidents of the United States, Senators, Congressmen, Governors and other high 

officials, they have also provided millions of good citizens and good fathers.  They have 

taken the lessons that we call "American" that were often learned in the confines of the 
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chapter house and applied them to their lives. There is still a place for the fraternity on 

campuses today, if one does not lose sight of the true benefits of the brotherhood. 

 Lambda Chi Alpha has an impressive coat of arms, and within it are two Greek 

phrases, which in translation state: 

 Naught without labor 

 Every man, a man. 
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Appendix 1 - List of all Iota Alpha Initiates 1951-1965 

 

Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

 Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

Preston Willis L. (Bud) IA0001 '51  Craig Ronald E. IA0041 '53 

Ayres Paul IA0002   Gilbert Gerald E. IA0042 '53 

Brumfield Charles IA0003   Harris Emmet IA0043  

Chambers Robert IA0004   Larson John IA0044  

Clinkenbeard Merlin W. IA0005 '50  Starr Byron IA0045  

Finch Darrell IA0006   Stroup Charles IA0046 '53 

McColm Harry IA0007   Runyon Bearl IA0047  

Sipe Dohn C. IA0008 '50  Beehler Elwood F. IA0048 '53 

Swinford Basil IA0009   Boyd Robert IA0049  

Tout Frank L. IA0010 '50  Morris Don R. IA0050 '54 

Edwards Prentice D. IA0011   Morris Wayne IA0051  

Studebaker Mark IA0012   Showalter Carl M. IA0052 '54 

Yoho Lewis Wilbur IA0013 '41  Whalen Donald L. IA0053 '54 

Willis Marshall IA0014 '53  Cartwright Harold E. IA0054 '51 

Phares Richard IA0015 '53  Howell Ralph IA0055  

Smith L. George IA0016 '52  Hofherr Philip M. IA0056 '41 

Crawford Albert IA0017   Summers William IA0057 '46 

Harper Frederick N. IA0018 '53  Himelick Eugene B. IA0058 '50 

Marks Thomas D. IA0019 '53  Bennett Lloyd M. IA0059 '50 

Hill Bill J. IA0020 '53  Phelps Keith L. IA0060 '47 

Whitton Richard IA0021 '53  Webster James IA0061 '54 

Barley Ward Clinton IA0022   Roth Harold IA0062  

Collins Charles R. IA0023 '51  Banta Samuel S. IA0063 '42 

Colvin Clyde IA0024 '51  Jones Richard IA0064 '42 

Doenges Richard P. IA0025 '51  Fitch Franklin G. IA0065 '47 

Hunter William Frank IA0026   Townsend Samuel M. IA0066 '48 

Limbert Jack L. IA0027 '51  Copeland Clyde Richard IA0067  

Olmstead Paul R. IA0028 '51  Detweiler Gerald IA0068  

Schnick Karl A. IA0029 '51  Weyler Jack IA0069  

Stafford Charles IA0030   Beehler Jay E. IA0070 '54 

Swinford Philip IA0031 '51  Gordon Marvin IA0071  

Bainbridge John E. IA0032 '52  Stephenson Harry IA0072 '53 

Bobbitt Albert R. IA0033 '52  Buzzard Marion IA0073 '53 

Brandley Norman IA0034   Carter William A. IA0074 '54 

Carter Gordon E. IA0035 '52  Gwinn Jimmy G. IA0075 '53 

Clements Don Eugene IA0036 '52  Hood John IA0076  

Holihan Don IA0037 '52  Langdon Edsel IA0077 '52 

Nestel Dale A. IA0038 '52  Mantock Bob M. IA0078 '53 

Sheffer Robert IA0039   Morris Phil E. IA0079 '54 

Webb Edgar L. IA0040 '52  Pinckert Jack IA0080  
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Appendix 1 (Continued) 
 

Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

 Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

Poljak Jacob IA0081   Hudson Carl B. IA0121 '54 

Potter Don R. IA0082 '54  May William B. IA0122 '55 

Small George IA0083 '53  Morigi Samuel IA0123  

Stringer Donald IA0084 '53  Neff Conrad IA0124 '53 

Winkle Davy L. IA0085 '54  Phares Norman R. IA0125 '55 

Current James P. IA0086 '49  Rohn John W. IA0126 '53 

Raabe Billy IA0087   Naab John IA0127  

Schultz Lowell L. IA0088 '50  Gunn John IA0128  

Tyner Robert IA0089 '48  Myers Nile IA0129  

Herring John V. IA0090 '27  Ludy Charles A. IA0130 '54 

Duke Wallace G. IA0091 '51  Dick Dorwin IA0131  

Spurgeon A. Dale IA0092 '36  Ahlersmeyer Donald E. IA0132 '54 

Ashley Charles H. IA0093 '50  Gerhart Neil R. IA0133 '53 

Detweiler Dean W. IA0094 '41  Bergsieker Harlan IA0134 '55 

Boyd Thomas IA0095   Haller George H. IA0135 '55 

Johnson Vaughn IA0096   Dickerson E.J. IA0136 '58 

Weigand Fred M. IA0097 '53  Horn Chester IA0137  

Smith Verl V. IA0098   Adams Foster (Sparky) IA0138  

Zedekar James L. IA0099 '30  Davisson Charlie IA0139 '56 

Dean Glen IA0100   Greer W.J. IA0140  

Meguiar George IA0101 '46  Holderman Richard IA0141 '56 

Crouse Lowell IA0102   Hoopingarner Lee IA0142 '55 

Ebrite Earnest IA0103   Jump Rollin E.(Rolly) IA0143 '55 

Anderson Harold IA0104   Miller Edward IA0144 '55 

Dolby Leon IA0105 '50  Miller Larry D. IA0145 '56 

Osborn William IA0106   Sauder David L. IA0146 '55 

Broyles Mendel IA0107   Spears Gary Lee IA0147  

Walters John S. IA0108 '50  Taylor Thomas IA0148 '55 

Frazier John IA0109   Jones Gary A. IA0149 '55 

Longworth Harold J. IA0110 '54  Shoemaker Charles IA0150 '51 

Mann Richard IA0111 '54  Alley George A. IA0151 '56 

Roof Marvin G. IA0112 '53  Crosier William L. IA0152 '56 

Shafer Rodney IA0113   Harris J. William IA0153 '55 

Nezamis Chris P. IA0114 '54  Hornrig John G. IA0154 '55 

Amrhein Ray C. IA0115 '55  Maitlen Dean J. IA0155  

Bennett Dale E. IA0116 '55  Martin Keith IA0156  

Bushey Gilbert R. IA0117 '54  Mixell Ronald IA0157 '56 

Davis Robert Gene IA0118   Quirk Jerry R. IA0158 '56 

Decrastos Richard M. IA0119 '55  Rigdon William IA0159 '56 

Hall Charles R. IA0120 '55  Shannon Gary L. IA0160 '56 
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Appendix 1 (Continued) 
 

Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

 Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

Boles Marvin L. IA0161 '57  Horney Larry Joe IA0201  

Botkin Melvin IA0162 '56  Johnson John R. IA0202 '58 

Broadwater Joe S. IA0163 '57  Kitchel Jerry D. IA0203 '58 

Craig Charles A. IA0164 '56  Luellen Dean D. IA0204 '57 

Crosier Eugene IA0165   Meyers Jan Robert IA0205 '57 

Flanders John W. IA0166   Newkirk Bob IA0206  

Harris Frederick IA0167   Simon Richard M. IA0207 '57 

Hayes Robert IA0168   Storms Myron D. IA0208 '58 

Landauer Richard IA0169 '57  Swift David IA0209 '58 

Laycock Danny D. IA0170 '57  Thomas Stuart R. IA0210 '58 

Lingo Brooks Elden IA0171   Uhlir Richard IA0211 '58 

Ludy Glen Robert IA0172   Wiggins William IA0212  

Martin Richard W. IA0173 '62  Williams John Lambert IA0213  

Moore Max R. IA0174 '57  Wilson Ronald Dee IA0214  

Nelson Donald IA0175 '57  Witmer Houston IA0215 '58 

Niemeyer Jerry IA0176 '57  Caton Norman Ward IA0216  

Pittenger Jay M. IA0177 '57  Satryan James A. IA0217 '57 

Putt William R. IA0178 '56  Alexander Carroll IA0218 '58 

Thomas Rex E. IA0179 '56  Culp Chuck IA0219  

Beck Jack L. IA0180 '57  Haven Robert D. IA0220 '58 

Dirrim Lowell G. IA0181 '56  Hirsch Paul M. IA0221 '57 

Emrick Arthur J. IA0182 '57  Ison Jerry R. IA0222 '57 

Heath William R. IA0183 '57  Ostler Dale IA0223 '57 

Jones Harold F. IA0184 '56  Riggin Richard IA0224 '57 

Peters Thomas M. IA0185 '56  Schultz Robert IA0225 '57 

Stanley Harold N. (Bud) IA0186 '57  Jost Robert IA0226 '48 

Stanley Richard L. IA0187 '57  Buffalo Bill IA0227 '59 

Wolfe Harold IA0188 '57  Cappel Herbert Clayton IA0228  

Leach Harold IA0189 '57  Cruse Jack A. IA0229 '59 

Hodgson Robert Lee IA0190 '54  Davis James P. IA0230 '59 

Stomm Larry G. IA0191 '57  Douglas Phil IA0231 '58 

Bonshire Robert L. IA0192 '58  Hayes Nelson J. IA0232 '58 

Campbell Larry W. IA0193 '58  Jackson Bill G. IA0233 '58 

Carmichael Dan IA0194 '58  Jarrett Jack L IA0234  

Craig Terrance R. IA0195 '57  Jump Duane A. IA0235 '59 

Dick David A. IA0196 '58  Jump Gerald W.(Jerry) IA0236 '59 

Gage Robert L. IA0197 '57  Kennedy Larry D. IA0237 '58 

Harder Carl R. IA0198 '58  Kinder David L. IA0238 '59 

Harp Roger E. IA0199 '58  Leas Richard L. IA0239 '59 

Holbrook Loren R. IA0200 '57  Lukens Donald E. IA0240 '59 
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Appendix 1 (Continued) 
 

Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

 Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

Poston George IA0241 '59  Smith Clair E. IA0281 '60 

Reeves Donald K. IA0242 '59  Beauchamp William E. IA0282 '60 

Seaver Richard IA0243 '58  Dick Ronald A. IA0283 '60 

Waechter William F. IA0244 '59  Endres Arthur A. IA0284 '60 

Alberson Eugene E. IA0245 '59  Nead John J. IA0285 '50 

Amburn James L. IA0246 '59  Fox Jerry W. IA0286 '60 

Egger Ross IA0247 '58  Harry Jerry C. IA0287 '60 

Foley Phillip Delano IA0248   Hofer Marvin E. IA0288 '60 

Griffith William IA0249 '59  Osborn Thomas B. IA0289 '40 

Hill Jerry IA0250 '59  Langham Charlie IA0290 '59 

Mitchell John A. IA0251 '59  Macy John C. IA0291 '60 

Replogle Gayle M. IA0252 '59  Meeker R. Fred IA0292 '60 

Stokes William IA0253 '58  Moore Joel H. IA0293 '60 

Dickson Robert R. IA0254 '58  Patterson David IA0294 '60 

Austin Donald R. IA0255 '60  Schweiger Edward J. IA0295 '60 

Beaman Richard L. IA0256 '60  Shafer Wendell W. IA0296 '60 

Brown Erwin E. IA0257 '60  Smith Phillip IA0297 '60 

Cheatham Willard D. IA0258 '60  Hunt Harold T. IA0298 '60 

Current William C. IA0259 '60  Blume Roger C. IA0299 '61 

Drerup Owen L. IA0260 '60  Bradley John R. IA0300 '61 

Enyeart Robert D. IA0261 '59  Bruin Tommy G. IA0301 '61 

Goldsmith William R. IA0262 '60  Butler David James IA0302 54 

Gwin David L. IA0263 '60  Cloud Rex E. IA0303 '61 

Harris George A. IA0264 '60  Colter Robert IA0304 '61 

Hill George IA0265 '60  Eckert Allan G. IA0305 '60 

Johnson Thomas R. IA0266 '60  Epply Tom D. IA0306 '61 

Kastetter James IA0267 '60  Evilsizer Marshall IA0307 '61 

Kirkendall James IA0268 '60  Fairchild Lee E. IA0308 '61 

Kirkman James IA0269 '60  Fuller Daniel L. IA0309 '60 

Knudson Raymond E. IA0270 '60  Fraze Kenneth L. IA0310 '60 

Lewellyn Norman H. IA0271 '59  Harris Thomas E. IA0311 '60 

McHolland Joseph IA0272 '59  Hess Ronald R. IA0312 '61 

Masters Charles IA0273 '60  Janney James O. IA0313 '60 

Meyers Jerry Richard IA0274 '60  Janney John W. IA0314 '61 

Nelson Wayne B. IA0275 '60  McCart Bobby IA0315 '61 

Smith Wayne E. IA0276 '60  Mifflin Jerry IA0316 '61 

Thorne Michael IA0277 '60  Spahr Keith A. IA0317 '60 

Weiss David L. IA0278 '60  Spice Bill IA0318 '61 

Collier Dr. Kenneth IA0279   Stewart Arthur L. IA0319 '60 

Marsh Don IA0280 '60  Weis Patrick IA0320  
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Appendix 1 (Continued) 
 

Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

 Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

Williams Jerry F. IA0321 '61  Spade Thomas D. IA0361 '62 

Rau Herbert IA0322 '51  Sweet Bob IA0362  

Poucher Kenneth IA0323 '48  Thiele Ralph F. IA0363 '62 

Fatzinger Tommy J. IA0324 '60  Combs Edward M. IA0364 '62 

Sprunger Benjamin IA0325 '60  Aebi James IA0365 '64 

Beckett Marsee O. IA0326 '61  Bauserman Michael G. IA0366 '63 

Cumings David E. IA0327 '60  Bleill Norbert IA0367  

Douglas Donnie IA0328   Brady Patrick E. IA0368 '63 

Gould Leon IA0329   Cockrell Dale(Kete) IA0369 '63 

Hensley Monte IA0330 '62  Crum Ben IA0370 '63 

Johnson Charles IA0331 '61  Deuitch Nelson L. IA0371 '62 

Mullins Mark IA0332 '61  Etchison Joseph B. IA0372  

Smith Ronald L. IA0333 '61  Evans David C. IA0373 '62 

Stonecipher Joel H. IA0334 '61  Ferris Ronald H. IA0374 '63 

Stoops Dave IA0335   Fields Thomas A. IA0375 '63 

Stroup Jack IA0336 '60  Gardner Bob IA0376 '63 

Welborn Danny J. IA0337 '61  Hillery Jerry IA0377 '62 

Tincher Jerry IA0338 '61  Kingery James R. IA0378 '63 

Beyer Delbert E. IA0339 '62  Kinsey Roger IA0379 '63 

Caton Thomas L. IA0340 '62  Koval Dick IA0380 '63 

Cooley P. Philip IA0341 '62  Liehr Thomas IA0381 '63 

Curry Edward IA0342 '61  Lovell Reginald IA0382 '63 

Fadely Gary K. IA0343 '62  Marker Ron IA0383 '63 

Garrison Jerry L. IA0344 '61  Mechling Richard C. IA0384  

Gillis Don G. IA0345 '61  Newby Cam IA0385 '63 

Hartman John M. IA0346 '62  Roggie Stephen IA0386 '63 

Piper Keith W. IA0347 '69  Schreiner Gerald IA0387  

Reff Roger G. IA0348 '61  Shoemaker Luther IA0388  

Robinson John IA0349 '60  Sovine Tom M. IA0389 '62 

Seils Carl L. IA0350 '62  Waechter Paul E. IA0390 '63 

Smith David IA0351 '62  Wells Michael R. IA0391 '63 

Stevens Charles D. IA0352 '61  Williams Jerry L. IA0392 '63 

Wilkie Stephen IA0353 '62  Lyon Ed IA0393 '58 

Dooley Dr. William E. IA0354   Younkin Henry IA0394  

Humphrey Joseph C. IA0355 '32  Bishop Rodney L. IA0395 '62 

Strong Robert L. IA0356 '62  Black David L. IA0396 '63 

Clingerman Edgar A. IA0357 '60  Cooper James F. IA0397 '62 

Dawkins Phil IA0358 '62  Duffy David D. IA0398 '63 

Murphy George A. IA0359 '62  Fisher Roger W. IA0399 '63 

Owings Harold (Gene) IA0360 '60  Jacobs Willus R. IA0400 '62 
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Appendix 1 (Continued) 
 

Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

 Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

Johnson Myron (Jerry) IA0401   Freck Mike IA0441 '64 

Krohne Donald W. IA0402 '63  Handwork Ronald L. IA0442 '64 

McCarty John IA0403   Hatcher James R. IA0443 '65 

Stewart Phillip IA0404 '63  Hendrickson John IA0444  

Thorne Pat A. IA0405 '63  McClintock Jon W. IA0445 '63 

Witter Jerrold J. IA0406 '63  Meyer Robert W. IA0446 '64 

Barrett Donald A. IA0407 '64  Miller Gary IA0447 '64 

Brown Tommy B. IA0408 '64  Rauner Norman IA0448 '64 

Burgess David IA0409   Bishop Ken I. IA0449 '63 

Connell Robert L. IA0410 '64  Brooks Steve IA0450 '65 

Craig Ronald IA0411 '64  Clippinger Steven B. IA0451 '65 

Drayer Nicholas A. IA0412 '64  Close Paul D. IA0452 '64 

Eaton Ronald A. IA0413 '63  Duff Thomas M. IA0453 '65 

Galloway Ron IA0414 '64  File Jerry L. IA0454 '66 

Garretson James D. IA0415 '64  Flora John E. IA0455 '65 

Heinkel Dave IA0416 '64  Gardner William IA0456 '64 

Kinderman Lawrence W. IA0417 '63  Harlan James R. IA0457 '63 

Kyle Robert J. IA0418 '64  Henschen Keith P. IA0458 '65 

Lance James IA0419 '64  Jacobs Carl E.(Jake) IA0459 '65 

Le Beau John E.(Jack) IA0420 '64  King Thomas IA0460 '65 

Marshall Robert T. IA0421 '64  Kinghorn Thomas J.(Duke) IA0461 '65 

Myers  X Dale IA0422   Land Jim IA0462  

Noel Thomas IA0423 '64  Nelson Larry IA0463 '65 

Pattee Larry J. IA0424 '62  Piper Stephen L. IA0464 '64 

Ridenour Jim IA0425 '64  Reeves Rick IA0465 '66 

Roemer Larry L. IA0426 '64  Reiter Carl T.(Tom) IA0466 '65 

Schepp J. Ronald IA0427 '64  Watson Charles Dennis IA0467 '64 

Snook Marvin IA0428 '64  Breedlove Steve IA0468  

Spencer William IA0429 '62  Dargitz Donald H. IA0469 '65 

Theobald Forest IA0430 '64  Dougherty Sanford C. IA0470 '65 

Vanskyock James D. IA0431 '64  Fetters John E. IA0471 '64 

Wells James IA0432 '63  Fisher James L. IA0472 '65 

Wilson William W. IA0433 '64  Ford Richard E. IA0473 '65 

Pittenger X Lynn IA0434 '63  Johnson Art IA0474 '64 

Shumaker Jay IA0435 '64  Keefer John R. (Jack) IA0475 '65 

Wilson Mark IA0436   Matthias Steve IA0476 '65 

Aebi John L. IA0437 '64  McCoy Dennis(Luke) IA0477 '65 

Allen Roger D. IA0438 '64  Menze Eugene R. IA0478 '65 

Brown Floyd W. IA0439 '64  Murray Ronald IA0479 '64 

Clock Carl S. IA0440 '64  Smith Phillip E. IA0480 '65 
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Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

 Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

Wenning Dale IA0481 '65  Humphrey Jere L. IA0521 '66 

Willsey Donald L. IA0482 '65  Kammeyer Charles A. IA0522 '66 

Bilse Donald H. IA0483 '61  Kendall Michael D. IA0523 '66 

Thuran Jack IA0484   Lacey Stephen IA0524 '66 

Horsman Bruce H. IA0485 '62  Mills Bruce B. IA0525 '66 

Watson James IA0486 '65  Morgan James T. IA0526 '66 

Alexander Mark W. IA0487 '66  Nierman Kenneth  X IA0527 '66 

Berry Tyrus W. IA0488 '66  Oldham Roger IA0528 '65 

Bolander Shyrl (Steve) IA0489 '65  Richards Bruce Steve IA0529 '66 

Clemons Gerald W. IA0490 '65  Rockwell Harry IA0530  

Davis Steven C. IA0491 '66  Taylor James R. IA0531  

Donoff Michael J. IA0492 '66  Bright William IA0532 '63 

Douglas Max E. IA0493 '66  Chase Ralph IA0533  

Fisher Jack R. IA0494 '66  Montague Earl J. IA0534 '51 

Fitzharris Kelly IA0495 '66  Pasotti Michael IA0535 '50 

Grimes Jerry L. IA0496 '66  Denig Ervin IA0536  

Hodgin Duane E. IA0497 '66  Boyle David J. IA0537 '66 

Johnson Robert D. IA0498 '66  Crask Gary R. IA0538 '67 

Jorden Jack E. IA0499 '66  Creech James IA0539 '67 

Kenney William M. IA0500 '66  Culver James M. IA0540 '67 

Menzie Robert L. IA0501 '66  Davis Steven R. IA0541 '67 

Miller Jerry W. IA0502 '66  Fisher Richard L. IA0542 '71 

Patton Donald L. IA0503 '66  Geiger Paul L. IA0543 '67 

Price Fred Ray IA0504   Gingrich Dave D. IA0544 '67 

Reed James P. IA0505 '65  Grinkmeyer Charles IA0545 '67 

Ross Robert R. IA0506 '66  Grinkmeyer Kerry J. IA0546 '66 

Seffrin John R. IA0507 '66  Hartman Robert A. IA0547 '66 

Slisher Claude IA0508 '65  Macy Rodger IA0548 '67 

Whitson David IA0509 '66  McClurg Robert J. IA0549 '67 

Wolford Mars E. IA0510 '65  Myers Allison IA0550  

Alexander Richard IA0511   Sapp Michael IA0551 '66 

Baker Nickey D. IA0512 '66  Schmidt Richard IA0552 '67 

Cameron Jerry J. IA0513 '65  Shouse Steven A. IA0553 '51 

Crum Theodore L. IA0514 '66  Stohler Donald G. IA0554 '66 

Denig Erwin G. IA0515 '66  Takats John S.(Steve) IA0555 '65 

Greer Lowell W. IA0516 '66  Wagner Ralph A. IA0556 '67 

Guthrie Ronald Kent IA0517 '66  Wible Kirk E. IA0557 '66 

Harter Jim IA0518 '65  Clock Lawrence IA0558 '68 

Heller Tom IA0519 '66  Closson Mike  IA0559 '67 

Hotchkiss Norman L.ane IA0520 '66  Eichenauer Max A. IA0560 '66 
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Last name First Name 
Zeta 
no. 

class 
year 

 

Gay David E. IA0561 '67  

Green Michael IA0562   

Huyck Richard L. IA0563 '67  

Maddox Thomas W. IA0564 '67  

Morgan Robert IA0565 '67  

Pelath Richard IA0566 '64  

Shafer Jack L. IA0567 '67  

Thewlies Dennis D. IA0568 '67  

West John W. IA0569 '68  

Williams Thomas L. IA0570 '67  

Reno John E. IA0571 '61  

Armour Shaun K. IA0572 '67  

Brindel Gerry L. IA0573 '67  

Burkhart Robert IA0574 '68  

Chalk Charles J. IA0575 '80  

Cochrun Tom IA0576 '68  

Fields Richard D. IA0577 '68  

Hurst Errol R. IA0578 '65  

Laird Dick IA0579 '68  

Lang Ronald L. IA0580 '68  

Lebherz Kent IA0581 '68  

Mohr Terry W. IA0582 '68  

Moorhous William L. IA0583 '68  

O'Brien Michael IA0584 '68  

Stiner Lewis C. IA0585 '67  

Treesh Michael IA0586 '68  

Usher Brian T. IA0587 '68  

Whitson Robert IA0588 '68  

McClurg* Ira R. IA0589 '31  

Butler Ron IA0590 66  

Cahill James E. IA0591 '68  

Bleill Virgil E. IA0592 '68  

Dennis Robert IA0593 '68  

Ellison Brian IA0594 '68  

Evans William IA0595 '68  

Fidger John E. IA0596 '67  

Foist Marlin(AJ) IA0597 '67  

Gates, Jr. Fred Aubrey IA0598   

Gildersleeve David IA0599 '67  

Gray Donald IA0600 '67  
*Ira McClurg deceased Oct. 2009 age 100
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Appendix 2 - List of Crescent Girls 1951-1966 

 

The first Crescent Girl was Mrs. Sharley B. DeMotte.  She was also a Navajo but 

couldn‘t be made a Lambda Chi. So, in gratitude; the chapter named her the first Crescent 

Girl in May of 1951. 

 

In 1952, Jane Anglin was named Crescent Girl. 

 

In 1958, Nancy S. Juett, pin woman of Larry W. Campbell. 

 

In 1959, Judy Duguid was named Crescent Girl. 

 

In 1960, Barbara Ann Hiatt, pin woman of Brother Keith Spahr was named Crescent Girl. 

 

In 1961, Susie Dyer, pin woman of Brother David Cummings was named Crescent Girl. 

 

In 1962, Jackie Nye, pin woman of Brother Ron Handwork was named Crescent Girl. 

 
In 1963, Jan Mullen, pin woman of Brother Bob Marshall.   

 

In 1964, Diane Grey, pin woman of Brother Tom King. 

 

In 1965, Jackie Atkins, pin woman of Al Meyers. 

 

In 1966, Sandy Tucker, pin woman of Dave Whitson. 
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Appendix 3 - Cornerstone Letter 
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